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Hark ! it is the echo faithful
Slowly sounding, outward bound,
Answering to the far cry mirthful
Lending to it tone profound.
Slight the distance from the hillside
Of the echo's haunting strain,
Clear and true the notes reflected,
Treasure, truth and beauty gain.
Farther creep the faltering shadows,
Fainter grows the echo's home.
Listen, ponder, through the meadows,
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&rur ivi! Utistovt) of ZZttUt&ltt)
Concur
ARNSWALLOWS ! " " Wellesley Magazine and
College News ! " ' Try-outs for Glee and Man-
dolin Clubs!" "Christian Association!" "Athletic
Association ! " Even so do large placards of
cabalistic black-letter art, or gayly alluring
posters whose curves defy the wriggles of a Stanlaws-maid, or
perchance, the honeyed accent of a " Financial Committee so
dread " beguile the student during the opening weeks until suddenly
the new Senior realizes with an odd, lumpy throb that the wheels of a
precious last year are flying fast in an unceasing and relentless clickity-
clack clicking of days; and dreamily she recalls that "there is a
certain sadness about doing anything for the last time." The
Freshman, too, is now, more new; and she also is sad from an
uncalloused excess of doing things for the first time; she seeks to find
a meaning in the bewildering rush of life.
What does it mean? That a college, a great one, has swung into
motion like some ponderous piece of mechanism whose piston rod
drives slowly at first but with increasing speed as screw, nut, wheel
and pivot wears down to its bearings. Our college life of today is
intricate, established ; the fruition of years of experiment, it asks of
its students little more than re-adjustment and adaptation. Usages
are mellowing with age; traditions haunt the memory; and a "college
spirit," illusive but not ephemeral, abides with us. Buildings crown
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the knolls, tennis-courts invite, class yells reverberate. Imagine a
time when there was neither the echo of song nor the rustle of pub-
lication; when the life of the college was pliant, supple, unshaped;
when beaten path or blazed trail was not; and zest of life gave
impetus to the zeal for initial trial.
An effort was made in our behalf when by legislative act (1873)
our name was changed to " Wellesley College" in lieu of the " Wellesley
Female Seminary" set forth in the charter signed by Gov. William
Claflin, our friend. A building and a name did not suffice. The
"college" had yet to be made ; for this our Founders, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Fowle Durant, selected as their co-operator Miss Ada L.
Howard of Mt. Holyoke Seminary. Many of our customs found a
beginning in those seven fledgeling years (1875-1882). At Mr. Durant's
suggestion Flower Sunday was inaugurated, the text being then as
now, " God is Love." In referring to a sermon preached from those
same words by the Founder himself, one of the early daughters of the
college wrote home, " His sermon was full of enthusiasm setting forth
a high standard of true, noble womanhood. We are to be reformers,
teachers. We are to mould the country. One sentence of his I
remember, ' O children, I want you to remember all of your lives that
God is Love.' " The death of his little son placed such high ideals
in the heart of the father, and the mother joyfully furthered their
realization. Strolling through the grounds, Mr. Durant stooped to
pick a wee, white clover, saying, " I need no higher miracle than that.'
In every way during the few years he was permitted to work he
planned for his " calico girls." The Zeta Alpha and Phi Sigma
societies were the expression of his thought, and Shakespeare society
was formed soon after. The first Tree Day [1877) belongs to this
early period. The Students' Aid Society and Teachers' Registry
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were established; and in 1879 the Pioneers were graduated. With
a dignified Alumna? once recognized the preparatory-school reached
a vanishing point; but not until it had proved its efficacy, for only
a tenth of the entering three hundred were prepared for college work.
With this cutting of leading-strings the college waxed and increased.
The original building, College Hall, no longer sufficed. The " Teachers
Specials" were gathered together in a home provided through the
munificence of Mrs. Valeria G. Stone. Poor Specials ! for it is rumored
that a certain exacting Head required the furniture in each room
to be placed according to one model. There would have been no
difficulty then in granting Matthew Arnold's request " to see a student's
room." About the same time the corner-stone of the College of
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Music was laid, Waban Cottage was made ready for use, and the
Browning room was opened; all of them through the generosity
of Mr. and Mrs. Durant. In connection with the Browning room, it
is remembered that when Mr. Durant and four wen were placing in
it " The Reading Girl," a heavy statue, Mr. Durant said, " She need
never be accused of reading light literature."
Mr. Durant died October 3, 188 1. He left to the girls of those
early years a gentle sorrow; to the girls who have come after him, a
reverent regret. " He was bright and witty; not jolly, but wishing
to see the girls happy." His favors were individual. When an
epidemic of scarlet-fever filled the hospital, he arranged flowers and
fruit with his own hands. The girl who received a camelia said
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proudly, " I know he did not give anybody else one." Flowers were
favorites with Mr. Durant. He had crocus bulbs, snow-drops, and
English violets planted over the ground, " enough for each girl to pick
three a day," in an effort to have the girls share his love for nature.
The Silent Time, twenty minutes for self-communion morning and
evening, was his adaptation of Emerson's " Know thyself ! " Domestic
service was adopted from Mt. Holyoke because Mr. Durant wished
each girl to have a part in the work of the household and to appreciate
the dignity of labor. With his death ended the first epoch of our
history, President Howard resigning soon afterward because of ill
health.
With her successor, Miss Alice E. Freeman, of Michigan University,
came growth. The days of pleasing lack of constraint were passing
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away. The college outgrew the life planned for the original domestic
nucleus. Under President Freeman's administration (1882-88) Simpson
cottage, the gift of Mr. Michael Simpson, in memory of Mrs. Simpson,
opened to receive the more delicate girls who were not fitted for
the bustling activity of a larger hall,—the " lame ducklings," as they
were called. The laying of the corner-stone of the Decennial cottage,
afterwards named Norumbega, soon followed. The Alumnae, generously
aided by Prof. Eben Norton Horsford and others, contributed the
funds. To Prof. Horsford we are also indebted for benefactions to
the library and faculty parlor. Freeman cottage, the gift of Mr. Durant,
and Eliot Cottage the joint munificence of Mrs. Durant and Mrs. Hollis
H. Hunnewell, completed the outward growth of this truly golden age.
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Not less significant was the more academic development through the
forming of student organizations. Zeta Alpha was dissolved in the
spring of 1883, but the following October saw the birth of the Christian
Association and the nucleus of the Philosophy Club. Later the Chapel
Fund association organized. The six years of Miss Freeman's guar-
dianship were ones of forth-putting life. Even after her marriage, as
Mrs. George Herbert Palmer she continued to be a close friend of
Wellesley until the day of her death.
President Helen A. Shafer (1888-94) was graduated from Oberlin
College. The college had long since discarded its creeping-bag; it
had become a toddler of sturdy growth, and, like all other babies, it
found its tongue. " The Courant," at first a mere ambitious column
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in the local paper ; " The Prelude" and the " Wellesley Magazine,"
the Legenda preceding the latter by a year, began to speak. The
number of buildings was increased by the Farnsworth Art Building
in which the Amos W. Stetson collection of paintings found a home.
Perhaps the beginning of that building was still farther back. Wood
Cottage, the gift of Mrs. Caroline A. Wood, was opened during this
period. It was a time more specifically of development than of growth
in numbers. Zeta Alpha and Phi Sigma societies were welcomed
back. The Art Society, afterwards named Tau Zeta Epsilon, was
founded. In two years came the Agora, formed from the Cottage
Street Political Club. Later the Classical Society was permitted.
Glee and Banjo clubs formed; Student Volunteers and College Settle-
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coffee were impossible for the same meal since the one group of
girls had both sets of cups to wash and stoutly refused to do double
duty; a spill of salad dressing changed an election for Senior president;
and Henry Drummond innocently created a panic by descending for
his breakfast long after the waitresses were engaged with Greek and
Mathematics. Mrs. Irvine's days saw the buildings increase. The
Chemical Laboratory opened and the Houghton Memorial Chapel
was given in memory of Mr. William S. Houghton, for many years
a trustee of the college. Soon it was announced that Mr. John C.
Whitin, also a trustee, would give an astronomical observatory
and a telescope. Mr. Charles T. Wilder gave funds for the building
of Wilder Hall. The Shakespeare Society House opened. Mrs. Irvine
recognized the wisdom of " a time to play " when she countenanced
Barnswallows and the Athletic Association.
President Hazard we feel to be " our very own." Under her
guidance the erstwhile toddler and prattler has grown very thoughtful;
as a result Student Government has come as a " will o' the girls."
These late, years have been ones of prolificacy for Wellesley. All the
societies have found homes for themselves. The Wellesley College
Debt and Endowment Fund of $ 1 10,000 from Almanae and friends for
endebtedness and $ 100,000 for endowment from Mr. John D. Rockefeller
has been completed. Mr. Rockefeller has also given us the heating
plant whose chimney we see towering in the days to come green with
our class ivy. The years 1904-05 saw the opening of Billings Hall,
presented by the action of the trustees of the Billings Estate.
Two modern dormitories stand side by side: Pomeroy, the gift of the
Pomeroy Estate, and Cazenove Hall, the gift of Mrs. Durant, from the
ancestral " de Cazenove," a name fittingly suggested by our president.
The voice of the students has further expressed itself through a weekly,
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" College News." A branch of the National Consumers' League
has been organized, and the Athletic Association has been reor-
organized. The ancient and honorable order of Phi Beta Kappa
has recruited its ranks from among us, and lo ! we no longer stand
alone but hand in hand, in pulsating touch with universal collegiate
aspirations.
Some touch of informality and intimate democracy which lingered
with the early days has " gone glimmering through the dream of things
that were." An alluring aroma of fellowship, and a certain flavor of
antiquity floats back from the days of '79. Yet it is for us bravely to
count our numbers, a thousand strong, our faculty of some hundred and
forty odd, our buildings, "grotesque, arabesque and picturesque,"
according to Henry Van Dyke, and find in the broad impulses and
interests that have ever dominated our Wellesley a potential ideal, a
conduct of life which shall obliterate the conventionalized "ein, zwei,
drei, vier" of a college generation, and, swelling "the loud sum of
silent units," shall make us one with the women of all time, whose
tartan is our blue, and who, as loyal Highlanders, gather to our slogan,
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1880 Opening of the Browning Room, the gift of the
Founders.
May 27 Laying of the corner-stone of Stone Hall, given by
Mrs. Valeria G. Stone.
Address by the Rev. Noah Porter, LL. D., President
of the Board of Trustees, on 'The Christian College."
Laying of the corner-stone of the College of Music,
presented by the Founder.
Closing of the Preparatory Department.
Organization of the Alumnae Association by Classes
of '79 and '80.
Discontinuance of the Phi Sigma Society.
Laying of the corner-stone of Simpson Cottage, the gift
of Mr. Michael Simpson, in memory of Mrs. Simpson.
Opening of Stone Hall.
Opening of Waban Cottage, the gilt of the founders.
The death of Mr. Henry Fowle Durant.
Miss Freeman made Acting President.
Administration of Pres. Alice E. Freeman.
Opening of Simpson Cottage.
Zeta Alpha Society dissolved.
Organization of the Christian Association.
Laving of the corner-stone of the Decennial Cottage,
afterwards named Norumbega. Dr. S. F. Smith
wrote a hymn for the occasion.
Fall Nucleus of the Philosophy Club formed by Professor
Morgan.
i88<> Opening of Norumbega Cottage, given by the
Alumnae, generously aided by Prof. Eben Norton
Horsford, Mr. E. A. Goodenow, Mr. Elisha S. Converse,
and others.
June 4 Library Festival, in celebration of the benefactions
of Prof. Eben Norton Horsford to the Library, and to
the College.
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1891 Nov. Founding of the Agora from the Cottage Street
Political Club, previously formed in November, 1890.
Founding of the Classical Society.
1892 Alumnae representation invited by the Board of
Trustees.
Wellesley Magazine, Vol. 1.
1893 Building of the Boat House, given by the Student's.
Senior Day inaugurated.
1894 Jan. 20. Death of President Shafer.
1894-1899 Administration of President Julia J. Irvine.
1894 Sept. Opening of Fiske Cottage, the gift of Mrs. Joseph W.
Fiske, and a few other friends.
Nov. Three Alumnae Trustees, nominated by the Alumnae
Association, elected by the Board of Trustees.
1895 Feb. Opening of the Chemical Laboratory Building.
1896 Sept. " Domestic Work " discontinued.
1897 Nov. 22 Laying of the corner-stone of the Houghton Memo-
rial Chapel, given by Miss Elizabeth G. Houghton
and Mr. Clement S. Houghton, as a memorial of
their father, Mr. William S. Houghton, for many
years a Trustee of the College.
1897-1898 Barnswallows organized.
Athletic Association organized.
1898 Announcement of the gift of an astronomical obser-
vatory and a telescope, to be presented by Mr. John
C. Whitin, a Trustee of the College. Completed in
1900.
Gift of $50,000 to build Wilder Hall, from the late
Mr. Charles F. Wilder.
Shakespeare Society House opened.
1899 June 1 Dedication of the Houghton Memorial Chapel.
Oct. 3 Inauguration of President Caroline Hazard.
1900 Zeta Alpha, Phi Sigma, and Tau -Zeta Epsilon
Society Houses opened.
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June 26 Completion of the Wellesley College Debt and
Endowment Fund, comprising $110,000 from the
Alumnae and friends for indebtedness, and $100,000
for endowment from Mr. John D. Rockefeller.
Establishment of Student Government.
Agora House opened.
First issue of College News.
Branch of the National Consumers' League organized.
Heating Plant, the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller.
Alpha Kappa Chi House opened.
Reorganization of the Athletic Association.
Formal opening of Billings Hall, presented by the
action of the Trustees of the Billings estate.
Formal opening of Pomeroy Hall, the gift of the
Pomeroy estate.
Installation of Phi Beta Kappa.
Opening of Cazenove Hall, the gift of Mrs. Durant.
First Public Tree Day.
iqoo-
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MoavJf of Z rtustr rg*
SAMUEL B. CAPEN, MA., LL.D.
U» toi»rnt of tl)r ]io,u«
WILLIAM LAWRENCE, D.D., LL.D. .
Bishop of Eastern Massachusetts
Vitt-VrtoWtnt
ALEXANDER MCKENZIE, D.D. .
MRS. HENRY F. DURANT .
ferrvrtar?
ALPHEUS H. HARDY, B.A.
£r*a««trrr
William F. Warren, S.T.D., LL.D.
Lillian Horsford Farlow
Edwin Hale Abbot, MA.
Louise McCoy North, M.A.
Adaline Emerson Thompson, B.A
Sarah E. Whitin
Henry E. Cobb, M.A.
Andrew Fiske, Ph.D.
William H. Lincoln
Rowland G. Hazard, M.A.
Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., M.A.
Joseph L. Colby
Cornelia Warren .
Herbert J. Wells .
Bertha Palmer Lane, M.A.
George E. Horr, D.D. .
George H. Davenport .
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#fRcera of Gotorntiurtit awto
XUBtVUttiOU*
CAROLINE HAZARD M.A., Litt.D., LL.D
President
SUSAN MARIA HALLOWELL, M.A.
Emeritus Professor of Botany
SARAH FRANCES WHITING, D.Sc.
Professor of Physics and Director of 11"hi'-tin Observatory
MARY ALICE WILLCOX, Ph.D.
Professor of Zoology
KATHARINE ELLIS COMAN, Ph.B.
Professor of Political Economy and of Political and Social Science
ANGIE CLARA CHAPIN, M.A.
Professor of Greek Language and Literature
ELLEN HAYES, B.A.
Professor of Astronomy and Applied Mathematics
WILLIAM HARMON NILES, B.S., Ph.B., M.A, LL.D.
Professor of Geology
{CATHERINE LEE BATES, M.A.
Professor of English Literature
f CHARLOTTE FITCH ROBERTS, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
Arranged according tn rank in the order of appointment.
+ Abroad lor the sabbatical year.
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• ALICE VAN VECHTEN BROWN
Clara Bertram Kimball Professor of Art
MARY WHITON CALKINS, M.A.
Professor of Philosophy and Psychology
ELLEN LOUISA BURKELL, B.A.
Professor of Pure Mathematics
HAMILTON CRAWFORD MACDOUGALL, Mus. Doc.
Professor of Music
ELIZABETH KIMBALL KENDALL, M.A.
Professor of History
ADELINE BELLE HAWES, M.A.
Professor of Latin Language and Literature
CLARA EATON CUMMINGS
Hunnewell Professor of Botany
MARGARETHE MULLER
Professor of Gei man
EVA CHANDLER, B.A.
. Associate Professor of Mathematics
MARY SOPHIA CASE, B.A.
Associate Professor of Philosophy
VIDA DUTTON SCUDDER, M.A.
Associate Professor of English Literature
ANNIE SYBIL MONTAGUE, M.A.
Associate Professor of Greek
KATHARINE MAY EDWARDS, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Greek and Comparative Philology
"Abroad for tbe Fal>hatlu<-aJ year.
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SOPHIE C.HANTAL HART, M.A.
Associate Professor of Rhetoric
SOPHIE JEWETT
Associate Professor of English Literature
CHARLOTTE ALMIRA BRAGG, B.S.
Associate Proftssor of Chemistry
MARGARET POLLOCK SHERWOOD, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English Literature
ADELAIDE IMOGEN LOCKE, B.A..S.T.B.
Associate Professor of Biblical History on the Helen Day Gould Foundation
* CAROLINE MAY BREYFOGLE, B.A.
Associate Professor of Biblical History on the Helen Day Gould Foundation
ELLEN FITZ PENDLETON, M.A.
Dean
Associate Professor of Mathematics
HELEN ABBOT MERRILL, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mathematics
MARION ELIZABETH HUBBARD, B.S.
Associate Professor of Zoology
ALICE WALTON, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Latin and Archeology
ELEANOR ACHESON McCULLOCH GAMBLE, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
ANNA JANE McKEAG, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Pedagogy
• Absent on leave.
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ALICE VINTON WAITE, M.A.
Associate Professor of English
* EMILY GREENE BALCH, B.A.
Associate Professor of Economics
MARGARET HASTINGS JACKSON,
Associate Professor of Italian, and Curator of the Frances Pearsons Plimpton
Library of Italian Literature
HENRIETTE LOUISE THERESE COLIN, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of French
MARGARET CLAY FERGUSON, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Botany
CLARENCE GRANT HAMILTON, M.A.
Associate Professor of Music
ELIZABETH FLORETTE FISHER, B.S.




Instructor in English Literature
* CAROLINE REBECCA FLETCHER, M.A.
Instructor in Latin
MARTHA GAUSE McCAULLEY, M.A.
Instructor in English
HENRY CUTTER HOLT
Instructor in the History of Architecture
• Absent on leave.
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GRACE EVANGELINE DAVIS, MA.
Instructor in Physics
LAURA EMMA LOCKWOOD, Ph.D.
Instructor in English








ELIZA HALL KENDRICK, Ph.D.
Instructor in Biblical History
FRANCES MELVILLE PERRY, M.A.
Instructor in English
MARTHA HALE SHACKFORD, Ph.D.
Instructor in English Literature
ROXANA HAYWARD VIVIAN, Ph.D.
Instructor in Mathematics
ETHEL DENCH PUFFER, Ph.D.
Instructor in Philosophy
CHARLES LOWELL YOUNG, B.A.
Instructor in English Literature
EDITH SOUTHER TUFTS, M.A.
Registrar. Instructor in Greek
* Absent on leave.
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MARIANA COGSWELL, B.A.
Instructor in Latin
-EDNA VIRGINIA MOFFETT, M.A.
Instructor in History






HENRY SAXTON ADAMS, B.A.S.
Instructor in Botany
•JOHANNA MARIE LOUISE PIRSCHER, Ph.D.
Instructor in German
EDITH WINTHROP MENDALL TAYLOR, B.A.
Instructoi in English
JAMES ELBERT CUTLER, Ph.D.
Instructor in Economics
BERT HODGE HILL, M.A.
Instructor in Greek Sculpture
EDITH HARRIET MOORE, B.A.
Instructor in Art
NATALIE MARY WIPPLINGER, Ph.D.
Instructor in German
GEORGE ARTHUR GOODELL, M.A.
Instructor in Chemistry
' Absent on leave.





JOHN HIGGINSON CABOT, 2nd, Ph.D.
Instructor in History and French




MARY CAMPBELL BLISS, M.A.
Instructor in Botany
ELIZABETH AVERY COLTON, M.A.
Instructor in English
JAMES CARLETON BELL, Ph.D.
Instructor in Experimental Psychology








EVA LOUISE MARGUERITE MOTTET,
Instructor in French
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REBECCA CORWIN, M.A., S.T.B.
Instructor in Biblical History
FLORENCE EMILY HASTINGS, BA.
Instructor in German
MARY MARIAN FULLER
Assistant in Chemical laboratories
ALBERT PITTS MORSE
Curator of Zoology Museum and Assistant
in Zoology Laboratories
ANNIE BROWN PHILBRICK, BA.
Assistant in Chemistry Laboratories
CARRIE MAUDE HOLT, BA.
Assistant in Zoology Laboratories
HETTY SHEPARD WHEELER, MA.
Assistant in Music
CLARE MACLLELEN HOWARD, MA.
Assistant in E?iglish
MABEL MINERVA YOUNG, M. A.
Assistant in Mathematics
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ALICE MARIA OTTLEY, BA.
Assistant in Botany
KATRINE WHEELOCK.B.D.
Assistant in Biblical History
HELEN DODD COOK, B.A.
Assistant in Philosophy and Psychology
ELVIRA JENNIE SLACK, B.A.
Assistant in English Literature
CAROLYN PEYTON NELSON, B.A.
Assistant in German






CHARLES HERBERT WOODBURY, B.S.
Instructor in Drawing
EDITH ESTELLE TORREY
Instructor in Vocal Music
SARAH ADAMS BOND, M.D.
Lecturer in Hygiene
SAMUEL ARTHUR KING, MA.
Lecturer in English
HARRY HUNTINGTON POWERS, Ph.D.
Lecturer in Art
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HARRIET HAWES
Librarian Emeritus
CAROLINE FRANCES PIERCE, B.A.
Librarian
HENRIETTA ST. BARBE BROOKS, B.S.
Assistant Librarian
ETHELDRED ABBOT, B.A., B.L.S.
Curator of Art Library and Collections
LILLA WEED, B.A.
Assistant in the Library
EMILIE JONES BARKER, M.D.
College Physician and Superintendent of tin Elliot
EVELYN BARRETT SHERRARD, B.A.
Resident Health Officer, and Lecturer on Psychology and Hygiene
EDWARD ERASTUS BANCROFT, M.D., M.A.
Consulting Physician
LUCILLE EATON HILL
Director of Physical Training
HARRIET NOYES RANDALL
Instructor in Swedish Gymnastics and Physical Examiner
MARION OWEN DILLINGHAM LUEY
Assistant in Physical Training
MARY CASWELL
Secretary to the President
MARY FRAZER SMITH, B.A.
Secretary to the Dean
ADELE OGDEN, B.A.
Assistant to the Registrar








Director of Halls of Residence. Lecturer on Domestic Science
ANNA STEDMAN NEWMAN
Superintendent of Norumbega Cottage
LOUISE ANNE DENNISON
Superintendent of Freeman Cottage
ELIZABETH PHEBE WHITING
Superintendent of Fiske Cottage
MARY ELIZABETH COOK
Superintendent of Wood Cottage
LYDIA SOUTHARD, B.A.
Superintendent of Wilder Hall
MARY ELIDA RUST
Superintendent of Noanctt House
MARY SNOW
Superintendent of Pomeroy Hall
HELEN WILLARD LYMAN, B.A.
Superintendent of Simpson Cottage
HELEN NICKERSON
Superintendent of Cazetiove Hall
HARRIET MAY ALLEN CLELAND
Assistant to the Superintendent of Eliot Cottage
EMERSON OREN PERKINS
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
FREDERICK DUTTON WOODS, B.S.
Superintendent of Grounds
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KATHERINE LEE BATES, M.A.
Professor of English Literature
MARY BOWEN, Ph.D.
Instructor in English Literati/ 1 e
JOSEPHINE MAY BURNHAM, Ph.B.
Instructor in English
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SOPHIE CHANTAL HART, MA.
Associate Proftssor of Rhetoric
CLARE MACLELLEN HOWARD, MA.
Assistant in English
SOPHIE JEWETT
Associate Professor of English Literature
LAURA EMMA LOCKWOOD, Ph.D.
Instructor in English
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VIDA DUTTON SCUDDER, M.A.
Associate Professor of English Literature
MARTHA HALE SHACKFORD, Ph.D.
Instructor in English Literature
MARGARET POLLOCK SHERWOOD, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English Literature
EDITH WINTHROP MENDALL TAYLOR,
B.A.
Lnstructor in English
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ALICE VINTON WAITE, MA.
Associate Professor of English
CHARLES LOWELL YOUNG, B.A.
fnsti tutor in English Literature
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Claoo of 1808
Colors : Blue and silver. Flower : White Sweet Pea.
Tree : Silver-leaved Poplar.













Helen E. Baird Anna L. Dickinson
jFartotumio
Gertrude K. Ware H. Louise Curtis
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BALL, MARY H.
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CARLISLE, MARION H.
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CROWL, CORINNA






























131 West 3d Street,
Duluth, Minn.












32 East Walnut Street,
Titusville, Pa.


















Franklin Falls, N. H.
EVERETT, ETHEL M.
ii Pleasant Street,
Franklin Falls, N. H.
EVERITT, ELIZABETH C.
842 North Capitol Avenue,
Indianapolis, Ind.
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GODDARD, ELIZABETH





East Jaffrey, N. H.
K ' I - 6.
GOODSPEED, MARY I.
St. Albans, Vt.


















313 East 9th Street,
Charlotte, N. C
GUISE, HELEN L.
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238 East 53d Street,
Chicago, 111.







1 ITCHES, MARTHA .1.
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JAMES, EL8A D.






49 North 2d West Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
JONES, CATHARINE B.
Westgrove, Pa.
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JORDAN, ETHEL
4iq North Court Street,
Ottumwa, la.
K RISER, EDITH R.




Staten Island, N. Y.






































New Boston, N. H.








25 North St. Bernard Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
MACOMBER, ELIZABETH P.
9 West Britannia Street,
Taunton, Mass.
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McClelland, m. glenx

















448 West 2nd Street,
Superior, Wis.
MARKEY, SUSAN M.
103 East 2nd Street,
Frederick, Md.
MAROUAND, FANNY E.
392 South Columbus Avenue,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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MATHER, M. ALICE


















Ocean Grove, N. Y.
MORGAN, MARTHA L.
100 Mt. Vernon Street,
Fitchburg, Mass.
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MORRISON, GERTRUDE





















1620 North Delaware Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.








St. John, New Brunswick
Verona, N. Y
Chardon, O.






















538 South 6th Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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ST. JOHN, AMELIA
51 West Main Street,
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SCHAEFER, SARAH A. O.




















136 West Main Street,
Middletown, N. Y
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STIMSON, ELEANOR K.
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WAGMAN, GRACE M.
142 Lake Avenue,
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WARE, KATRINA
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WHEELER, GENEVIEVE
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1000 Class %ouq
LUE is the sky where the silver stars glitter,
Blue is the lake by the breezes caressed,
Blue is the emblem of truth and of honor,
Blue is for Wellesley, the fairest and best.
Then let our classmates true, cheer for the Wellesley
[blue,
Love its ideals, where'er we may be;
Let 1906 once more sing as we've sung before,
Loyal to class and thee, fair Wellesley.
Hopes and resolves light the path we have chosen,
Voices are calling from near and from far,
Ours not to wish for a life full of honors,
Life is to prove of what metal we are.
Where'er our work may call, truth is the same for all.
Honor is striving, and shame is to flee.
Courage ! We'll do our best; time will decide the rest.
Thou wilt our helper be, fair Wellesley.
Here while we linger, the woods and the waters,
Bird songs and breezes, the message repeat.
In this wide world full of wonder and beauty,
Life's humblest duties are noble and sweet.
Thanks to the lessons true, learned 'neath the Wellesley blue
Thanks to our friends and our glad life and free;
Our 1906 shall praise ever our college days
—
Bright days we've spent with thee, fair Wellesley.














Mae Osborn Olive A. Smith
jFartotnme
Helena S. Lang Helen W. Hutchins




Adams, Olive L. .
Aiken, Jean N. .
Alexander, Mary B. W.
Ash, Geneva L. .









Biddle, A. Marie B. .
Birge, Marguerite
















8 1 Providence Street, Worcester, Mass
. 408 North Main Street, Natick, Mass.
5477 Cornell Avenue, Chicago, 111.
151 South Centre Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Clinton Avenue, New Brighton, N. Y.
1 2 15 Jackson Street, Anderson, Ind.
12 Ellery Street, Cambridge, Mass.
5139 Morgan Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Highlands, N. C.
. 17 River Street, Braintree, Mass.
Osborne House, Hornellsville, N. Y.
4 Marion Terrace, Brookline, Mass.
. 486 Norfolk Street, Dorchester, Mass.
. 29 Ingersoll Grove, Springfield, Mass.
120 West Main Street, Lock Haven, Pa.
Ashland, Pa.
98 Bellevue Avenue, Bristol, Conn.
way and Sindell Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.




158 Westford Street, Lowell, Mass.
Arroyo, W. Va.
321 Walnut Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
326 West Church Street, Lock Haven, Pa.
53 Duncan Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
. 28 Arch Street, Akron, 6.
953 Main Street, East Hartford, Conn.
516 5th Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
. 122 Monmouth Street, Newark, N. J.
731 East Market Street, Zanesville, O.







































45 East Central Avenue, Moorestown, N. J.
. Old Short Hills, Millburn, N. J.
146 South Fairmount Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
24 Arlington Street, Haverhill, Mass.
192 Bute Street, Norfolk, Va.
176 Seaver Street, Roxsbury, Mass.
Shannock, R. I.
108 Park Street, East Orange, N. J.
. 861 President Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wellesley, Mass.
. 1010 19th Street, Des Moines, la.
930 Bigelow Avenue, Mount Auburn, Cincinnati, O.
45 Rutland Square, Boston, Mass.
Box 222, Montclair, N. J.
90 Pond Street, Natick, Mass.
2322 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
86 Gallia Street, Portsmouth, O.
21 North Vine Street, Hazelton, Pa.
460 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton Centre, Mass.
Wellesley, Mass.
235 State Street, Portland, Me.
. 207 Pawling Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
. 3232 North 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
28 Middle Street, Gloucester, Mass.
Holliston, Mass.
. 93 Bartlet Street, Andover, Mass.
Kinsley, Kan.
. 4100 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
. College Hill, Cincinnati, O.
6 Concord Street, Natick, Mass.
Orono, Me.
1 1 28 Penn Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
Needham, Mass.
501 Wabash Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
. 501 Hancock Street, Lexington, Mass.
.
"
. . . . Milford, N. H.
417 South 43d Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.
1903 Tioga Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Frost, Hester 118 East Caramillo Street, Colorado Springs, Col.
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Goddard, Helen M. .
Goodman, Julia M.
Goodrich, Nellie H.
16 Hamilton Court, 39th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa
509 Washington Avenue, Elyria, O.
270 East Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
41 Court Street, Plattsburg, N. Y.
192 Pine Street, Springfield, Mast..
1516 Cora Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.







Penn and Arrott Streets, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa
Raymond, O.
1922 Orrington Avenue, Evanston, 111.
204 East Kent Street, Streator, 111.
4424 18th Street, San Francisco, Cal.
. Gorham, Me.























69 Elm Street, Hartford, Conn,
15 South Elm Street, Waterbury, Conn.
. Hampton Falls, N. H.
. 304 Central Street, Manchester, N. H.
360 Warren Avenue, Chicago, 111.
1003 Bonnie Brae, Los Angeles, Cal.
8 Walker Street, Roslindale, Boston, Mass.
Fairfield Avenue, Stanford, Conn.
1.5 Herrick Street, Winchester, Mass.
South Street, Hingham, Mass.
. 827 Main Street, Woburn, Mass.
12 Park Street, West Lynn, Mass.
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.
Littleton, Mass.
202 Main Street, Hudson, Mass.
. 10 River Road, Winthrop, Mass.
172 North Street, Stanford, Conn.
Baltic, Conn.
. .4371 Laclede Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
37 Mt. Vernon Street, Cambridge, Mass
.
37 Mt. Vernon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
. Wellesley Hills, Mass.
. 15 Lake Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y-











































69 Thomas Park, South Boston, Mass.
2125 4th Street, San Diego, Cal.
Ridley Park, Pa.
Ripon, Wis.
404 South 42c! Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
16 Winter Street, Woburn, Mass.
2 West 88th Street, New York City
Ellsworth, Me.
Needham, Mass.
. Ridley Park, Pa.
Conklin, N. Y.
45 Spruce Place, Minneapolis, Minn.
6342 Drexel Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
1630 Jefferson Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
East Washington Street, Bloomington, 111.
413 Perry Avenue, Peoria, 111




41 Center Street, Oneonta, N. Y.
4841 Pulaski Avenue, Germantown, Pa.
626 Richmond Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
14 Cochituate Street, Natick, Mass.
1 Rowley Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Fort Adams, Newport, R. I.
Elkhorn, Wis.




. Gould, R. I.




. 208 North Summit Street, Dayton, O.
Northern Avenue, Dorchester Center, Mass.
. Oakland Avenue, Needham, Mass.
Pittsheld, 111.
23 Summer Street, Taunton, Mass.
38 Summer Street, Hyde Park, Mass.






Overholt, Mabel E. .
Owen, Gertrude J.
Palmer, Lilian W.






Potter, Lena R. .'
Price, Fanny A.
Prichard, Eunice G. .
Proctor, Katharine W.
Prouty, Geraldine S. .
Raymond, Alice P.
Reed, Helen F.


















175 Maple Street, Springfield, Mass.
LaMoille, 111.
136 Warren Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
615 18th Street, Rock Island, 111.
4737 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, 111.
307 East Burlington Street, Iowa City, la.
Stockbridge, Mass.
Tenafly, N. Y.
56 Lyndhurst Street, Dorchester, Mass.
North Wilbraham, Mass.
St. Paul's Road, Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
835 3d Avenue, Cedar Rapids, la.
32 Grove Hill, New Britain, Conn.
Dixon, 111.
56 Elm Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
. 124 Main Street, Westerly, R. I.
72 Dewey Avenue, Newark, O.
Wynsote, Pa.
Spencer, Mass.
29 Mansfield Street, Allston, Mass.
100 West State Street, Sharon, Pa.
Alexandra Bld'g, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, O.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Moorestown, N. J.
126 High Street, Bristol, Conn.
416 West North Street, Danville, 111.
816 Glenwood Avenue, Youngstown, O.
36 Hale Street, Beverly, Mass.
R. F. D. 1, Lorain, O.
914 Monroe Street, Topeka, Kan.
650 Harrison Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
331 Wilder Street, Lowell, Mass.
118 New Street, New Brunswick, N. J.
Chester, Mass.
Saco, Me.
. . . Cherokee, la.
Waco, Ky.
Babylon, N. Y.
227 South Professor Street, Oberlin, O.





Small, Harriet S. .
Smith, Marion Ellis
Smith, Mildred E. .




Stevens, Ruth F. .












Tasker, Madge S. .











Warren, Marie J. .
Washburn, Genevieve
Waterman, Helen E.
3 Warden Street, Worcester, Mass
. Woodside, West Philadelphia, Pa.
Toulon, 111.
194 Joralemon Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
711 Mesa Avenue, El Paso, Tex.
142 Webster Street, Maiden, Mass.
5 Washington Street, Weymouth, Mass.
13 Sailly Avenue, Plattsburg, N. Y.
501 South 28th Street, Omaha, Neb.
Dexter, N. Y.
. 214 Matilda Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
. 53 Pine Street, Waterbury, Conn.
599 School Street, Lowell, Mass.
. 27 Elliott Street, Springfield, Mass.
1393 East Main Street, Columbus, O.
15 Liberty Street, Waltham, Mass.
437 6th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
2528 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, III.
39 Fiske Street, Waltham, Mass.
105 Market Street, Rockland, Mass.
. 70 East 4th Street, Chillicothe, O.
Lestershire, N. Y.
. Wellesley Hills, Mass.
24 Otis Street, Newtonville, Mass.
35 Gushing Street, Dover, N. H.
327 South River Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Phillips, Me.
Deer Cove, Lynn, Mass.
39 Chestnut Street, Oneonta, N. Y.
Nampa, Idaho
109 6th Street, Streator, III.
Corner Parker Avenue, Newport, R. I.
. 57 Freeman Street, Newark, N. J.
1834 5th Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
530 Oak Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
1 1 Wellington Street, Waltham, Mass.
Geneseo, N. Y.
Hunter Park, Duluth, Minn.
616 Kirkwood Boulevard, Davenport, la.
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Watt, Ethel H Wellesley, Mass.
Weaver, Katharine . . 13 Beech Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
White, Frances B. ... 5 Spring Street, Taunton, Mass.
White, Ruth . . . 616 East 36th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Whitney, Marion E. . 127 North Main Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
Wilbur, Nina G Dark Harbor, Me.
Williams, Mabel A. ..... . Silver Lane, Conn.
Willis, Elsie Lakeville, Mass.
Witte, Mabel . . . 425 East State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Wood, Helen M. . . . 12 Highland Street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Wood, Helen Porter . . 112 S. Main Street, Middleboro, Mass.
Wrigley, Abby L High Street, Fremont, O.
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1908 4TI«ioo <f>fftcri^
Helen Curtis President
Helen Eustis .... Vice-President
Gladys Brown . . . Recording Secretary
Mae Batchelor . Corresponding Secretary
Emily Shonk ..... Treasurer
KxttatHtr Dent
Eleanor Little Lucy Tatum Sue Barrow
ifattotuma
Adele Gray Dorothy Hazard
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von Ach, Katherine . 1618 Park Ave, Davenport, Iowa
Alden, Isabel . . 15 Hillside Avenue, Summit, N. J.
Alexander, Elizabeth M. 406 E. Maiden St., Washington, Pa.
Allen Grace B. 315 Chester Avenue, Moorestown, N. J.
Ames, Helen ... 9 Tirrell Street, Worcester, Mass.
















67 North Street, Gloversville, N. Y.
. 95 Russell Street, Waltham, Mass.
4th and Walnut Streets, Lexington, Ky.
. 53 Oakland Street, Melrose, Mass.
26 Putnam Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Batchelor, Harriet Mae 826 West 7th Street, Plainfleld, N. J.
Becker, Edith W. . 260 Richmond Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Benton, Anne G. 2734 Garfield Avenue S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Blackwood, Edna B. . 4 Fay Street, Westboro, Mass.

















Burt, Mabel H. 320 West 83rd Street, New York City





































112Claremont, Ave, Mt. Vernon N.Y.
. 8 Eastern Avenue, Woburn, Mass.
1314 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
East Georgia, Vt.
363 Field Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
. 297 Brackett Street, Portland, Me.
382 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
East Woodstock, Conn.
115 54th Avene East, Duluth, Minn.
. Great Kills, S. I.. N. Y.
Elsmere Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
776 Summit Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
. 815 Grande Avenue, Laramie, Wy.
14 Highland Street, Woburn, Mass.
8 Ashland Street, Worcester, Mass.
8 Ashland Street, Worcester, Mass.
Woodsville, N. H.
. 25 Quincy Street, North Adams, Mass.
25 Quincy Street, North Adams, Mass.
905 North Van Buren Street, Topeka, Kan.
.
146 Bay Street, Stapleton, S. I., N. Y.
67 Medway Street, Providence, R. I.
Marshalltown, Iowa
1415 Craig Street, Pueblo, Col.
Box 130, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Hunter's Park, Duluth, Minn.
66 Deering Street, Portland, Me.
52 Piedmont Street, Worcester, Mass.
Sidney, Iowa
66 Walnut Street, Somerville, Mass.
1224 2nd Street, Louisville, Ky.
A. Oakwood Place, Eau Claire, Wis.
1854 North 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
217 Elm Street, Woonsocket, R. I.
Lawrenceville, N. J.
Durfee, Pauline E., SI Sedgewick Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.













5 Albion Street, Lawrence, Mass.
IS North 21st Street, East Orange, N. J.
56 Broad Street, Westfield, Mass.
87 Linden Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
University Heights, New York City.




150 Union Street, Bangor, Me.
•271 West Market Street, Akron, Ohio.
Grafton, Mass.
Fitzpatrick, Aurelia B. 2724- Independence Ave., Kansas City
Flanders, Miriam N., 211 Haverhill Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Fletcher, Euretta F.,
Foote, Maye Hortense
Fordham, Alice S. .
Foster. Pauline
Friedman, Rema M.













1081 Case Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
1305 Forest Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Falmouth, Mass.
560 County Street, New Bedford, Mass.
R. F. D. No. 2, Swansea Centre, Mass.
221 Gaskill Street, Woonsocket, R. I.
Saint James, Minn.
•27 19 Jackson Street, Sioux City, la.
3 Newcomb Place, Taunton, Mass.
Hinman Hotel. Los Angeles, Cal.
Greenwood, E. Rosamond, 184 Jackson Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Gregory, Abby W., . 124 Grove Street, East Orange, N. J.
Gregory, Alice Evelyn . 319 S. 2nd Stieet, Rockford, 111.
Griffin, Alice L. . 74 Dexter Street, Providence, R. I.
Grout, Ethel M., 170 Wildwood Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Grunewald, Martha . 738 Sedgwick Street, Chicago, 111.
Habicht, Marguerite E., 73 Russell Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Hadden, Alice H. 1670 Lexington Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Hall, Annie E Bridgton, Me.
Hall, Jane S. . 820 Princess Street, Wilmington, N. C.
Hamlin, Geordie H Gorham, N. H.
Hancock, Dorothy, 124 Prospect Street, Franklin Falls, N. H.
Hardenburg, Helen H., 9. Elmwood Ave., N. Adams, Mass.



























Jameson, Ethel M. .
Jenison, Louise I.
Jewell, Jeannette E.,
Johnston, M. Elise .
529 East Front Street, Berwick, Pa.
77 Parade Street, Providence, R. I.
Hough's Neck, Quincy, Mass.
.
Warren, R. I.
. Box 2, Syracuse N. Y.
10 Jefferson PL, Montclair, N. J.
. W. Kortwright, N. Y.
871 Hanover Street, Fall River, Mass.
2850 Russell Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Littleton, N. H.
673 Putnam Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.
98 Hillman Street, New Bedford, Mass.
184 LaSalle, Street, Chicago, 111.
. 310 30th Avenue S., Seattle, Wash.
530 Ward Street, Newton Centre, Mass.
410 North D. Street, Tacoma, Wash.
23 Olive Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
188 St. Paul Street, Burlington, Vt.
. Willseyville, N. Y.
2804 Jennings St., Sioux City, la.
118 Paine Street, Worcester, Mass.
55 Bartlett Street, Somerville, Mass.
254 S. 4th Street, Fulton, N. Y.
240 W. 76th Street, New York City
Lexington, Mass.
Box 353. Philadelphia, Pa.
Highlandville, Mass.
Wellesley, Mass.
1421 Binney St., Washington, D. C.
Prince's Bay, S. I., N. Y.
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Jones, Margaret F., 1175 E. Broad Street, Columbus, O.
Jones, Nellie L Merrimack, N. H.
Judson, Helen S Vernon, N. Y.
Keiser, Martha K. L Thomas, Ala.
Kendall, Georgiana V. . 560 4th St., San Bernardino, Cal.
Kennard, Mary H. . . 78 Main Street, Winsted, Conn.
Kent, Margaret . . .1 Pine Street, Exeter, N. H.
Keyser, Helen A., 44-5 S.W. Temple St., Salt Lake City, Utah
Killars, Jennie J. .... Stonington, Conn.
Kingman, Bessie R. . 34 Winthrop Street, Brockton, Mass.
Knowlton, Evelyn M. . . . South Essex, Mass.
LaPierre, Hattie F., 58S Huron Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.
Larimer, Julia . 217 Greenwood Avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Laughton, Lizbkth
,
. . West Bridgewater, Mass.
Leavitt, Mildred B. . 57 North Avenue, Natick, Mass.
Lesher, Olive N. . 421 Manhattan Avenue, New York City
Little, Eleanor Howell .... Media, Pa.
Littlefield, Estelle E., 1120 Washington Street,
Dorchester Center, Mass.
Lockwood, Dorothea S. . 66 Hodge Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Lorenz, Helen B. . . 325 Cameron St., Shamokin, Pa.
Love, Roma L. . . . Lincoln Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
Lydecker, Nathalie .... Maywood, N. J.
McCarroll, M. Emma, 285 Lincoln Avenue, Orange, N. J.
McFarland, Helen M Hyde Park, Vt.
McGarry, Virginia Grafton, Mass.
McGlashan, Ruth Hawthorn Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
McIntosh, A. Berdena . 23 W. Corydon St., Bradford, Pa.
McLean, Lorna W. ..... Simsbury, Conn.
McMillin, Elizabeth I., 54 Holbrook St., North Adams, Mass.
Mandeville, Adelaide A. ... Webster, N. Y.
Margerum, Elizabelh M. . Bustleton, Philadelphia, Pa.
Markley, Beatrice M., 140 W. 105th Street, New York City
Mason, Ida Lucile . . 935 N. 40th Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Mason, Marion L. . ... Highland Park, 111.
Maxson, Julia W. . . 37 Elm Street, Westerly, R. I.
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674 Madison Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
. 229 Main Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
341 W. 48th Street, New York City
114 Beech Street, Cleveland, O.
523 Hancock Street, Wollaston, Mass.
St. Clair, Mich.
242 Montgomery Street, Newburg, N. Y.
. 208 N. Summit Street, Dayton, O.
701 N. New Jersey Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.
932 N. Main Street, Brockton, Mass.
Springvale, Me.
Broadway, Long Branch, N. Y.
2927 Ogden Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
M., Ill Brigham St., Salt Lake City, Utah
L., Hotel Gladstone, Upham's Corner,
Boston, Mass.
Williamstown, Mass.
55 South C Street, Tacoraa, Wash.
634 North 40th Street, West Philadelphia, Pa.
Proctor, Vt.
Elyria, Ohio
Paul, H. Catherine, 49 Western Promenade, Auburn, Me.
Payne, Margaret, 251 Nott Avenue. Long Island City, N. Y.
Perot, Elizabeth V., 260 West Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.
Perry, Clara E. . . 4 Margin Street, Westerly, R. I.
Peterson, Adeline C 556 Breckenridge. Street, Buffalo, N.Y.
Peterson, Ethel V. 2H09 Seneca Street, St. Joseph, Mo.
Peterson, Margaret L Honolulu, T. H.
Pfeiffer, Genevieve F. 521 East Colfax Avenue, Denver, Col.
Piper, Eleanor 55 Langdon Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Pope, Dorothy, 132 Chiswick Road, Boulevard Station, Boston
Powers, Mary L. . . 278 Main Street, Randolph, Mass.
Pratt, Margaret . 4299 B Cook Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Questrom, Thetis G. 78 High Street, Newburyport, Mass.
Raeder, Ruth W. 64 West Ross Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
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Rankin, H. Harriet L. 134 Madison Street, Missoula, Mont.









Fremont Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.
117 Danforth Street, Portland, Me.
Wolcott, N. Y.
Grand Forks, N. Dak.
932 Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.
Gorham, N. H.
Sanborn, Amy E Gonic, N. H.
Sanderson, Mary B. .... Chester, Mass.
Saville, Gerna . . 33 Saville Avenue, Quincy, Mass.









Sims, Mary S. S.













Taft, May E. .
Fremont, Neb.
63 Grove Avenue, Oil City, Pa.
304 2nd Avenue, New York City
. West Hill, Peterboro, N. H.
Corcoran Manor, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Hotel Westminster, Boston, Mass.
New Bloomfield, Pa.
Box 765 San Antonio, Tex.
Simsbury, Conn.
59 Baltimore Street, Lynn, Mass.
125 Princeton Avenue, Providence, R. I.
1318 North 7th Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
1251 Woodland Avenue, Canton, Ohio
214 S. Elmwood Ave., Oak Park, 111.
11 Lincoln Street, Brunswick, Me.
16 Greenbush Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
40 Church Street, Ware, Mass.
350 Stuyvesant Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
149 Farwell Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.
Springfield, Vt.
132 Bridge Street, Elyria, Ohio.
78 South Street, Auburn, N. Y.
R. F. D. 1, Keene, N. H.
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Tatum, Lucy R. . . . • Fallsington, Pa.
Temple, Teneriffe E., 5 Winter Street, Watertown, Mass.
Thompson, Helen . 36 College Avenue, Medford, Mass.
Tilford, Ella M.. 232 East College Street, Louisville, Ky.
Toms, Bernice C. . . 1649 8th Avenue, Marion, la.
Toppan, Marion H. . 42 Kent Street, Newburyport, Mass.
Townsend, Laura S. . 815 Mesa Avenue, El Paso, Tex.
Tyler, Agnes R. . .41 Burns Avenue, Wyoming, O.
Usher, Ethel M. . 261 West 44th Street, New York City.
Valentine, Annie E. . 224 Scioto Street, Urbana, Ohio.
Wagner, M. Grace . 348 Prospect Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Wallace, Helen M., 241 East Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Walworth, Florence E., 931 Centre St., Newton Centre, Mass.
Ware, Caroline A. ... North Grafton, Mass.
Warren, Ruth E Townsend, Mass.
Waterhouse, Eleanor J. . • Honolulu, T. H.
Waugh, Marion . 97 Vaughan Street, Portland, Me.
Webster, E. Genevieve, 426 Highland Ave., Spokane, Wash.
Weiskopf, Annalee, 2440 Bryant Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Werdenhoff, Beata C. 400 Irving Ave. N., Minneapolis.Minn.
West, Eva M. . . 7 Stillwell Place, Hannibal, Mo.
White, Gertrude B. 1113 Georgia Avenue, Omaha, Neb.
White, Mae K Manchester, Ky.
Whiting, Mary B. . 63 Holabird Avenue, Winsted, Conn.
Williams, Marguerite L., 51 Cushing Street, Dover, N. H.
Wilson, Jessie P.. 93 Woodside Avenue, Ridgewood, N. J
Wise, Edith . . 62 Prince Street, West Newton, Mass
Woodson, Elizabeth F Owensboro, Ky
Wright, Stella H. . Main Street, Billerica Centre, Mass,
Wye, Lillian F. . Highland Avenue. Needham, Mass
Yeoman, Esther I. . 312 Macon Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
Young, Elsie S. . . . Water Street, Exeter, N. H
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Amy Brown ...... President
Josephine Butterfield . Vice-President
Irene Merrick . . . Recording Secretary
Frances Taft . Corresponding Secretary
Mary Zabreskie Treasurer
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Abell, Annie . . . 101 S. Center Street, Joliet, 111.
Adams, Edith, W. Y. C. A., 7 E. 15th St., New York City
Adamson, Elizabeth I Maysville, Ky.
Aldrich, Evelyn H. .122 Kent Street, Brookline, Mass.
Alexander, Harriet 230 Halsey Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Alexander, Marion G. 52 N. Main Street, Penaeock, N. H.
Allen, Helen . . 505 June Street, Fall River, Mass.
Alley, Lilian B. 320 Chestnut Street, West Newton, Mass.
Ambler, Ethel E. . 55 Washington Street, Natick, Mass.
Annin, Susanna E., 3100 Newark Street. Cleveland Park,
Washington, D. C.
Appenzeller, Alice R., 730 N. Line Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Arnold, Alene H Attica, N. Y.
Ashley, Sue B Hackettstown, N. J.
Ayer, Frances . .156 Hancock Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Bacheller, Marguerite E., Ill Spring St,, Medford, Mass.
Baker, Ethel M. . 20 Wilcox Place, East Orange, N. ].
Baldwin, Florence L Wellesley, Mass.
Ball, Lucretia B Block Island, R. I.
Barber. Ethel A., .59 Elm Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
Barlow, Margaret M. . 2 Macon Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Barry, Margaret L. 226 W. River Street, Hyde Park, Mass.
Baskett, Ethelyn C. . 118 S. 5th Street, Hannibal, Mo.
Bates, Hope A. Oaklawn, R. I.
Bates, Marjorie T. . . 270 Main Street, Athol, Mass.
Bean, Esther . . 130 Montvale Avenue, Woburn, Mass.
Beddall, Helen G Pottsville, Pa.
Bellows, Florence T. 175 Bowden Street, Springfield, Mass.
Berry, Sybil S. . . 34 Otis Street, Newtonville, Mass.
Biklen, Ai.ma L. ... 106 Polk Street, Burlington, la.
























661 Richmond Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
404 Market Street, Warren, Pa.
Chatham. N. Y.
Warren, Mass.
. 306 E. Chicago vStreet, Elgin, 111.
49 Park Avenue, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
287 Chestnut Street, Clinton, Mass.
DeKalb, 111.
158 Westford Street, Lowell, Mass.
234 State Street, Portland, Me.
9 Blake Street, Westboro, Mass.
103 Ocean St., New Dorchester, Mass.
. 34 Franklin Street, Auburn, N. Y.
19 Franklin Street, Westfield, Mass.
136 Union Street, Montclair, N. J.
52 E. Coulter Street, Germantown, Pa.
220 Pearl Street, Camden, N. J.
14 Myrtle Street, Cliftondale, Mass.
Stromsburg, Neb.
30 Leonard Street, North Attleboro, Mass.
127 Ingleside Avenue, Cleveland, O.
244 E. Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa.
5325 Washington Avenue, Chicago, 111.
M
Butterbach, Helena L. . . . . . Oceanic, N. J.
Butterfield, Josephine D., 1205 Norfolk Ave., Norfolk, Neb.
Buxton, Ruth M. . 65 Harvard Street, Springfield, Mass.
Cameron, Jessie M Peace Dale, R. I.
Cecil, Martha B. . . 1537 4th Street, Louisville, Ky.








62 Summer Street, Rockland, Me.
41 Boston Street, Maiden, Mass.
201 West 18th Street, Wichita, Kan.
15 Maud Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
. 19 Bridge Street, Union City, Pa.
2027 Upland Way, Overbrook, Pa.
Groveton, N. H.
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Conant, Aimee J., 727 Watching Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.
Conant, Elizabeth M. . 139 Park Street, Portland, Me.
Congdon, Martha, 105 Cottage Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Coombs, Rhoda C. . 85 Vernon Street, Waltham, Mass.
Coulston, Virginia L. 1623 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Cox, Eleanor L. 64 Brooks Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.
Cox, Emma B. . . 601 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Craft, Florence M., 511 Pennsylvania Avenue, Warren, Pa
Critchlow, Elizaheth Y., 430 S. 7th East St., Salt Lake City,
Utah
Cross, Jean A. . . 5 Bigelow Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Damon, Ethel M. . 1536 Thurston Street, Honolulu, T. H.
Davidson, Rekekah F., 704 North Avenue W., Alleghany, Pa.
Decker, Alice M., 417 Williams Street, East Orange, N. J.
Dewar, Helen . . 942 Michigan Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Dickey, Christine A., 40 Fairfield Avenue, Holyoke, Mass.
Ditmars, Lillian Franklin, Ind.
Doe, Florence H. . . 616 Main Street, Medford, Mass.
Drake, Martha L. . 212 Bacon Street, Waltham, Mass.
Dudley, Edith, 55 South Hamilton Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Dunn, Harriett A., . 373 Lafayette Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Eaton, Avis C Princeton, Minn.
Eaton, Lorraine M., 60 North Main Street, Natick, Mass.
Edsall, Jessie Y. . 280 Roseville Ave., Newark, N. J.
Edson, Margaret O. 154 South Avenue, Whitman, Mass.
Edwards, Laura V. . 20 Mather Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Elliott, Una . 947 Hyde Park Avenue, Readville, Mass.
Elsmore, Mary G., 15 North 21st Street, East Orange, N. J.
Ely, Edna C Shirley, Mass.
Emerson, May H. . 225 Berkley Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Erskine, Madeline R., 6505 N. 8th St., Oak Lane, Philadelphia
Eskey, Bessie M., 2241 Chaplin Street, Wheeling, W. Va.
Farnham, Mabel S., 609 Milwaukee Street, Charles City, Iowa
Finlay, Winifred . 153 Union Street, Montclair, N. J.
Fisher, Eleanor C. . . High Street, Westwood, Mass.
Fisher, Gertrude G., 41 East 70th Street, New York City
Fleisher, Annie M., 1901 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Fleming, Martha R. .
Folsom, Edith F.
Foote, Ethelwynne R









. 57 Model Avenue, Trenton, N. J.
94 High Street, Westerly, R. I.
321 East King Street, Lancaster, Pa.
1804 College Street, Honolulu, T. H.
Wyalusing, Pa.
Palmer, Mass.
352 South River Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.








105 Crafton Avenue, Crafton, Pa.
103 South Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.
Slingerlands, N. Y.
83 Somerset Street, Bangor, Me.






Hall, Helen E. •














•120 North 4th Street, Steubenville, Ohio
. 109 Clark Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
. 93 Howard Avenue, Utica, N. Y.
515 Talbot Avenue, Dorchester, Mass.
. 105 Garfield Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
212 West Miner Street, West Chester, Pa.
46 East 70th Street, New York City
2 Allen Road Brighton, Mass.
91 Belcher Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
1323 Pearl Street, Sioux City, Iowa
. 523 East 175th Street, New York City
244 Main Street, North Adams, Mass.
. Scottsville, N. Y.
. 54 Naples Road, Brookline, Mass.
Neshanic, N. J.
15 Hazel Street, Manchester, N. H.
S12 Washington Street, Whitman, Mass.
102 First Avenue, Gloversville, N. Y.
Front Street, Norwich, N. Y.
1143 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
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Hill, Frances R. . .22 Oakland Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hinds, Dorothy, Division Avenue, Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Y.

















58 Glenwood Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
542 County Street, New Bedford, Mass.
12 L Main Street, Newton, N. J.
. 36 Marlboro Street, Keene, N. H.
181 Elizabeth Street, Utica, N. Y.
1422 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, 111.
. 330 Highland Street, Worcester, Mass.
186 Upland Road, North Cambridge, Mass.
. 73 Main Street, Rochester, N. H.
837 Humphrey Street, Swampscott, Mass.




. 513 23d Street, Watervliet, N. Y.
Kennedy, Margaret B. ,140 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
Kenyon, Ruth M.
Kerans, Rachael C. .
Kidder, Bessie G.
King, Alice J. .
King, Sallie A. .
Kingsley, Grace E. .
Klingensmith, Caroline,
298 Central Street, Springfield, Mass.
24 Conant Street, Danvers, Mass.
Woodstock, Vt.
Millville, Mass.
2111 Greenwood Street, Pueblo, Col.
. West New Brighton, S. I., N. Y.








760 South Perry St., Montgomery, Ala.
Sheffield, 111.
1204 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pa.
55 Prospect Street, Willimantic, Conn.
127 Main Street, Winchester, Mass.
64 Orchard Street, Westfield, N. j:
37 Park Street, Adams, Mass.
Levy, Selina, 709 East Washington Street, Bloomington, 111.
Lewin, Fanny S. ..... Hanover, N. H.
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Lewis, Mary Westerly, R. I.
Little, Eleanor Nightingale, 438 Locust St., Dubuque, Iowa
Locke. Julia G. ... Box 301 Hampton, N. H.
Long, Helen ..... White Plains, N. Y.
Lowdon, Mae E. . 4431 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lunt, Helen P. .611 Central Avenue, Dunkirk, N. Y.
Lupton, Olive M Mattituck, L. I., N.Y.
Lyman, Charlotte D. .... Winnetka, 111.
Lynn, Meda C. . . . 2041 Broad Avenue, Altoona, Pa.
MacArthur, Gladys R. . . . McColloms, N. Y.
McCabe, Olive C, 260 East Birch Street, Walla Walla, Wash.
McCarthy, Agnes E. . . 1827 5th Aw, Troy, N. Y.
McCausey, Mary L. .... Union City, Mich.
McChesney, Edna ..... Birmingham, Pa.
McCombs, Ethel, The Ortiz, 4th and Sycamore Sts., Cincinnati
McCurdy, Edith M. 422 Cumberland Street, Lebanon, Pa.
MacFarlane, Anna H. . Glen Avon, Duluth, Minn.
McFarlane, Margery E. . 381 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass.
McNab, Mary A., 210 Arlington Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio
Mann, Gertrude E. . 88 East Main Street, Orange, Mass.
Mann, Gertrude L. . . 50 Grove Street, Milford, Mass.
Markley, Marian E., 203 Cedar Street, Mason City, Iowa
Marston, Dorothea M Hallowell, Me.
May, Julia A., Edgehill Road, Euclid Heights, Cleveland, O.
Mecredy, Mary F. . 529 North 3d Street, Camden, N. J.
Merkel, Emma J. 440 South Main Street, Orange, N. J.
Merrick, Irene T. . 727 Case Avenue, Cleveland, O.
Metcalf, Edith E. . 70 South Cedar Street, Oberlin, Ohio
Milliken, Ruth M. . 91 Summer Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Mills, Dorothy C, 4813 Beaumont Ave., W. Philadelphia, Pa.
Mills, Edith F. Bozeman, Mont.
Mitchell, Frances . 91 North Street, South Boston, Mass.
Mitchell, Priscilla . 93 North Street, South Boston, Mass.
Morison, Cora S. . . .21 Pearl Street, Belfast, Me.
Morse, Amy N. . 1 Wildwood Terrace, Winchester, Mass.
Moses, Sophia . 228 Westchester Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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Moulton, Inez F.




Nichols, Helene W. B.,
NlCKERSON, RHODA L.
22 Cottage Street, Wellesley, Mass.
615 Hayes Street, San Antonio, Texas
823 West State Street, Trenton, N. J.
214 Main Street, Amesbury, Mass.
265 North Broad Street, Norwich, N. Y.
9 Prospect Street, Holliston, Mass.
Chatham, Mass.
Norcross, Katharine





























689 County Street, New Bedford, Mass.
771 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
North Madison Street, Rome, N. Y.
220 Washington St., N. Attleboro, Mass.
27 Chestnut Street, Quincy, Mass.
923 Grand Avenue, St. Paul, Minn.
Rosebank. New YorK, N. Y.
99 Pleasant Street, Holyoke, Mass.
. North Stratford, N. H.
•19 Western Promenade, Auburn, Me.
116 Lip Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
468 College Street, Burlington, Vt.
350 3d Street, Elyria, Ohio
. 437 Eagle Street, Dunkirk, N. Y.
101 W. Ormsby Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
106 W. Upsal St., Germantown, Pa.
82 Carleton Street, Portland, Me.
835 3d Avenue, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
55 Langden Street, Cambridge, Mass.
28 Church Street, Belfast, Me.
80 Church Street, Waltham, Mass.
5 Winter Street, Salem, Mass.
34 Miller Street, Belfast, Me.
84 Ellery Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Ridgefield, Conn.
44 Church Street, Springfield, Mass.
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Reeder, Ruth . 4724 Chester Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Reynolds, Hope . 11 Humboldt Ave., Providence, R. I.
Richter, Alma P. . 428 4th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Ridgway, Isabel G. 524 East Main Street, Coatsville, Pa.
Rimmer, Marjorie . 95 Liberty Street, New York City
Roach, Kate P. .... Harrodsburg, Ky.
Robertson, Nell, 1802 Fremont Avenue, S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Robinson, Arabelle 600 East 86th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Robinson, Margaret W., 43 Mattoon Street, Springfield, Mass.
Robinson, Mildred . 132 Church Street, Waltham, Mass.
Rogers, Inez A. . 64 North State Street, Ansonia, Conn,
Rosenbaum, Alice H. 1431 Locust Street, Allegheny, Pa.
Ross, Pauline W. . . 6 High Street, Ipswich, Mass.
Rothery, Agnes E. . . Denton Road, Wellesley, Mass.
Sampson, Maud E Waterville, Me.
Savage, Marion D. . 271 High Street, Newburyport, Mass.
Sawyer, Adah C, 521 W. Washington St., South Bend, Ind.
Schermerhorn, Mary, 1106 South 32d Street, Omaha, Neb.
Schwartz, Clara H. 105 South Pine Street, Hazleton, Pa.
Searles, Linnie G Templeton, Mass.
Sener, Ruth . 233 North Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Severin, Theresa, 576 Washington Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Sharvy, Elizabeth, . 1625 East 1st Street, Duluth, Minn.
Shepard, Margaret E Barrington, R. I.
Shuck, Annie . 3612 East 10th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Silliman, Ellen Toulon, 111.
Sinex, Mary M Edgewater Park, N. J.
Slack, Helen L. 25 South Street, Bethel, Conn.
Smith, Charlotte T Stratford, Conn.
Smith, Emma L. 800 West College Avenue, Jacksonville, 111.
Smith, Georgia R Alleghany, N .Y.
Sommer, Laurie, 128 Delaware Avenue, Tonawanda, N. Y.
Soule, Dora M. . 10 Park Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
Spahr, Marie D. . 621 East Town Street, Columbus, O.
Stackpole, Syrena H. . . Riverhead, L. I., N. Y.
Stahlknecht, Florence G., 543 Scotland Road, Orange, N. Y.


































440 West 29th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
2 Oakland Street, Lexington, Mass.
1 Colony Street, Meriden, Conn.




24 Fountain Street, West Newton, Mass.
67 Livingston Ave., New Brunswick, N.J.
178 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.
29 Wadsworth Avenue, Waltham, Mass.
78 South Street, Auburn, N. Y.
Tientsin, China
Proctor, Vt.
109 Llewellyn Road, Montclair, N. J.
. Riverhead, L. I., N. Y.
275 Madison Avenue, New York City
198 Summer Street, Somerville, Mass.
Thompson Ridge, N. Y.
St. Peter, Minn.
Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
. Canton Avenue, Mattapan, Mass.
562 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.
12 W. Chestnut Street, Kingston, N. Y.
Eliot, Me.
Eliot Street, Milton, Mass.
25 Shady Lane, LTniontown, Pa.
Windsor Locks, Conn.
410 North Third Street, Harrisburg, Pa.




Webster, Marion A., 66 Washington St., N. Attleboro, Mass.
Welch, Isabel P Palatka, Florida
Weller, Ruth, 75 West Division Street, Fond du Lac, Wis.

















E. . 1021 Park Avenue, Omaha, Neb.
1 104 East Jefferson St., Bloomington, 111.
. Leominster, Mass.
163 East Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.
59 Clark Avenue, Chelsea, Mass.
181 Main Street, Reading, Mass.
W. Washington Street, Bloomington, 111.
2119 N. 21st St., Philadelphia, Pa.
820 Carlton Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.
1 Clarendon Street, Gloucester, Mass.
130 Upland Road, Quincy, Mass.
. 12 Highland Street, Portsmouth, N.H.
60 Park Street, Montclair, N. J.
74 Windsor Place, Glen Ridge, N.J.
1810 Cl.mo ?xiot
Bown, Elsie L.
. 229 Grandview Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
Bucknam, Emma L South Berwick, Me.
Cook, Gertrude N. . 59 Woodland Road, Woonsocket, R. I.
Coulston, Virginia L., 1623 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.













74 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.
1848 North Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Zimmerman, Fridoline B., 1105 Acushnet Ave.,
New Bedford, Mass.






Noyes, Inez Curl (Mrs.)
Phelps, Jessamine C,
77 Nonatuck Street, Holyoke, Mass.
18 Pleasant Street, Gloucester, Mass.
North Dartmouth, Mass.
Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Auburndale, Mass.
277 Linden Street, Holyoke, Mass.





















. 100 Park Street, Montclair, N. J.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
5 Benefit Terrace, Worcester, Mass.
Box 53, Middleborough, Mass.
271 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago, 111.
733 Ferry Street, Eugene, Ore.
Churchville, N. Y.
Warrentown, Va.
3 Norfolk Terrace, Wellesley, Mass.
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati, Ohio
25 South Street, Bethel, Conn.
Walnut Hill School, Natick, Mass.
1111 Wood Ave., Colorado Springs, Col.




ARELY has the growth of any college organization
toward effective working been more rapid than that
of the association of student government. The
association had its formal beginning in 1900
with Frances Hughes as the first president, but
there had been an undercurrent of eagerness for self-government long
before the association was definitely organized. The bearing of respon-
sibility as a preparation for the independence of the graduate life
was the uppermost thought in the minds of those students who
gave to student government its initial impulse.
A foreshadowing of the new order appeared in 1899. A system of
student proctoring, to enforce the rules made by the Faculty, was intro-
duced, but met with no marked success other than to stimulate a more
general and a more enthusiastic desire for complete government by the
students. The next year mass meetings without number were held to
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discuss the question of asking for student government, of considering
the constitution and finally of adopting it. The words of the agree-
ment between faculty and students to the effect that the purpose of the
association was " to promote growth in character and poise," express
the vital hope of the founders of the association. That growth was to
be assured by the granting of much prized privileges hitherto withheld.
A far-reaching modification was the extension of the right of registra-
tion, until now given only to the two upper classes, to all students.
Also the rule of " lights out at ten o'clock " was abandoned, and the
student left to her own discretion in the matter of portioning out her
hours for study. The association in its present
operation makes its own laws, enforces them
by its own officers, and judges of the serious-
ness of misdemeanors. Student government, even
in its brief development of five years, has come
to stand pre-eminently for community, not
individual freedom, and the assurance of its
future success depends on the continued convic-
tion of this truth. The village problem
of imparting the basic ideals of student
government to the incoming Freshmen is
met each year with greater adequacy,
as the exigencies for one year pass on
their significance to the next. It is this com-
plete cooperation toward which student gov-
ernment is working steadily. The year of experiment is past
and the year of realization of the strength of student gov-
ernment is here,— a mighty impetus toward individual effort, in the
spirit of responsibility, for greater results.
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%ttitortif C otorrtiinrtit
negotiation
Sarah E. Eustis, 1906
M. Jessie Gidley, igob
Florence F. Besse, 1907






Sarah E. Eustis, 1906, Chairman
M. Jessie Gidley, 1906 Florence F. Bessk, 1907
Olive A. Smith, 1907 Olive Hunter, 1906
Edith Ellison, 1907 Ethel Grant, ic
3atMS©ii» Committer
Zillah Grimes, 1906 Claire Jaquith, 1906
Helen Knowles, 1907 Florence Plummer, 1907
Betsy Baird, 1908 Estelle Littlefield, 1908
Louise Steele, 1906 ) College at
Dorothea Lockwood, 1908 \ large















of Collr flr 7x>oitsrs
President of College Hall
President of Stone Hall
President of Pomeroy Hall
President of Cazenove Hall
. President of Wilder Hall
President of Wood Cottage
President of Freeman Cottage
President of Norumbega Hall
President of Simpson Cottage
President of Fiske Cottage
President of Eliot Cottage
President of the Noanett
President of the Inn




RIOR to the foundation of the Christian Association
there resided in the college two district branches
of Christian work carried on by the Missionary
and Temperance Societies. In addition to these
efforts, students engaged in so-called " neighborhood
work " at South Natick and at Charles River village.
The idea of forming an association had existed for some time but
it was not until the spring of 1884 that the question was systematically
discussed. Among those especially eager for such an organization was
Miss Alice Freeman. The plan proposed was to unite all members of
the College who were interested into one association. As a result of
this preliminary discussion, in the fall of 1884 the association was
regularly organized with Miss Stratton, a Senior professor, as its
president. The constitution and the pledge then adopted differed only
slightly from those now in use. The founders of the association were
advocates of liberality in the demands of the pledge.
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After the foundation of the new association the Missionary and
Temperance Societies continued their work, not, however, as separate
organizations but as committees in the association. Improved condi-
tions at South Natick and at Charles River village at length made the
work formerly done there unnecessary. At a later date the two
committees emerged from the larger body as distinct associations ; the
College Settlement assumed charge of neighborhood work done by
members of the college ; while the Somerset Y controlled the Temper-
ance endeavors.
In 1895 the experiment was tried of having the president of the
Christian Association elected from the student body. Miss Cornelia
Huntington received the honor, and the precedent thus established has
always been followed.
The Christian Association has grown in size with the increased
membership of the college, until, at present, there are eight hundred
and thirty-four members. Eight regular committees pursue definite and
distinct lines of work. The chairmen of these committees, together
with the president, treasurer and recording secretary, compose the
board of directors. In addition to doing work which could be done
by no other organization the Association writes letters to all incoming
students, welcomes them on their arrival, keeps in touch with Christian
Associations in other colleges and conducts a bureau of exchange
through which employers and employees are brought together.
During 1903-4 the Association came to feel the need of a general
secretary. Miss Elvira Slack received the appointment and by her
successful efforts she has increased in a marked degree the efficiency of
the organization.
It is difficult at any time to measure the power and the real value
of the Christian Association and so to estimate the growth and develop-
ment of its influence. To promote the spiritual welfare of the college
was the aim of its foundation. That the Association has been sincere
in its attempts to fulfil its purpose and that it has to some extent
realized its object, is but an inadequate summary of its accomplishment.
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arijr Clinorian association
Faith Sturtf.vant President
Lottie H. T. Hartwell ..... Vice-President
Kathf.rine Hazeltine Recording Secretary
Gertrude Gate ...... Corresponding Secretary
Helen Goddard Treasurer
Pauline Sack General Secretary
CD.iitmrii of Committers
Miss Eliza H. Kfndrick, Faculty
Lottie Hartwell, 'of>
Emma Bixby, '07
Miss Eleanor Gamble, Faculty
Winifred Vanderwoort, '07 .
Gertrude Cate, '07











HE BARN SWALLOW SOCIETY plays so promi-
nent a part in our college life that we rarely think of
it as a comparatively recent organization. Until 1895
students at Wellesley had to be content with presenting
their frolics in the gymnasium, a room inadequate in
size, too closely connected with the main build-
ing and altogether unsatisfac-
tory. The general dissatisfaction with this place
of entertainment led to the desire on the part of
the students for a building to be devoted entirely
to social pastimes. In the late spring of 1895, May
Pitkin '95 conceived the idea of an organizatio
which should be the centre of the social life and
unify the entire college in the realm of play. The
scheme came too late for Miss Pitkin to accom-
plish much, but she left the idea with Julia Lyman
'96. Miss Lvman consulted with Louise McNair
'96, who immediately became interested and
began to shape the plan. At the March meeting
of Society presidents she presented the idea and
secured the coopetraion of every one present. The
presidents at once laid the plans before their re-
spective societies, enlisting their hearty interest
andimmediate enthusiasm. In May Miss McNair
presided as chairman over a meeting of about thirty Seniors and
Juniors called together to discuss the question of the proposed organi-
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zation. It was decided to draw up a constitution and present it to
the student body at a mass meeting. Mary Haskell secured the
constitution of the Radcliffe " Idlers," and upon this the Barn Swallow
constitution was based. Members of the Faculty, upon being consulted,
gave their approval and promised their aid.
The death of the college cows about this time left the barn con-
veniently unused. In the warm days of the spring of '96 the girls had
played there, but the place was unattractively titled "Recreation Hall."
At the suggestion of Miss Roberts this pompous name was dropped in
favor of " The Barn," and the embryo society was called the Barn
Swallows. At a mass meeting called early in June the name and con-
stitution were adopted and a committee appointed to nominate the
candidates for the presidency and the other offices. On June 17, in
College Hall Chapel, Mary Haskell was elected first president of the
Barn Swallows.
The new president strove diligently to make the infant organization
a real power in the college life. By the end of June two hundred girls
had signed the constitution. So great was the enthusiasm
that many of the out-going Seniors joined the association
in order to be charter members. The wise management
of Miss Haskell gave the club so sure a direction that it
soon became indispensable as a social factor.
The first business which is recorded in the records is
a petition sent to the Trustees, October 4, 1896, that the
old barn be heated. The plea brought no response until
May 11, 1897, when, at a meeting held in College Hall
Chapel, it was reported that " the Trustees had obtained
$ 1,200 for fitting up the barn, sheathing and sealing,
erecting the stage, and putting in the foot lights." This
step meant practically the abandonment of the gymnasium
and the installation of the Barn Swallows in its permanent
" home.
The avowed object of the new society was to promote good feeling
and fellowship among the members and in the college at large, and to
furnish the student body a fortnightly means of jollification with as
little expense as possible. Plays, dances in costume, class socials, all
these contribute to the wide reputation of the barn as the abiding place
of fun. Ever may the spirit of our Wellesley Barn Swallows bid every
Wellesley daughter come, be merry, dance and play under the roof
where only happiness and joy reign.






Isabel N. Rawn, '08











Un&tort* of SSfttlestcg's part
in Hjc College Settlement
ELLESLEY is proud to remember that the movement
in America to interest college women in settlement
work started with her. In the spring of 1886, Stanton
Coyt, who had just returned from London, came
to Wellesley to see whether women's colleges in
America would help in a way similar to the univer-
sities in England. He had tried college men and found them too
much interested in other matters, so now he turned to college women.
The following summer Miss Scudder, Doctor Wilcox, and Miss
Coman were in England, visited Loyabee Hall and brought back with
them much of the spirit which helped the organizing of the College
Settlement Association in 1888. Though a group of Smith College
graduates actually founded the organization, Wellesley always remem-
bers that she helped in the initial impulse.
The first president of the C. S. A. was a Wellesley graduate, Mrs.
Thompson (Adeline Emerson) of the class of 1880. The present
president is Miss Katharine Coman, our professor of Political Economy.
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From this brief history of the association we can see that Wellesley has
always stood foremost. There are thirteen other women's colleges in
America with local chapters. The aim of the Wellesley chapter has
always been high:— to collect money to help support the three
settlements in Boston, New York and Philadelphia ; to organize the
philanthropic effort of the college community ; and to make this effort
an intelligent social service. In the younger days the chapter took the
form of a Reading Club, but for a good many years there have been no
regular meetings. The work of the association is presented to the
chapter by outside speakers, men and women who have an intelligent
interest in and enthusiasm for the subject. The interest and enthusiasm
thus aroused in the undergraduates is heightened and kept alive by
close touch with Denison House. From the very founding of the
chapter, Miss Dudley has welcomed the college students to Denison
House, allowing the girls to play with the kindergarten children, send
dolls at Christmas and entertain at the neighborhood parties once a
month. Not only have the Wellesley girls gone in to Denison House,
but they have invited the different settlement clubs out to college
Ever since the Boys' Dramatic Club at Denison House has presented
a yearly play, usually one of Shapespeare's, the play has been given at
the Barn. There have been picnics by the lake in the spring, too.
Ada L. Wolfolk, 1891, was Wellesley 's first C. S. A. scholar. The
object of the scholarships is to give training in philanthropic and civic
work. The scholar must always reside in a Settlement House during
the academic year and pursue some clearly defined line of work under
the general guidance of a committee and of the head worker of the
Settlement. Miss Wolfolk studied conditions in tenement houses and
as a result of her work gave very important evidence in the report of
the tenement house commissioners. Last year Wellesley's scholar was
Clara Stanton More, 1904, who investigated problems of the recreation
hours of the wage-earner. The Wellesley chapter has grown very much
in the last few years, but its work has always appealed very widely to
members of the college community.
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Member of General Aid Committee
The temperance work of the college, which the Somerset V now
represents, was at first carried on by a committee of the Christian
Association. Five years ago the Somerset Y was organized with the
hope of doing more efficient work. It aims to show the necessity of
temperance and of temperance work, both here and after leaving
college. It is associated for practical work with the Willard Y Settle-
ment in Boston.
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The Student Volunteer movement for Foreign Missions began at
Northfield in 1886. Its aim is to bring before the students in our
colleges and universities their personal responsibility in the evangeliza-
tion of the world.
The Wellesley Student Volunteer Band was organized in 1890,
and has since become affiliated with the Boston Student Volunteer
League. The Band began its work for the year 1905-1906 with a
membership of eight.
Lottie H. T. Hartwell, '06 .... Leader
Emily R. Freeland, '06 Secretary
Alice M. Ottley, G. Minnie K. Hastings, '07
Elizabeth Logan, G. Louise I. Jenison, '08
Caroline A. Read, Sp. Frances L. Taft, '09
aiitiittiar association
4NBrrr0
Mrs. Albert D. Meade, '87 President
Miss Alice W. Hunt, '95 Vice-President
Miss Helen M. Capron, '98 ... Recording Secretary
Miss Lilian B. Miner, '88 . . . Corresponding Secretary
Miss Mary K. Conyngton, '94 ... Treasurer
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Elizabeth Moore, '06
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HE evils produced by the selfishness or ignorance
of buyers and sellers who think only of their own
profit and convenience, were first brought before the
minds of the students of Wellesley College about
ten years ago when Mrs. Fred Nathan, of the New
York Consumers' League, made her first visit here.
She aroused a great deal of enthusiasm and many students and
instructors became members of the Massachusetts League. Later
Jacob A. Riis of New York extended the enthusiasm begun by Mrs.
Nathan.
But it was not until February 13, 1901, that Wellesley College had
a league of its own. At a meeting of the Economics' Club, Mrs.
Florence Keley, Secretary of the National League, gave an address, after
which a motion for the formation of a Wellesley Consumers' League
was made by Miss Balch. The motion was carried, and Miss Calkins
and Miss Harriet Wilcox were appointed as a committee to draw up
the constitution. The object of the association was to educate its
members and others conscientiously and wisely to use their power as
purchasers and employers. Miss Annie Luff of the class of 1904 was
the first president of this organization. The Wellesley League was
at once affiliated with the National League.
From the time it was systematically organized up to the present
day the college league has made steady progress. At present there
are four hundred and twenty-five members and splendid hopes of
getting many more. In May, 1905, the Wellesley League became a
member of the Massachusetts State League and with them is trying
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to further the noble aim of bettering the conditions under which goods
are made and sold. Since business is a matter of demand and supply,
we should try to create a demand for goods made under right conditions.
The Consumers' League places a label on clothing made by manufac-
turers who maintain good work shops. Certainly a college with the
large attendance which Wellesley College has, could greatly increase
the demand by perseverance in asking for labeled goods. Although
this is the part of the work in which we are best able to lend our aid,
the state and national league have succeeded in passing many laws
affecting the labor of women and children.
In summing up what the members of the local Consumers' League
of Wellesley Colllege can do to improve the conditions of the laboring
classes, the following " Don'ts" are suggested :
Don't shop after five o'clock.
Don't shop on Saturday afternoons.
Don't leave your Christmas shopping until the week before
Christmas.
Don't give your address carelessly to salespeople.
Don't neglect to ask for underwear bearing the Consumeis' League
Label.
rCToo tew Xhtx builb mhobuilbbencotHhtafag
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MARION H. CARLISLE President
OLIVE HUNTER Vice-President
DOROTHY STOREY Recording Secretary
LAURA DWIGHT ....... Corresponding Secretary
EDNA MOORE Treasurer
HELEN S. KNOWLES Custodian of the House
SYBIL BURTON Librarian
In Facultate
Mary Bowen Elizabeth K. Kendall Margaret P. Sherwood
Eleanor A. McC. Gamble Eliza H. Kendrick Edith S. Tufts
Sophie C. Hart Carolyn P. Nelson Sarah F. Whiting
Sophie Jewett Ellen F. Pendleton Mabel M. Young
Class of 1902 Class of 1905
Elvira S. Slack Helen D. Cook
Class of 1906
Marion H. Carlisle Connie M. Guion Elsie F. Pitkin
Anna L. Dickinson Martha J. Hughes Sadie M. Samuel
Laura M. Dwight Olive Hunter Caroline B. Singleton
Helen Edwards Edna Moore C. Louise Steele
Elizabeth Goddard Elizabeth J. Moore Marion Stephenson
Charlotte P. Thomas G. Katrina Ware
Class of 1907
Florence Besse Louise E. Garford Olive A. Smith
Sybil Burton Caroline F. Gilbert Dorothy H. Storey
Edith Ellison Helen S. Knowles Margaret Tapley
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UR SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY was founded April
18, 1877, with a membership of twelve. At this
time the London Society was three years old. The
younger organization made connection with the older,
from which papers were received and read. Mr.
Durant was elected an honorary member, and promi-
nent Shakesperean readers as well as critics addressed the meetings.
From the first the aim of the society has been the study of Shakespeare
as a means of intellectual development.
Through the early years the meetings of the society were held in
Society Hall, now Elocution Hall. In 1880 this hall was appropriated
to purposes purely academic, and the Shakespeare Society had for
three years no regular meeting place. At the end of this time it was
given a room in the Art Building.
In June, 1898, the corner-stone of the Shakespeare House was
laid, and in the fall of 1901 the home of the society, modelled closely
after Shakespeare's house in Stratford-on-Avon, was ready for occu-
pancy.
The work of the society is dramatic in character. In 1886 the
first dramatics in costume were given, and in June, 1887, an entire play
was presented on the bank of Longfellow Pond. From this the plays
followed annually, but within the last ten years the rhododendron
hollow has become the stage.
Throughout the year monthly meetings of the society are held, at
which critical papers are read and scenes from Shakespeare's play
presented. This monthly study tends in part, but only in part, toward











































Mary B. W. Alexander
Geneva A. Ash
Class of 1907
Maud Bradfield Grace Davies
Elizabeth Bridgens Mae Osborn
Louise Piatt
Netta Wanamaker
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ETA ALPHA was one of the two societies founded
in 1876 by Mr. Durant. Its purpose in organizing
was that the members might pursue a definite line of
work and that they might aid in furthering the social
life of the college.
The society was discontinued in 188 1 and was not reinstated until
1889. The special work of the society is literary in character. The
Literature and Art of the Italian Renaissance has been the study of the
year 1905-1906.
iltyi ^fjjm.i ifv.tUt ufty— 31|>1).i Cl)A4itrr
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ELIZABETH SOOY President
ALICE E. McQUEEN Vice-President
ALICE C. AMES Recording Secretary
ETHEL G. STURTEVANT Corresponding Secretary
ADELAIDE B. HALKETT Treasurer
ALICE ROSSINGTON Custodian of the House
LAURA KIMBALL GENEVIEVE WASHBURN
In Facilitate




Alice C. Ames Adelaide B. Halkett Claire Sampson Elizabeth Sooy
Eleanor E Farrar Alice E. McQueen Helen Segar Ethel G. Sturtevant
Mary E. Watkins
Class of 1907
A. Marie B. Biddle Eleanor F. Fricke Laura L. Kimball Alice Rossington
Marion Edwards Helen Goddard Marguerite B. MacKellar Genevieve Washburn
Ruth White
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N November ^of 1876, Mr. Durant founded for the
purpose of promoting the literary interest of the
college, the Phi Sigma Society. Mr. Durant himself
chose the name and the motto. The society was
under his supervision and that of the Board of
Trustees, and at the meetings, which were open,
Mr. and Mrs. Durant, as well as members of the Faculty,
were often present. The Phi Sigma meetings were given up to the
reading of creative work done by the members, followed by a discussion
led by a regularly appointed critic who held his office for a half year.
The present Elocution Hall served as the meeting place of the early
society.
In 1890, the society was reorganized, and Phi Sigma became a
fraternity with the power of forming chapters, although, at present,
there is no other. Since then the work of the society has been along
the line of literary criticism rather than of composition. Each year
Phi Sigma studies some period or mflvement in literature, or the life
and work of an individual who has exerted an influence of especial
weight on letters. The Renaissance period, treated historically and
critically with selected readings and papers, is the time to which Phi




HELEN J. ELLIOT Vice-President
ALICE D. CHASE Recording Secretary
HELEN B PORTER Corresponding Secretary
ALICE M. GROVER Treasurer
HELEN A. NEWELL Keeper of the House
3f00(0tan« Zirrjirto
EstherH. Barbour Helen L. White Ethel Jean Pinnej Editor of the "Iris"
i«rmtiers
In Facultate
Alice V. V. Brown Margaret Jackson Ethel D. Puffer





Alice D. Chase Alice E. Heber Alice McLennan
Helen J. Elliot Margaret Little Helen B. Porter
Alice M. Grover Ella C. MacKinDon Mabel B. Waldron
Helen L. White Ora M. Williams
Class of 1907
Esther H. Barbour Jessie E. Heber Sarah B. Mitchell
Josephine O. Bean Vera Loomis Helen A. Newell
Gladys Doten Flora I. MacKinnon Ethel Jean Pinney
Myra Douglas Florence P. Plummer
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N MAY, 1889, a charter was granted to the Art
Society of Wellesley College. The purpose of the
society set forth in the original constitution was to
give opportunity for additional study of art, to offer
a stimulus to scholarly work, and to promote good
fellowship among the undergraduates. The Art
Society met at first in Elocution Hall. Later, upon the opening of
the Farnsworth Art Building, a room there was put at its disposal.
In 1894 trie Greek name was adopted, and the Art Society became
known as society Tau Zeta Epsilon.
With the change of name came a consequent broadening of the
scope of the society's work and interest. The interpretation of the
term " Art " was extended to embrace all forms of Artistic production.
The society had originally met to discuss the plastic arts of painting
and sculpture. The study of music and of literature now entered into
the programs.
In 1899, the trustees granted to the society the land for building,
and on March 17, 1900, the house was opened. On May 19 of the
same year, the society gave its first studio reception. The pictures then
presented were selected from various schools of art. After the first
exhibit, each series of pictures has been chosen from a definite school
or from successive schools.
With the opening of the house the society was enabled through
the fortnightly " At Homes " to entertain its friends and to enter more
fully into the growing social life of the college. Informal musicales
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m *> *j HE AGORA is the outgrowth of the Cottage Street
Political Club, which was formed with the entrance
of the class of 1894. This club was not a college
organization until the fall of 1891, when it assumed
its present name. A strong feeling prevailed among
the charter members that women were sadly lacking in
a knowledge of political questions. History as it is made,
in the political and economic conditions of this country, and
as much as possible of the world at large, the Agora sought to bring to
the attention of its members.
The aim of the Agora is to "create an intelligent interest in the
political questions of the day, and by free discussion of them, to train
its members to take an active and responsible position on all such
questions." The annual open meeting always takes the form of some
political organization in discussion, as the House of Commons or the
Republican National Convention. The ultimate, if unexpressed, object
is the development of patriotism and through this, the attainment of a
wider nobility.
3 tpi)i* Zt.i|>j>.i C1|«
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MARY E. MOULTON, - 06 President
GRACE E. DUNCAN, '06 Vice-President
ETHEL M. EVERETT, '06 Recording Secretary
MARION E. SMITH, '07 Corresponding Secretary
HELEN P. WOOD, '07 Treasurer
AVIS HILL, '07 Custodian of the House
JEAN D. RUSSELL, '07 First Factotum
MARGARET DUNGAN, '07 Second Factotum
fi.vrcutfuc CommHtft
MISS WALTON WINIFRED HAWKRIDGE, '06 ETHEL JORDAN, '06
i«cmlitre
In Facultate
Angie Clara Chapin Adelaide Belle Hawes Alice Walton
Class of 1906
Grace E. Duncan Ruth L. Goodwin Ethel Jordan
Bernice J . Everett Winifred E. Hawkridge M. Alice Mather
Ethel M. Everett C. Rita Holt Mary E. Moulton
Class of 1907
Jean Aiken Alice H. Bradt Mildred Rogers Gladys Turtle
Marian W. Berry Margaret Dungan Jean D. Russell Helen P. Wood
Marguerite Birge Avis Hill Marion E. Smith
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LPHA KAPPA CHI was organized in the spring of
1892, under the name of The Classical Society of
Wellesley College, and in 1897 received its present
name. The society was organized for the purpose of
furthering serious study in the classics. As at first
the membership was restricted to students electing
the classics, the work done by the society was espec-
ially with the design of supplementing class work. When eligibility
was extended to students who were not majoring in Latin or Greek, the
work was changed to meet new requirements ; the aim being rather to
familiarize the classic spirit and ideals. Recently the study of Greek
plays has led to an attempt to interpret as simply and severely as
possible the folk stories and myths of the Greeks into a modern




Esther E. Schwarz, '06
Vice-President






Mme. Colin Ione Morrison
Florence Bement











Edith M. 'I olles, '06
Margaret Little, '06
Carolyn P. Nelson, '05




C Louise Steele, '06
Sarah S. Bauman, '06
Claire Graefe, '06
Helen Segar, '06
Ruth Louise Goodwin, '06
Irene McAlpine, '06
Geneva L. Ash, '07
Sarah A. O. Schaefer, '06
Elsa Wackenhuth, '07
Dorothy Pope, '08
Gertrude C. Cate, '07
Esther E. Schwarz, '06
Ethel Winch Putney G.
Edith Keiser, '06






Advisory Member of Executive Board
jHrmlicro
Esther G. Abercrombie, '07
Frances E. Sherman, '07
Alice F. Titus, '07
Faith B. Sturtevant, '06
Olive Greene, '06




Grace E. Enos, '06
Mary H. Ball, '06
Alice McC. Rolph, '06
Florence Bement, '06
Helen B. Porter, *o6
Louise C DeLano, '06
Helen Boyle, '07
Florence E. Dodson, '06
Hilda C. St. George, '06
Hazel Van Skiver, '08
Frida Semler, '08





Ethel M. Everett, '06
th Flickinger, '06










Mary Lee Cadwell Winifred Hawkridge







Claire Sampson Ray Tyler
Marie Warren
Katharine Hazeltine Lucy Tatum
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Officers


















































HAMILTON C. MACDOUGAL ....
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H. Bates, '07 E. M. Damon, '09
M. H. Burt, '08 H. M. Houghton, '07
Isabelle Chandler, '06 Jessie Legg, '06






Vena S. Batty, '06
Margaret Dungan, '07
Daphne Crane, '08
Betsey C. Baird, '08









Ethel M. Hull, '07
Margaret Ladd, '07
Contralto
Anna E. Fox, '07
Ethel Grant, '08




M. H. Terry, "09








'08 Helen M. Wood, '07
Hope A. Bates, '09
iiiootinirrd
M. B. Cecil, '09
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Isabelle Chandler, '06 Lucille Drumraond, '08 Jessie E. Legg, '06
Margaret Whitney, '04 Ora M. Williams, '06
Helen Cummings, 'OS Helen J. Elliot, '06 Ruth Pinney, '09
Marion Stephenson, '06 Maud Turtle, '06
iFliol llto
Mae H. Batchelor, '08 Hope A. Bates, '09 Ann Bickford, '07
Martha B. Cecil, '09 Alice Jacobs, '09
Srrono 5*uo
Betsey C. Baird, "08 Sue Barrow, '08 Gladys Brown, '08
Minnie Packard, '09 Katharine Scott, 08
Hilda Garson Accompanist
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ELEANOR E. FARRAR, 'Oft .
HELEN C. DUST1N, '07 .













































































Sallie A. King, 1909
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GRACE G. LITTLEFIELD President
HELEN L. WHITE Vice-President
HENRIETTA W. ROBERTS
. Secretary
















































CONNIE M. GUION President
ALICE CARROLL Vice-President
LOUISE R BASCOM Secretary
ELLA M. TILFORD Treasurer
Miss Moffett
Faculty
Miss Colton Miss Nelson
Members
Martha B. Cecil, '09 Susan Markey, '06Elizabeth Adamson, '09 Edith L. Searcy, '07
Sue Barrow, '08 Lucille Drummond,'08 Alice Mounts, '09 Edith Simpson, '08
Louise Bascom, '07 Myra Foster, '06 Apao Pryor Phelps, '09 Ella M. Tilford, '08
Marianna Brenneman, '07 Connie M. Guion, '06 Aurelia Fitzpatrick, '08 Isabel P. Welch, '09
Marion Briscoe, '06 Jane S. Hall, '08 Kate B. Roach, '09 ElizabethWoodson , '08
Alice Carroll, '06 Mary Knowles, '09 Theodora Scruggs, '06














Harriet Aykr Myka Foster
Marjorie Bowersock Janetta McGregor
Grace Bowman Susan M. Markey
Caroline W. Dayton Florence C Megee
Helen J. Elliot Mary I. Nickelson
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Florence P. Plummer, '07
Dorothy Pope, '08
Bonnie Abbott, '06
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Olive Hunter Elsie Pitkin
Edna Moore Marion Stephenson
Connie M. Guion Jessie Post
Elizabeth Sooy








Marguerite MacKellar .... First Member
Grace Kimball Second Member
Florence Besse Third Member















f a *j REE DAY, the one great fete given by the whole
college and enjoyed by none but Wellesley girls, is
older even than Commencement, dating from the
Sophomore year of the first class. There were no
upper classes, as in our present march, no gorgeousness
of general effect, no color scheme, no dancing, but
that first Tree Day had much the same significance as now.
Mr. Durant had received from Mr. Hunnewell
the gift of two silver pines, and was for announcing
in Chapel that evening (they had chapel twice a
day in those days) that the morrow would be
observed as Tree Day. But Tree Day, even the first
one, was not to be the thing of a night ; the girls
intervened and the time set was a full week later-
Then '79 and '80 appeared in the circle in front of
" Founder's Hall," with white tissue paper caps on
their heads, trimmed with blue paper bands, for '79,
as the first class wore the college blue. On their
arms were blue rosettes and paper streamers. Songs
were sung in honor of the trees and their giver, and
each girl threw on a shovelful of earth with the
identical spade the Sophomores present now to the
Freshmen for quite another kind of digging.
Gradually Freshmen and Seniors took the
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prominent parts, the tree song was omitted, growing
class interests made themselves felt, speeches and essays
were subordinated to the scenic effect, and as classes
grew, the girls took less part in the actual planting of
the tree. Eighty-four made for themselves caps and
gowns ; they too, planted the first ivy, brought by Mr.
Horsford from Ellen's Isle. Later, dancing was
added to the procession. In '88 the proceedings
must have been much as now, for in the Cowattt
is this account of the pageant : — " '89 was a
charming bouquet of flower
maidens led by MotherSpring.
Under her gentle guidance
"XyS&J the haughty tulips conde-
scended to the society of the
modest lilies of the valley,
and the country cousins, ap-
ple blossoms, daisies, butter




— ( Phillips Brooks, their honor-
. _ll \ ary member, was among them
in the character of Jack in
, . the Pulpit. Sophomore wis-
dom had transformed '90 to the symbolic owl.
A large flock of these weird birds hopped or flew
along in the procession, flapping their wings and
hooting dismally. The Freshmen were sea nymphs
in pale green.
Nowadays the Seniors, in cap and gown, two
and two march down the hill from College Hall
followed by the Junior class in white, with a
touch of their class color on hats or ribbons. Down from the trees
behind the Shakespeare House come the Sophomores in costume,
motley fairy tales, laughable and grotesque, Kate Greenaway children





or sober Puritans; while through the trees on
the Hill gleams the new color the Freshmen
have been so anxious for weeks to hide, and
the Sophomores, so eager and prying, to dis-
cover. Sometimes all the Freshman secrets
have been prematurely announced to the
world in the ingenious and tormenting way
Sophomores have. Harriet will calmly smile
on the disappointed children whose color
she wears in a new shawl, and the next
morning as innocently hold their flower in
her hands. Still on Tree Day all that is for-
gotten—for very pride and good will. After
the long procession over the green the pag-
eant becomes the audience. The Senior
President says a word of welcome, the Senior
orator good naturedly teases and doles
out advice to the under classes and then, in
all her beauty, the Senior mistress appears and the dances begin.
Another procession—the presentation of the spade and Freshman
speeches and dances, and then— of a sudden, a wild
rush of color across the campus— somewhere to the new
little tree. The Freshmen sing themselves hoarse and
cheer everything and everybody with the new cheer, every- j
body cheering back in return, till they remember other
small trees tied with ribbons of a dearer hue and are off
again to circle around them in the gathering twilight—
caps and gowns and gay, weary dancers by themselves, and
Kate Greenaway boys and girls in another place. Toward
midnight the campus is awake again. The Seniors, both
from the village and Simpson and Stone are serenading
College Hall—as if unwilling to lose one minute of this
last Tree Day. And after the songs are ended, and the
glowing lanterns gone — the open windows seem too
pleasant to leave — goodnights are said very softly, and a
sadness sweetens the joyousness of the daw
bit of
F TREE DAY belongs exclusively to Wellesley girls,
Float, ten or twelve days later, belongs to their
friends. From the old days when girls in muslin
dresses took Commencement guests out in the old
college boats, then joined together and floated down
the lake to the singing of college songs, Float has
come to have a right to itself, with open house throughout the
campus, collations, music, fire works, and display of what the crews
have been doing during the long fall and spring training seasons.
Eighty-nine departed from the old informal " Float." " At 6.30
the crews marched down to their boats amid cheers from the spectators.
The Seniors led the way in their blue and silver suits. It was with
regret that the undergraduates remembered it was the last time they
would see the starry Hesperus launched in public. The gay, red and
ecru banner of the Juniors followed Float itself could be no
prettier than this preliminary procession of lovely damsels." The
Courant has nothing to say of "athletic maidens," "varsity eight,"
shells, Jerseys. The Hesperus was a lumbering, heavy thing, and the
girls rowed two in a seat, and carried passengers ! The boats—there
were more than four—were moored by docks down in College Hall
cove, where ' 94's boat house was to stand. They used to row for fun,
then, in the play time before and after dinner, and the Senior boat and
sjlken flag were handed down to the incoming Sophomore class.
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Today rowing is organized and means work ; the crews and boats
are a matter of class rivalry—and every Wellesley girl cheers with
pride when the varsity crew swings easily into the circle of light on
Float night. Still the Hesperus must have known more of real love
and good jolly fun than an up to date shell that only a proud and
disciplined crew can manage. There is not much variety in Float
unless an east wind brings a drifting white fog that transforms the lake
to fairyland. The trees are strung with Japanese lanterns; calcium
lights and bonfires light the water, and lanterns outline the course.
Small boats drift hither and thither, or huddle close to the shore—then
music, and round the point from the boat house glide the crews, each
heralded by their class cheer from the bank. The W and star are
formed, and then are sung the class and crew songs, never more beau-
tiful than from over the water. The star breaks up, the small boats
drift out into the dark lake, while music, rockets and red fires entertain
the crowd on the shore.
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ICE
CARNIVAL
SUALLY the weather plays a larger part in the ice
carnival than our hopes and plans. Nineteen
hundred held the first, the result of perfect ice and
the stress of mid-years. The next year and the next,
plans were more elaborate, open house, fireworks,
music, collation and Japanese lanterns to be carried by the skaters on
hockey sticks. If it could be surely counted on, the mid-winter fete
would certainly rival Float in beauty and popularity, surpass it in
the estimation of skaters. As it is, it remains Ice Carnival— weather
permitting.
'
HOUGH MAY DAY was seldom if ever forgotten, the
present manner of celebration under the Court of
Revels is comparatively recent. Ninety-five began
the Senior hoop rolling, and
now a Senior would sooner
miss the solemn cap and gown
procession to the Senior seats
on the first and last days of regular work,
or confess to never having been through
Harriet, than not roll her hoop to Chapel on the
first of May. May Day stands as one of the
mi'e posts of the year ; for the undergraduates
all sorts of fun and new responsibility, for
the Seniors the beginning of the end. Perhaps that is why they leave
Chapel so soberly to the music of their class song. What else mean the
children playing on the green in the afternoon,
but that the spring playtime has begun at
Wellesley.
The gayest of May poles vies with a
candy and lemonade stand and hurdy gurdy
as center of attraction. Perhaps they are
never quite so enticing after Freshman year.
Short skirts and pigtails of necessity wipe
out all class distinctions ; a Senior with
bobbing curls and ribbon bows is a Senior
still; but not very awe inspiring — and it's
such a relief to have an honest scrap with
Tomboy Sophomores in sailor suits and smock
frocks. Little black Topsy and her dainty
" missus " dance together, take turns grinding out
the gay music and then chase away for a game—
Farmer in the Dell, Sally Waters, London Bridge,
even Leap Frog. The last moment they slip in to dinner, so tired, but
with the winter's grind forgotten. In the evening the singing on the
chapel steps begins, and the day ends sedately with " Alma Mater."
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HEN '8g drowned her Senior Philosophy Theses in
the lake, the question of Forensic burning really
began. For some reason they were not permitted
to resort to fire, so sought the waters of Waban as
the Lethe of their troubles. One Sophomore class
was so distraught by having mathematics required
of them that they burned their text books. 'Ninety-
four had a combination forensic and debate course required of them
Junior year and, at the end of it, in wrath publicly burned their forenMes
in the west woods, '95 buried theirs on Tree Day, '96 made doubly
sure by doing both—and '97 composed and sang the dirge which is
secretly and solemnly handed down to us. Forensic burning grows
even more shrouded in mystery. It would never do here t} violate
the secrecy of the rites performed in the twilight shadows of some hidden
spot in the woods. Even Sophomores, when they are keen enough
to discover that all their Junior friends are leaving the campus, inno-
cently enough—by trolley, carriage and afoot, hurriedly and leisurely,
to the four points of the compass, when they chance upon the chosen
rendezvous, stand outside and molest not the Junior sentries, listen to
the blood-curdling groans issuing from the depths of the woods, and
wonder how their forensic burning shall be kept a secret. But the
procession across the campus is for everyone to see, and the Latin dirge
for everyone to hear, if not to understand. The long serpentine of
white cowled, sheet draped figures with their flickering candles winds
slowly across the campus and disappears among the trees on the hill.
College Hall echoes with the mournful notes of the dirge, the silent
figures glide away again and suddenly are gone ! Nineteen-six appeared
in chapel white haired, and in mourning, the day the last forensics went
in, and with due solemnity performed the rites celebrating the end of
their labors, and the end of the required forensic and debate courses.
Commencement
" ALL WELLESLEY DAYS, Commencement itself
has probably changed the least. The exercises are
held in the morning in Houghton Chapel ; the girls
wear caps and gowns instead of the colors of early
days, or the white that later became the custom ; the
choir, instead of the Beethoven Society, furnish the
music, and the seal, instead of the old print of College
Hall, is used on the programmes. But these are unessential changes.
In the programme of Commencement week, however,
the growth and widening interests of the college is
shown. The old programme was usually something as
follows :
President's reception at Norumbega
Baccalaureate Sunday—n a. m. Senior Prayer Meeting
4 p. m. Baccalaureate Sermon
Vespers—Chants by Beethoven Society
Monday Evening—Concert
Tuesday
—3 p. m. Commencement. Dinner
Until the classes grew too large, graduates, alumnae,
friends and trustees all sat down together to a formal
dinner at College Hall. There were speeches and toasts
by the President, Dr. McKenzie, and members of the
faculty, board of trustees and alumnae. Very, very
often they spoke on "The Higher Education for Women."
Nowadays the Senior class steals away by itself the
night of Commencement for their class dinner. They
give a Glee Club concert on the banks of Longfellow, a
play down by Tupelo, a garden party on the hill, and
repeat their Senior dances and singing on the chapel
steps in honor of their friends. President Hazard re-
ceives in the Browning Room the evening before
Commencement day. Every year there are more class
reunions, more alumnae to re-visit their alma mater,
and more guests to see Wellesley.
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N the beginning there were no publications distinctly
belonging to the college. Wellesley had to look for
news of itself in the Natick Courant, which devoted
one column to items of college interest. Later a news-
paper was started in Wellesley village, which con-
tinued the same plan for some five years, when the in
adequacy of such an arrangement was the cause of
the first college paper, the Courant, a four page sheet of the size of a
struggling newspaper. Miss Abbe Carter Goodloe, '89, was the first
editor, and as may be imagined, under this new management the
Courant sprang full grown into a successful career. The front page was
usually devoted to college notes, naturally somewhat more personal than
is now possible to print, with the present size of the college. The re-
maining pages were devoted to stories, poems, and "such passages
from current or classic literature as may be of value to students" pass-
ages usually of a decided moral tone.
The Prelude, a weekly paper in pamphlet form, superseding the
Courant the following year, was the germ of the present magazine.
Besides the essays, editorials, stories and reviews which form the basis
of every magazine, the Prelude contained material which now gave to
the News— alumnae notes, college notes and calender, and a column
called Waban Ripples, the ancestor of the Parliament of Fools, and a
very worthy progenitor indeed. Throughout its existence the Prelude
maintained a high standard, giving perhaps no more than the present
subscribers gets from the Magazine and News together, but representing
for a weekly paper with a Board comparatively small, a remarkable
amount of finished and spontaneous work. There were less outside
interests at that time than now, fewer clubs and committees, and college
interest, so far as can be judged from gleaning the Legendas and
Preludes of the day seemed mainly centered in academic aud literary
work.
In 1892 The Prelude changed its form and name, becoming the
Wellesley Magazine, published monthly. It was given a good start in
life, for its first editor was Miss Florence Converse, the author of " Long
Will." The Neu<s was still unthought of and the Magazint continued
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the double junction of The Prelude, adding the innovation of a Free
Press Column. Although generalities can by no means be exact, a
curious reversal of present conditions is apparent, in that the stories
were much more sentimental and crude than later magazines would
allow, while the articles, in most cases, were more profound and exhaus-
tive than those written by the undergraduate of today.
The Magazine in 1902 adopted the Colltge News, which had been
started the previous year by the Wellesley Tea Room corporation.
Since then the News has developed a decided individuality, and reliev-
ing the magazine of all detailed news work, is a valuable addition to
the list of college publications.
The first Legenda, published by the class of '89, was not so
avowedly a class book as are present Legendas. There were the usual
lists of trustees, Faculty and students, and what would make our year
book cumbersome indeed— a complete rostrum of the Alumnae. The
college library occupied a significantly large space
in its pages : the size of the library was enumerated
in exact figures, and a whole catalogue published
of the periodicals to which the college subscribed.
Welleslev songs, some of which are still familiar,
first appeared in the early Legendas.
The '89 book was not without its "funny
department," although its skirts were firmly
clutched by a censor in the background, if the
following excerpt has any significance.
" I hear a voice you cannot hear,
Which says I must not grind,
I see a hand you cannot see,
Which has my wit refined."
Grinds. appeare J, however, with greater frequency, and in '91
reached their climax, when everything and everybody, from the faculty
to the elevator, received clever, though sometimes ungentle, handling.
The legend, "After us the Deluge," written at the end of the grind
department, elicited from the '92 issue the following reply, breathing
of a submissive and hopeful spirit.
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" Legenda comes with stinging fun,
Epitome of 'gi,
' After us s" * * '
—
, but '92
Can sail an ark as few can do."
Subsequent Legendas had also a share in the reaping of '9 is
whirlwind: the pathetic dedication of '94 is "to our esteemed ancestor,
Noah," but license reappeared wi:h the book of '95.
Even from the first is evident the problem of making each Lkgenda
original and "worth while"— a phrase forever linked with the name
of Legenda. One class, '96, published a collection of short stories
and poems, called "At Wellesley," which atiained to some popularity
with the outside world, reaching, in fact, a second and third edition.
A compromise between this departure and the usual Legenda was
published by a later class, the result not being, however, entirely
satisfactory.
The advances of late years have been in the line of bookmaking;
technicalities are improved, lists have been gradually condensed
and arranged in a more convenient manner, and the sketches are
infinitely more careful and artistic. In writing the same changes are
noticeable; while the later classes can hardly claim any great superi-
ority in cleverness or ease, there is in their work less of consciousness,
and much improvement in the handling of material, an improvement
which is due partly to the growing cosmopolitanism of the college,
and partlv to those who kindly allowed to be dedicated to them this
latest example of Wellesley publications, the Legenda of 1906.
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ES, there was a day long ago, back there before the
heating plant was built, and even before 1906 came
to college, when sports were a new thing in Wellesley.
To be sure, they called them athletics then, but sports
now is so much more genteel.
There was a crew to begin with, though your
wildest fancies could never picture it, discipline being
a thing unheard of in connection with the sports of those
days. Since they rowed only until they were tired,
various members of the crew might be seen resting
languidly on their oars while the others stroked on
courageously. They were social events then ; to be a
" pretty girl " was one of the first requirements. On
" Float" night, therefore, when
the crews rowed daintily forth
in boats, compared to which the
" Rescue " is a mere infant,
garbed in tight dresses of the
most approved mode, with great blue sashes
at the waist, the effect was indeed stupendous.
It has taken thirteen years of evolution to
bring us up to our present condition of crews,
disciplined, exact, graceful, with training reg-
ulations concerning eating and sleeping and
three hours a week of steady practise.
There was a social tennis club, too, about
that time, though there was rarely any playing, and strangely enough
tennis has been the last to become an organized sport.
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It was not until 1892 that a department of phy-
sical training was put into the curriculum, and
Wellesley was the first woman's college to have such
a department. Of course a long and a strong pull
was necessary before classes could be brought beyond
the bean bag stage, before suffi-
cient apparatus could be intro-
duced, or the present system of
corrective gymnastics could come
into effect. But Miss Hill was at
the head, Miss Hill with her undy-
ing enthusiasm and pluck, and it
is to her efforts principally that
" br
—
jtf Wellesley owes its steady advance
M Mfo along these lines of physical train-
^ ing. It was she who plucked us
up out of the round-shouldered depths of the purely
academic, and brought us into our present healthy
and happy state. Social dan-
cing, which has since developed
into the wonderful system of
present day natural dancing,
was, with the aid of Swedish
gymnastics and apparatus, one
of the chief methods of ad-
vancement.
In 1893 there was a great stir. Basketball
had been invented, and of course we were the
pioneer players just as we were in golf a little
later on. Every advance, however, was made
on the initiative of the department, and at the
expense of the trustees. As yet, the girls had
not the vital interest which they now have. It
was the Senior president of 1896 who started the
Athletic Association, by means of which has
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evolved the present perfect organization under student heads. After
the association got into good form, running was introduced, and then
— and this was not in the days before 1906 came to college—one of the
most popular of sports, field hockey, found its place.
But through all our development we have had in mind one
principle, which alone makes for ideal conditions among women, the
principle, not of high records, by which a few girls are trained inordi-
nately, but the principle of the greatest good to the greatest number,
whereby manv girls play moderately with a view to health, good form,
and discipline. With us it is not the game for the game's sake, though
in Field Day we do have competitive work to add zest to the play, but
it is the game as an adjunct to intellectual life, a means of developing
bodv and mind svmmetricallv.
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Uramatics
ANY THINGS were very different in the early days
of Wellesley from what they are now. Most of
the Muses were honored and sought after, but two of
them were considered hardly respectable and were
not allowed to enter the college grounds; Melpomene,
goddess of tragedy, and Thalia, goddess of comedy,
were requested to stay on Olympus. No one went to
the theatre in those days ; neither comedy nor tragedy, farce nor even
pantomime, was given by the students. But spirits were at work, and
one day the palms in center were disturbed. In the year 1884 the
German department made an innovation, for under its dignified auspices
some German fairy tales were enacted in College Hall center — and
they were well done, too. The ice was broken and Wellesley College
began to be other than strictly academic.
In 1885 the Shakespeare Society began to act scenes in costume ;
then, a year later, Norumbega, destined to become a hotbed for the
drama, was opened with a house-warming whose chief feature was the
enacting of an operetta, written by one of the faculty. In the same
year the girls gave an original dramatization of " The Rose and the
Ring"— not for the library, but for the chapel fund. In '88 Norum-
bega was quarantined with scarlet fever, but " It's an ill wind that
blows nobody good," so the imprisoned girls gave a farce in which
Mrs. Scarletina Germ and the Misses Scarletina Germ were important
characters. Admiring friends sat on the piazza, wrapped in blankets
and closely attached to hot water bottles, and gazed in through the
glass windows. The same year a rival club, The Freeman Club, gave
" The Rivals " at the gym, for there was no Barn in those days.
In '89 the Juniors arose to the occasion and presented " The Junior
Adventures of '90. " They never dreamed to what colossal proportions
Junior dramatics were to grow. So things went on for some time.
Tableaux from Mother Goose and Howell's farces were given, but they
were very modest in those days. The costumes and settings were
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usually most simple, and the little plays were always distinctly lady-
like. Soon the Shakespeare Society grew more ambitious and began to
give full plays, out of doors ; then the Junior classes caught the spirit
and Junior Dramatics began to take a leading place. In '94 the
Juniors gave a play to the Freshmen, and another, " A Lion Among
Ladies," to the Sophomores. In this play Harvard men and Wellesley
girls got into the approved situations and all ended happily.
The coming of '96 marked a turning point in the history of
Wellesley dramatics. The cows who lived in the Barn left their happy
munching ground and the " Barnswallows " came to take their place.
Until now all performances, except those of the Shakespeare Society,
had been sporadic, uncertain ; there was no particular reason why
plays should be given and no assurance that they would continue to be
given. With the organization of the " Barnswallows " Society this
was changed, and dramatics were given a definite place in the college
life. This same year the prohibition against theatre
going was removed and the 1.07 train began to be
popular. The Barn itself was christened by the
Senior dramatics "The Lone Chase," and from hence
forth there were to be Senior dramatics in Wellesley.
The opening of the Barn was marked by a feverish
enthusiasm in the dramatic line. Louisa Alcott's
"Greek Slave" was presented; there were scenes
from Dickens and Crawford and " Alice in Wonder-
land ;" there were ghost drills and farces of John
Kendrick Bangs. The Harvard farce, " A Strange Situation in Burleigh's
Room," was very popular. Still the average level reached was not
very high, " Box of Monkeys," " Chums," " Two Sweethearts " being
representative plays. " Three male and two female characters, scenery
and costumes very easy, keep the audience roaring," according to the
description in the catalogue. An original Junior play was given, "An
Intercollegiate Match," written by five of the girls.
The class of 1902 gave the dramatic ball another push, for it was
so fortunate as to possess a very fine actress. Leland Powers said that
Constance Draper was one of the best actresses in masculine roles that
he had ever seen. Their Senior play was " She Stoops to Conquer," in
which Miss Draper had a fine chance to show her powers as " Tony
Lumpkin." Meanwhile nearly all the plays given were growing more
and more elaborate
;
greater attention was being paid to coaching and
staging, to color effects and costumes. The Shakespeare society was
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continually increasing the beauty of its out door plays. As a rule the
Junior play was, and still is, the only play trained by a paid outside
coach, which thorough training, together with the eager enthusiasm on
the part of the girls began to make it the leading dramatic feature of
the year.
In the fall of 1900, the class of 1904 dawned upon the dramatic
horizon of Wellesley. They were destined to introduce a new era, the
era of original plays. The first era, we may roughly say, was of farces,
of much vaudeville, of sketches, and of a few good plays in the order of
" She Stoops to Conquer." Now were to come more modern
plays, more serious dramatic work. Nineteen hundred and four
began at once by giving a Freshman play, " Monsieur Beaucaire,"
dramatized by Clara More and Sibyl Baker. The fascinating
romantic Frenchman was played admirably by Sibyl Baker. The
Senior play for that year was " The Romancer," but Senior
plays were no longer given in the " Barn :" Tupelo, with real trees
for a back ground, with real ground to die upon, was used for the
amphitheatre, while in Shakespeare hollow, down by the rhodendrons,
the Shakespeare Society presented yearly the plays of the gentle " Bard
of Avon." The rest of the plays for that year were mostly farces—"A
Night Off," " A Box of Monkeys," and much the same run of plays that
the college had been presenting for so many years. Their Sophomore
year, 1904 gave Yeats' play, " The Land of Hearts' Desire," Sibyl
Baker again taking the leading part, that of heroine. This play was a
decided departure from the usual Wellesley dramatics, as nothing of
the kind,—the delicately mythical and suggestive type — had ever been
given before. The same year 1903 presented Pinero's lovely comedy,
" Trelawney of the Wells."
In the fall of 1902, 1906 came to college and that very year was
given Wellesley's first real, original play. True there had been little
skits and sketches, as when the five girls wrote " An Intercollegiate
Match," in '96, but this was truly the first play. It was not farce, but
high comedy, " Wimmen is Kittle Cattle," by Clara More. The atmos-
phere of the eighteenth century was skillfully caught, the dialogue
witty, and although the last two acts did not fulfil the promise of the
first, nevertheless there was splendid " go " to the play and the first act,
at least, was of real literary value. Sibyl Baker once more showed her
versatility by her charming rendering of the capricious Lady Barbara,
while Clara More herself played the rather pathetic young squire. This
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play marked the beginning of original work. This same year dramatics
showed a marked improvement in other lines. Instead of "Sweethearts"
and " Chums," "The Magistrate," a really splendid farce, was given.
There were also two operettas, " Love and Whist," by the Glee Club,
and "A Japanese Girl " by 1905, in which Miss Nevin starred, with Miss
Daniels in the funny role. The time of second hand, second rate farces
seems to have ended. Henceforth the farces, if they are second rate
will have the yirtue of being original.
Among the best plays since 1906 came to college stands out 1904's
Junior play, " A Glimpse of Paradise," with Miss Baker again starring
as the ardent lover. The Senior play was Tennyson's " Foresters,"
—
just
the play for the woodland setting of Tupelo— and a play well done in
the main, though Robin Hood himself might have fled back to Sher-
wood forest could he have seen his representative shoot with the long
bow and feebly try to " wind the lusty horn." Another of the most
successful plays was " Copy " by Helen Manatt, which came off in the
fall of 1903. This was a delightful play, full of lightness and charm, and
the most delicate innuendo. Helen Daniels, the successor of Sibyl
Baker to starship, played the hero. The previous year was marked by-
one original play : behold the harvest of this year ! Nineteen hun-
dred and six gave an original farce, " Deus ex Machina," written by
Winifred Hawkridge, and later repeated at the Boston University. It
was a most original plot, that of a machine serving for a man, and
finally bringing two couples together after a succession of absurd situa-
tions. The dialogue, especially, was very clever and witty.
The Junior play of 1905 was Sothern's " Lord Chumley," truly
an ambitious production, and once more the college enthused over
Helen Daniels. Miss Daniels, as the News said, trulv could not be
judged from the amateur standpoint.
And then an awful blow fell. No longer could the college rave
over perfect gentlemen. Henceforth the gentlemen must wear bloomers.
Their acting must rise above environment. They must inspire the
audience to forget— the bloomers— and to see the manly soul! But
though rebuffed, we rallied and struggled on. The triumph of the year
was reached in the dramatization of " Lady Rose's Daughter " by
Helen Rollins. Estelle Kramer played the leading lady, and Bertha
Piatt the leading man. Mrs. Humphrey Ward would have looked and
gasped, beholding the colonial costumes ; but after reading the dramatic
ruling, she would have understood,— and smiled. This play was
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preceded by a clever little curtain raiser, " Wellesliana Menschen," by
Fanny Field (1904). Even the dramatics committee must have smiled.
It was of Harvard youths, trying to distinguish between the men and
the girls at Wellesley after the new ruling. Then 1905 gave another
operetta, "Zobeida," a gay little Persian affair, with dainty costumes
and pretty music.
At this point the Freshmen, 1907, inspired by the general spirit,
gave a light but amusing original farce, " The Jack of Trumps," by
Marie Warren, while 1904's Senior play, " The Good-Natured Man,"
was unusually successful. In it, Sibyl Baker, as on old man, did excel-
lent work and made her last appearance on a Wellesley stage.
At length came 1906's Junior year, to be marked by more original
plays than ever before, and by a new era in original plays. It opened
with " A Play " by Clara More, 1904, another clever farce in which
Helen Daniels played the hero. Nineteen hundred and six's Junior play
was even more ambitious than 1905's ; it was Sol Smith Russell's char-
acter play, " A Bachelor's Romance." This play was a great event in
the history of 1906 in more ways than one, for it was in this that
Emily Callaway made her debut as the hero, and thoroughly proved her
right to starship. Next the Sophomores, 1907, gave an original farce,
" Tommy's Wife," by Marie Warren, and although the situation was
slight, the dialogue was clever,— while Louise Bascommade a satisfac-
tory hero. Then came an original Freshman play, " The Probation of
Priscilla," by Frida Semler. The plot, indeed, was conventional, with-
out much acting, but it gave promise of good things to come. It showed
that the precedent of Freshman plays had been established.
The Junior year of 1906 closed with the most significant play of
the season, indeed the most significant play in many seasons and one
which has opened up a new era in play writing in Wellesley. Until
now all our heroes and heroines had joked and skipped their way across
the stage. If occasionally a deeper note was struck, in original plays,
at least, it was never ventured upon. Our young playwrights distrusted
their powers and wisely confined themselves to comedy. With " The
Power of Friendship," by Emily Callaway,we had our first serious play;
and it spoke volumes, both for the play and for the acting, that our
college audience, ever prone to see the ridiculous side in things,
received it in appreciative silence and rewarded it with enthusiastic
applause. As the title shows, the motive of the play is the power of
friendship, because of which an older man sacrifices almost his life's
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happiness for the sake of a younger friend. To be sure the opening
scene was a little too gloomy, and the characters moved a bit too
stiffly to be natural, but as the play progressed both the lines and the
actors warmed up until, at the climax, nothing was wanting to produce
the desired effect. Miss Callaway, herself as hero, interpreted her part
with such remarkable feeling and power as to make the audience quite
forget the woman's voice, and humiliating bloomers. Miss Sooy, as
Mrs. Bronson made an ideal adventuress, with just the right mixture of
grace and charming treacherous manner. So closed igo6's Junior year.
Senior year is still in the future, but we think we may safely prom-
ise that the march of improvement will go steadily on. We have
seen how Wellesley students, from presenting second-rate farces, and
vaudeville, interspersed with good farces, came to drop all but these
and to dramatize novels ; how from acting other people's
plays they have begun to write their own ; and finally how they have
ventured beyond the confines of comedy into the regions of serious or
even comic plays. Of course a great deal still lies before us, but the
history of what we have accomplished in the past, together with the
wide-spread interest in play writing among the students seems to prom-
ise that we may, in the future, make something really worth while out
of our Wellesley dramatics.
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Jl.notHre ftoat
Sunk deep in grave and awful contemplation,
Sate wise and awe-inspiring dignitaries
Within a council hall. With direful
Forebodings, the air hung thick and blue
In horrid expectation. A baleful book
Legenda, uncouth thing, abomination,
With terror threatened and appalled.
Spake Prima, breaking thro' the silence heavy,
Potentates of learning, mighty magistrates—
Hear ye, what to my mind has come,
And ponder well. Fair once, in time long past,
This book of vanity, but now most despicable,
Unutterably utter, the ultimate limit of printed things—
Trash, nonsense, foolishness, advertisements,
In short, dear colleagues — M. A.'s, B. A.'s,
Th' effect of this Legenda is most bad.
This have I proven by argument exact — advertisements.
Brazen, horrid things, daring e'en
The gross things of material life to mention—
Shoe strings, buttons, Ivory soap.
What litr'y value may be found in them
To profit and uplift the tender, yearning mind,
To teach the young idea how to shoot?
She paused for breath — Secunda seized the floor.
" O worthy patron of the Pierian spring.
Hast thou so small experience of publications
Thou dost not know advertisements must bef
No book can sell without them and succeed
Save at exalted prices. Wast ne'er
A college editor thine own self ?
But mighty potentates, in learning wise,
Another cause bears woe to me ;
Brings black insomnia and fever in my brain.
These jerky, stumbling, vile Legenda grinds
In barbarous rhyme and unfit syllable
To my mind, are both vulgar and unkind.
Young ladies' thoughts should seek for higher things.
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She ended and sat down upon a seat,
While a third in bland, persuasive accents spoke
:
Sense of pleasure is one of life's fair gifts,
Absence of mirth is misery the worst.
But, O ye gods, where is Legenda's mirth?
Unli'try ads. may be forgiv'n
Unkind jokes are sometimes not ill meant.
For one true humorous Legenda
I'd give my kingdom ten times o'er.
But they'll not write it. How they can
Is doubtful, that they never will is sure."
Thus musing o'er the witless crew she stood
While a fourth her grievance to relate began.
One trouble yet doth weigh upon me.
When this dread book appears, there is no peace
;
With fresh-bought books they flee these courts
And sitting on the stairways, benches, floor,
With uproarious laughter shake these sacred walls.
Cuts— horrid, reckless cuts —
No class-room full, no brilliant recitation.''
Heavy-hearted sat the congregation
Neath hoods of sorrow buried deep
Till Quinta Wise began to dig them out.
" Our duty to our charge we must consider.
From spicy shores of Araby the blest
From happy, care-free homes and parents fond
We've lured these youth, and to what end?
In these our halls, they have become strong-minded.
And force of arms can never lay them low.
Let us with them consult, advise — In short
An eye upon them keep in this Legenda enterprise.
Let them the toil and trouble bear,
We'll have a ringer in the pie
To see the mixture's pure and good."
She ceased her speech, and thus the powers decided
Then at the consult's ending, they bid cry
With trumpet's regal sound, generous reprieve.
"The threatened execution is deferred.
Sans jest and joke with point or name
One year of life, Legenda has been granted."
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»
(An English class gives its opinion of the following short story which a blushing genius
has read. >
"One, two, three, four,
Mother married Dr. Core;
Core, died, mother cried,
—
One, two, three, four."
First Intelligent Pupil
—
" I think the antecedent material is splendid
The solemn abruptness of the first line kind of prepares us for what comes
after."
Second Intelligent Pupil—" We are prepared for mother being the
survivor of the story because it says so significantly in the second line,
'Mother married Dr. Core'— . I thrhk if he had been intended for the
principle character it would have said, ' Dr. Core married mother.'
"
The Doubting Thomas—" Oh, no— I think it was just put that way to
rhyme." ( Is laughed to scorn by the class. )
The Gusher—" I think the most delicate and artistic thing in the
whole story is the punctuation. There is so much reserve strength in the
punctuation. Even after ' mother cries' there is nothing but a comma and
a dash—showing so subtly that the whole of mother's life story is not yet
ended. And then, no exclamation mark at the end gives a sense of reserve."
Third Intelligent Pupil— " I noticed the admirable economy of the
thing. There wasn't a word too much— or, as has been hinted, not a
punctuation mark over done. The author doesn't add any comment of her
own" ( the author blushes ) "yet everything she says gives us an inkling of
what happens. For instance, mother's crying shows us that she really loved
Core, and we know from the energy she shows in the second line that she
is no vacillating creature who would love him without cause; therefore we
know that Dr. Core, whose being called Core so familiarly, tells us that he
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was a bluff, good natured character, made a kind husband to mother. Then





" I didn't quite understand the significance of the one,




" I think that the most beautiful touch in the whole
theme. It is like those under themes Yeats talks about— I don't know
whether I can explain myself, but the one, two, three, four is like a kind of
subliminal self— Like the knocking in the Porter's scene in Macbeth"
(she takes "Lit" 9) "it gives us the idea of background— the vast universe
stretching out beyond the littleness of our own petty affairs. It reminds me
of Carlyle" (she takes "Lit" 6). " I call it the perfection of tragedy,
because it embodies the principle of katharsis" ( She takes Phil. 2). "The
one, two, three, four helps us to find our balance after the stress of emotions
we have been through— Core's dying, mother's crying, and everything
It is like the tolling of a bell."
—
(The bell rings and as it is an 11:45 period, the class in great excite-
ment rushes from the room.)
I love to watch her fall asleep
In simple games, or classes deep,
To see her totter o'er from Stone
In thought so lost, — now quite alone,
And while in slumber so profound,
Her head well nigh upon the ground,
A freshman, see, aghast but brave,
Her sister classmate flies to save,
Tenderly guides her lest she fall.
And brings her safe to College Hall.
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I've lived a quiet peaceful life
All through my college days ;
I never wished to stay up late,
I never tried to haze.
My mother is a lady
My auntie is one, too,
I need no class to tell me
The proper thing to do.
It might not harm the candidates
Their failings to discuss,
They're used to it by now ;— but oh !
The difference to us !
The class has dwelt harmoniously
For several happy years,
Who knows but that discussion
May lead to bitter tears ?
Besides my mind has been made up
Throughout its depth and range
The other side might turn me,
And what a task to change !
I've an engagement after tea
—
And there'd be such a fuss
If this class broke its precedent
And started to discuss.
Let's get the voting done at once
I'm sure we shall agree
My candidate's the best—and then
We shall not miss our tea.
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*« Spotless a.m»
If ever you come to Spotless Land
Where wonders arise on every hand,
You will find fair maidens, with
purpose true,
Discoursing much on the Point of
View.
The Sharks and Grinds of Spotless
Land I^S©1
Are the ones who thoroughly under-
stand
That whoever you are, 'or) wherever
you grew,




Here is the Senior of Spotless Land,
Who has, in most things, a powerful
hand,
Yet even she the day may rue,
If she meddles too much with the
Point of View.
•Sj
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The Jolly Junior of Spotless Land
Her wide horizon has duly scanned,
And whenever she finds ideas new
She accommodates them to her Point
of View.
The sagacious Sophomore of Spotless
Land
Is always in trouble and often banned :
Yet this one thing she will never do
Renounce her infallible Point of View.
Here is the Freshman of Spotless Land;
Last summer her cheek was rosy
and tanned,
But now the dear child is looking
blue,—
-
I suppose 'tis the fault of the Point
of View.
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This is the Bluffer of Spotless Land ;
Observe her smile, so calm and bland ;
She sits there waiting for her cue
To tell the Professor her Point of View.
Now this is the Rusher of Spotless
Land,
Who dispenses dainties fresh and
canned,
And gently trains the Freshman
new
To a worshipping, wondering Point
of View-
Behold the Proctor of Spotless
Land i
In a cap and gown she looks
quite grand,
But her look is stern when she
captures you
It all depends on your Point of
View-
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There are sundry Athletes in Spotless
Land,
Who refused to pose as we had
planned
;
They say they must re-pose, and live
on stew,
But that is only their Point of View.
You see here the Kicker of Spot-
less Land ;
She loves to cavil, carp, command
And to fill whole columns of College
News
With many peculiar Points of View.
This is the Editor of Spotless Land,
Whose weary looks, you understand,
Are caused by trying, each week
anew
To regulate wisely the Point of
View.
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These six small Sisters of Spotless
Land,
Each with a work-bag in her hand,
On Wednesday nights make a great
to-do
A-patching up the Point of View.
A few real Students in Spotless Land
Are linked in a small, yet noble,
band
;
Straight to the point march that
chosen few,
To the point of what? The Point
in View.
Ah me ! 'tis a strange and Spotless
Land!
Go see for yourself, admire it, and
Give to each thing its proper hue
When describing it from your Point
of View.
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Strjt Soufl
(With apologies to O. A. N.)
Ghost-like through the corridor
The weary student creeps,
The " el that once wer.t up and down
Is stuck again— is stuck again.
Quaking lest the bell should ring
We eye the upward road,
How long those awful steps— how steep
The steps again — the steps again.
Breathless now, we reach the top
With knees that feebly shake.
And leave the steps behind at last
But not the memory, but not the memory.
MADAM PRESIDENT:
Now I think that if we all wear bright colors such as purple and red,
and yellows, and you know such colors as 1907 is going to wear — oh that
awful combination of yellows — but then that's something else. Well, as I
started to say, Madam President, I-er-think that it would be a good idea for
us to wear some kind of er— sober, somber colors which can't possibly
conflict with the other classes, but which will still give a variety, that is you
know; something different from 1905 and 1907s yellows. You know, what
I mean ; something like delicate pinks, but some one else suggested that. I
forgot.
* ¥ ¥ . ¥
Down the dim corridor there breaks a sudden crimson light,
As if a fire has broken out in College Hall tonight,
What are these wierd, fantastic forms, whose red and glowing tresses
Outshine the dazzling brightness of their vivid scarlet dressess.
Some luckless Freshman dipped in gore, witches or elves, or actors?
Oh no ! They'er just the " White Horse Club," not even malefactors.
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There's an angel in our choir,
Did you know it?
" In Excelsis" is her lyre,
Could you see it?
When she stands up there and sings
You can see her pretty wings
And all sorts of angel things—
From the transept.
And her face is just as fair,
Don't you know it ?
And she has such golden hair,
Freshmen know it.
And she moves so dignified
With a holy, measured glide
And a rapt look glorified
From the transept.
Just as satisfactory as the old unhygienic variety, and much more
healthful ! No more T. M.'s in dusky couch corners, or on perilous window
sill, with the moonlight streaming in ! No more transference of microbes
after midnight in dimly-lighted corridors!
Adopt the new method recommended by the health officer of the college.
Directions : With the arm extended, place the fingers of the right hand
gently, but firmly beneath the chin of the person with whom the T. M- is
to be perpetrated, and softly kiss the intervening atmosphere.
No germs ! No bodily contact ! Thoroughly sanitary !
She thinks the world is out of joint,
That life was made for sorrow,
She knows that if it shines today
'Twill surely rain tomorrow
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Extract from College News
THE REFORMATION
Srforr
What may be truly called the most significant event of Wellesley's dra-
matic year occurred last Monday evening when " The Whyness of the
Wherefore" by Miss Roma N. Tick was presented at the Barn. This
charming and pathetic piece is, without doubt, the best original play we have
ever had at Wellesley. " The Whyness of the Wherefore " is a discussion
and analysis of the greatest human passions, the most subtle aims and
motives, a delving into the mysterious hidden well of human nature- In
especial the characters of the " Spirifuelle " Maria and the heroic Ralph were
splendidly portrayed. The great scene at the climax was particularly well
managed with the most subtle shades of expression and exquisite innuendo.
The play was presented by an all star caste. Miss Mannish took the
part of Ralph and rendered it to perfection. Her deep voice and English
accent were especially good, while she carried through the love scenes with
just the right artistic appreciation of values. Miss Tick herself made a most
attractive heroine. Her gestures were elaborate and graceful, her voice
sweet and pleasing. From the first scene her acting increased in power and
passion, until at the climax, she reached a height truly above amateur standards.
Miss Spritt made an engaging aunt ; and Miss Jones, as Mrs Brownell, was a
fascinating widow. Miss Johnson's acting of the part of Lord Snobish was
superb and her appearance admirable. The part of Seraphina, the heroine's
rival, was taken by Miss White with perfect grace and sprightliness.
As Richard Gilligan, the poet. Miss Blank was decidedly stunning and her
dreamv other-world manner made an effective feature in the play, helping to
portray the ideal man. "The Whyness of the Wherefore " proved itself a
drama of the first class and the fact that such a play can be composed and suc-
cessfully acted at Wellesley establishes, beyond question, the high order of our
dramatic, artistic, literary, aesthetic, and philosophical talents. The audience,
as usual crowded the Barn, and by its enthusiastic and discriminating applause
spurred on the actors to do their best. The influence of the high moral
tone of the play has already began to show in college- The charmingly
aesthetic stage setting of the Barn was employed, and served as a fitting back-
ground for the idyllic character of the piece. A wood scene and a dark
green interior were especially effective- We hope that Miss Tick will soon
favor us with another of her inimitable productions, and that Wellesley dra-
matics may always maintain the high level which "The Whyness of the
Wherefore" has set for them.
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The title of the play given at the Barn last Monday evening showed
that it was to be distinctly serious, with no distracting frivolities, and we are
glad that at last such an attempt has been made. We congratulate Miss
Blank on her excellent work though, of course, under the circumstances, the
play was very imperfect. The plot was powerful and cleverly revealed, but
utterly lacking in reality, and somewhat in interest. The sacrifice of the
heroine was strong and appealing, but still very unnecessary- The villain
was fascinating, but of course subordinate to the other characters.
The curtain went up too suddenly- We felt that the caste was startled,
and in consequence the first act was jerky- But there were faults in the
play itself apart from the nervousness of the caste, which was shockingly
f> reed, and distressingly uneven places which were not good. The setting
was exquisite, but still not at all in harmony with the spirit of the play.
Miss Smith was graceful and charming, though she made a very unlovable
heroine. The humor was lacking from Brown's Montanari, the typical
stage villain, but still she acted her part with great sprightliness. Her
appearance was excellent, but unfortunately her make-up was too explana-
tory. Miss White's acting of the part of the unhappy Robert was entirely
too heavy, and yet very pleasing. The minor parts showed no individuality,
but were well done. Miss Jones was, for the most part, good, but in the
first act failed to creare the necessary atmosphere and did not make her
character a real one. She also failed in subtlety and suggestiveness, but
throughout was truly wonderful in the interpretation of her lines. Miss
Mannish, as Jack, was very good, being genuine, but yet far too serious.
Miss Blank was a most successful hero and we all enjoyed her wonderful
acting in spite of the fact that she entirely lacked the savoir faire he would
surely have had. On the whole it was a thoroughly extraordinary play, well
acted and possessing an unusual fineness of interpretation and finish, though
to be sure many details were regretably slurred over and most of the char-
acters awkward. However, though a faulty example of the serious play,
Miss Blank's latest production has set an admirable example which we hope
to see followed.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
Sophomore to Junior (the morning after Forensic burning)
—
"You
needn't think you are so cocky. Couldn't even get a new dirge— you
may have had new words, but I know you sang the same old tune."
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The girl who packs trunks at night.
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When through the halls I hear your gentle trot
I have no fear of weltering in my gore,
—
The pattering of your toes upon the floor
Assures me as I lie upon my cot
That, if a burglar enters, you will not
Permit him e'en to jimmy at my door,
Or take the jewels from my top bureau drawer -
Ah ! Well I know the soul beneath that spot
Of black upon your hide of dingy white;
And though your bark's tremendous, yet your bite
Is no less generous; and your canine day
Lasts from nine forty-five till morning gray:—
So, though you're nothing but a yaller pup.
If a thief came, I know you'd eat him up !
She's chipper with the Faculty
And with the Council chatters;
In conference, class-room and at tea
She's chipper with the Faculty,
And gently, but persistently
Their fondest plans she shatters;
She's chipper with the Faculty
And with the Council chatters.
I thought I saw a Kangaroo
A striding down the Hill.
I looked again and saw it was
A picturesque jeune fille
—
" I'd rather look at her," I said,
" When she is standing still"
Girls will please exercise caution and not drive on the lake evenings
unless chaperoned. Per order, Student Government Association.
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Sfti&rttt Coorminrur ttulr: (Ho:—)
Father, brother, fiance or uncle from a distance
Won't one of you bring to me a little kind assistance?
I spend Sundays quite alone— no one comes at all
While others rustle past my door to greet the men who call.
Freshmen come occasionally — I feed them fudge and cake
They stroll down to Tupelo and gaze upon the lake—
Father, uncle, fiance, brother, second cousin
Others have them unexpected— calling by the dozen.
Sundays are monotonous— chicken and ice cream
Calls to make and walks to take — letters by the ream.
Brother, father, fiance, — unexpected,— from a distance
Have you never heard about the line of least resistance.
I thought it was a hospital
A-looming into view,
I looked again, and saw it was
My classmates staunch and true,
' I've been to chapel," they all said,
" And seen the dog fight through."
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At Wellesley our maidens in many a rank
For whose sweet acquaintance your stars you would thank
They are wise, they are witty
Distractingly pretty —
But our most noted girl is Miss Nulla M. Blank.
There were times when the Senior dignity shrank
And when stock Sophomoric decidedly sank,
And when Freshmen have failed
And when Juniors have quailed,
But serene midst all tumult was Nulla M. Blank.
Some there are who'd perspire in bewilderment dank,
Or who'd sink 'neath the nervous strain, limply and lank,
If they had to fill out
All their papers in doubt
Without the assistance of Nulla M. Blank
Is your health what it should be, and what have you drank:
Do you crave, as a teacher, small children to spank r
What are your electives?
Your future perspectives?
Please answer according to Nulla M. Blauk.
Ah ! she is our model ; on her we will bank ;
She never was guilty of error or prank;
Her cards are correct
For all eyes to inspect,
And she hands them in promptly, does Nulla M. Blank.
Then here's to the Bulletin Board's stoutest plank !
And confess, lovely maidens, with gratitude frank,
That guidance that showed
Many crooks of the road,
You owe much to your pattern, Miss Nulla M. Blank!
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
At the Barn door she's heard giving orders,
When we're just coming down the hill,
They say when one's almost to Natick
One hears what she says at the " Vill."
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FirstS. B. B. : "Why,
what is the matter, dear?"
Second S. B. B- : (sob
bing); "O— C), I wanted
to go to Wellesley, and
now Iv'e just heard that
the Wellesley girls don't
wear anything on their
heads."
Nothing to do but work.
Nothing to black but shoes,
Nothing to raise but the library fund.
For this we pay our dues.
Nothing to ope but Tree Day,
Nothing to copy but themes,
Nothing to have but the money we've made
For the library fund by these schemes.
Nothing to shampoo but hair,
Nowhere to "wait" but ,The Inn,
Nowhere to go but to choir concerts.
For the library fund is thin.
So there was nothing to have but an auction.
Nothing to give but a play.
No one to work but all your friends,
For the library fund
—
you may.
¥ ¥ » ¥
First 1908: Where do we get our hoops?
Second 1908 : What hoops?
First 1908 : Why the hoops we roll on May Day.
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A sight which makes the pulse to quicken-
Behold the Dormitory Chicken !
On Sunday's, he's induced to fry,
On Monday's, he's built up in pie
—
And thus we see that he is meant
For use as well as ornament-
The Heating Plant, in large amounts
Hatches him out, and that accounts
For why he is so durable
—
( A state that's quite incurable, I
Could you do better, you who slur,
With such a stolid ancestor?
MADAM PRESIDENT:-
I am very much opposed to this plan just suggested. Girls, we would
look like perfect freaks ! None of this class is very good looking, but for
goodness sake! let's look as well as we can-
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The house-boat rocked lazily at anchor on the river Styx. As the night
was cold and rainy, the shaJes had sought the cheer of the club-room instead
of the desks, for their usual after-dinner chat. George Washington dropped
into a corner of the settee by the tire, straightened his periwig, and began,
in his usual argumentative way.
"Now about that matter we were discussing before the shades of the
wine came on. Sir Joshua, you haven't told us what you consider the
fundamental thing in the education of the modern woman."
Sir Joshua Reynolds arranged himself artistically against the deep green
hangings of his favorite corner, forming an aesthetic group of something
against nothing, and spoke in his sweet, well-modulated voice.
"You gentlemen must know, after I have been with you for these
months, that I have the artistic temperament. Accordingly, I consider that
the fundamental part of woman's education is Art. Let woman be artistic
before she is anything else. Let her devote her time and energy to the
study of the great masters; let her learn to make her surroundings beautiful.
She should study the pictures of the great portrait painters" — blushing
modestly — " till she knows them so well that she could impersonate them
even. I wouldn't give that" —-with a snap of his long, delicate fingers—
"for the practical woman —-the woman suffragist, the "
"' Here, Josh ! interrupted Washington, with a bang of his fist on the
stout table near him. " What would have become of that country over
the way, which calls me father, if all the women had done nothing but
produce effects with beautiful combinations of colors, and wander about
overlooking everything but what gave them artistic thrills." Then, spring-
ing to his feet: "Woman must be practical! She must devote herself to
her country and to its uplifting ; she must give her whole loyalty to her
flag !" with a wave of his hand and a deep obeisance toward the huge
American flag which half covered one side of the room.
" Haranguing again, George ? "
They turned to find Virgil standing in the doorway, his toga folded
close around him.
"Same old subject? I thought we had thrashed that out at dinner."
" Give us your opinion, Virgil," said Reynolds, toying with a tall blue
iris in a teco pottery vase on the mantel shelf.
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"The classical education is the only one for woman," announced the
bard. "The study of the classic poets, of the old myths, Orpheus and
Eurydice, for instance, can do more for her than all your portraits, Sir
Joshua. The study of the ancients gives a multitude of ideas for every
line of life. Now the consideration of the architecture of the Roman house,
for instance, does much toward improving the modern home.'
" Virgil" came the rich, musical voice of the young poet Yeats from
the dim corner where he had been listening to the hoot of the owls and the
wind among the reeds, ' to be sure I'm only a visitor here, but I would
like to give my opinion. You are partly right about the poets ; but women
should read the poets of the later centuries, the Chansons, the Masks and
Cawls, the reviving Celtic poetry, my poetry," and he leaned into the
firelight, toying with his black Windsor tie.
"The play's the thing," said Shakespeare, looking up from the table
where he had been scribbling illegibly during the conversation. " All the
world's a stage, let woman give her attention to the dramatic,—since you've
all done it, I'll blow my own lusty horn, too, though I don't generally put
myself forward.—A woman could profitably spend, let me see," meditatively
scratching his eye with his quill, " a year on the study of one of my plays,'
and the master of his art smiled a self-satisfied smile on the company.
"You're way off, Bill," said Washington "and, as usual, too cock-sure
that you're right. Here's Ben Franklin just come in all out of breath. Give
us your opinion on the education of woman, Ben, do."
Franklin dropped into his favorite chintz-covered, high-backed armchair,
and lighted a cigar at the small brass lamp on the table near him.
"
I haven't any opinion, I don't know what I think. I've been rushing
around all day trying to get those new arrivals to put up at the house-boat,
till I'm so tired I haven't an idea left."
"Are they coming, Ben ?" asked Shakespeare with a grin.
"There they are now, I think," exclaimed Franklin, jumping up and
starting toward the door, as steps sounded on the deck. His eagerness
spread to the others. The poet Yeats had sprung from his corner and
caught Franklin by the shoulder, before that hospitable soul had reached the
threshold. Washington snatches up his cocked hat and followed close at the
poet's heels, while Reynolds left his artistic surroundings with an agility not
in accordance with his temperament. Shakespeare and Virgil followed
slowly and with greater dignity, though the playwright's eyes were bright
with the pleasure of playing the host, and only his conpanion's staidness
checked his speed.
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(with sincere apologies to Aesop. LaFontaine and Mr. G- W. Carryl. )
Three maids found Tree Day had uprooted,
All their proclivities —
They longed for rural life, less suited
To such activities,
Unto a Barn said one let's hie us
Where none may converse with or spy us.
At dusk they looked from the place—
A time of day romantic—
And promptly scooted at a race
Far from that spot pedantic,
Said one, ' We surely can't go far well
If we are seen in this apparel !"
( Each maiden wore a blue gym. suit.
A costume meant for service
And rubber heels upon each boot
Adapted for the nervous
—
And though their coats no skirts revealed,
You must allow they went well healed.
)
When they had reached a Barn they stopped
One said ' let's drop in here "
—
They took her literally and dropped
A pane was broken near
Though their arms suffered dislocation
It was a paneless operation.
And although they were fully able
They did not talk out loud
—
'Twas natural, within a stable
To feel a little cow'd
Perhaps that's why they huddled
Or under rural scenery cud-died.
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There came soon to this calm retreat
A Freshman ballet troupe




Who made their entrance so abrupt
The three didn't like to interrupt.
But to impart the tale 'tis meet,
How the performance ended
—
One Soph'more within a box seat
Was found and comprehended-
A straying Freshman sat upon
Her box—unlooked for contretemps!
The first had hardly been convicted,
Out came the second one,
And speedily she was evicted
Into the yard— This done
Thev went on being picturesque
With bow and smile and arabesque.
I'hey knew not that a wall of stone
( Or possibly of paper)
Concealed one Sophomore alone,
Who watched their every caper,
But was too modest to emerge
Clad in her humble suit of serge.
Arriving at this painted ledge tall
They stopped their pirouetting
—
She murmured as they tipped her wall
This motion's so upsetting—
"
They failed, however, to dislodge her,
She being such a Stable lodger.
Then loud they laughed—"There is no danger,
No eye's behind the door."
Their's was no case of dog in manger,
They used the Barn they'd signed for.
But knew not the omnipresence
Of Sophomore I's in every sense.
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Nor once their glee did they abate
( They wot not of the one )
Until next day at half-past eight
They found they were undone.
The secrets of which they were proud
Were known to all the vulgar crowd.
The Moral:—" Till your Sophomore's caught
Do not attempt to count on them.
Or, if you like Gallic taut
—
ology/' cher chez la femme!
CoIICflr 71MH
See the food upon the table,
Try to eat, to show you're able,
Don't pretend to mind the Babel,
Yes, that's meat. [They've lost the label]
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
Papers always copied,
Ten days before they'er due.
First one down to breakfast,
Eight hours sleep nights, too :
Note books always up to da e,
Never went to one class late,
She'll be waiting for St. Peter,
Long before he opes the gate-
* * * ¥
1908 : What is a mass meeting? Something Catholic?
r~^\
IroAdemrif in|)uence o\ ^>'ib\e in
the S>.2.» Period-
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TEN Bells —See Student Government Regulations.
A brilliant member of our'class"
In Hygiene said that she 1
Believed the thorax was a bone
—
One found within the knee
Psychology.
With added wisdom time had brought,
She said in Junior year,
The thorax was a little bone
Within the inner ear.
We used to see her o'er and o'er
Beside the English cabinet,
Her morning's theme was not done yet
And she had scarce two minutes more.
And though her hero of renown
Fast to a sinking boat did cling
If the loud gong began to ring
She stopped the theme and let him drown.
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" MADAM CHAIRMAN. - I
just want to say that I disagree with
everything that has been said this after-
noon. I think all these schemes are
ridiculous, and that we're getting all
mixed up for nothing. A much simpler
way would be to put the hoops on a
committee.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
"You need'nt think you're so
strong, you're no Methuselah."
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
Freshie
—
" Whose sister was that
they were cheering for so much ?
Sister Claire, or something like that?'' Thi;s is the third time my house has been
upset by that girl who came to fill
her water pitcher.
Sophomore — " Mercy! don't
you know who 'Sister Class' is?"
Freshie (hastily) —"Why yes,
now 1 do remember her; only I
have met so many girls I wasn't
quite sure at first."





" Hello, are the little
waves lap-lapping and the birds
chirp-chirping and the shutters bang-banging this morning?"
Second Girl—" Well, you know, there's no knowing."
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C. E. S.
Listen my children and you shall hear
Of an episode that was passing queer.
On the fourth of October in the year '05 —
Hardly a Sophomore, who survived,
Will forget the event of the borrowed cheer.
They said, "In the village tonight we'll tramp.
To the Noanett where the Freshmen camp,
And give the poor things a serenade ; "
So down they went with the songs they'd made.
They swung their lanterns, their songs they sang,
And gave their cheers 'till the echoes rang.
This done, they listened indulgently
To hear what '09's cheer would be.
Shades of the Rose ! They stood aghast,
For out on the night like a trumpet's blast,
They heard re-echoed in voices clear,
Their own beloved and most cherished cheer !
A change of a numeral here and there,
To the Freshmen seemed to be simple and fair.
Wellesley, rah, rah, 1909,
Wellesley, rah, rah, 1909
1—9 — — 9 —Wellesley
Freshmen Beware
!
Sing a song of training cards
( Weather foul or fair )
Needed one for her degree
Filled it out with care ;
When she went to hand it in
Saw a dust shaft near.
Thought it was the schedule box
=^ Walked again next year.
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"Come listen, Freshmen, while I tell you again
The five unmistakable marks —
Which I've learned from experience gained now and then
Of obnoxious, obstreperous sharks.
" Let us take them in order. The first is the way
It takes so many minutes for sport
Like one recognizing the value of play.
And indulging because it had ought.
" Its habit of getting things done you'll agree
That it carries too far, when I state
That it writes its themes ten days ahead — frequently,
And has its bed made up by eight.
The third is its slowness in taking a rest
Though it takes all the honors in sight
It never believes that it's doing its best
But works till far into the night.
"The fourth is its fondness for Phi Beta keys
Which it wears on a chain round its neck
And believes that it's talked of among the trustees—
A conviction which is hard to check.
"The fifth is ambition. It next will be right
To describe each particular lot—
Distinguishing those who have talent to write
From those that for science are not.
" For although common sharks do no manner of harm
Yet I feel it my duty to say
Some are lobsters — " the Junior broke off in alarm
For the Freshman had fainted away.
They roused her with math and encouraging looks
They roused her with dances and smiles
They roused her with posters and memory books
They tried on her fudges and wiles.
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When at length she sat up, the Freshman said, " Now
Please proceed without further remark
To tell me the characteristics you think
Would assist me in hunting the shark."
" You may seek it with Deans and with Faculty —
You may bait it with scholarships
You may threaten its mark with a low credit C
You may charm with geology trips —
" It's fluent in Hebrew — it makes poems in Dutch
It orates both in German and Greek.
But it wholly forgets — and it vexes us much
That English is what we speak.
" You may put it to bed at ten or two —
Or surround it with food or red tape
But it never forgets its object in view
And preserves its scholastical shape."
The Freshmen would gladly have talked all the day
But the Junior said her roommate missed her—
And she smiled with delight in attempting to say
She considered the Freshman her sister.
There was a young lady reserved,
Who always such quiet observed,
When asked : " Is she bright?"
They'll answer : " Well, quite,
You can't always tell,— she's reserved.
A May pole with ribbons " au fait"
Once smiled on some maidens at play,
But it shivered and shook
When it saw they partook
Of ice cream, though the snow fell all day.
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[If students desire, their grades will be sent to them upon their credit cards ;—Vote
of Academic Council.]
As I held my card enveloped ( with my own stamp and address on,
)
" Let me know what credit is," I said, " at least I've learned a lesson."
Yet I sighed—and then I smiled, and then I frankly hesitated,
For I feared that in the months of spring my marks had fluctuated.
But I nobly put aside all memories of my defections,
And I cheered my fond ambitions with these comforting reflections :
When I've studied Russ and Malay; when I've versed in Scott and Gayley
Nothing />'</ complete high credit on my card can e'er repay me.
As to plants, I've classified 'em, as to farces I have writ one,
As to Andrews, I've defied him, and I've shone in Eng. Lit. I,
When a person knows as much as I of Science, English, Latin,
What can matter a few absences she's taken for to bat in r
So I girded up my valor, and I tore the envelope
—
And a row of fat and careful C's felled my ambitious hope,
But my self respect recovered, shortly after I had read it
—
And I shouted to my parents —I have credit, sirs—straight credit.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
1807
Is this a hat tree standing here?
Why, that's a Tulip tree, my dear.
Where are its leaves ? I fear they've left
—
Its branches branch out quite bereft.
Its quivering foliage, you know,
Felt for the class through weal or woe.
'Twas nice for them — this sympathy,
But rather hard upon the tree,
For when at It the song they fired,
It listened, gasped, and then expired:
—
The moral you may quickly find— we
Ought to treat dumb things more kindly.
Before
After
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In the faint flush of morning light,
She rose to fling the lattice wide,
"Tis time," she said, "to take my flight,
To the dark woods where ghosts abide,"
(' Twas 1906 that woke and cried)
" Ah yes," she said, " I'll follow straight,
Though unknown roads the hollow hide,
The trusty guide who plans our fete."
They slept who would have stayed her flight,
(Full fain were they to fell her pride.)
She crept along the hall's dark night.
With shoes clasped closely to her side,
And so she passed with stealthy glide,
The halls where foemen's heart's elate,
O'er lesser Conquests proud did ride
The wrong guesser aids of 1908.
Forensic's burned in happy plight,
(So many hours she'd at them plied,)
With gown dew-moist and face full bright,
Her homeward way was glorified
Those foemen now to her confide,
With guileless speech and mien sedate,
They'd know the secret far and wide,
To close in arms was second rate.
ENVOY
Ye scorners doff your frozen pride,
The way revealed your fame to fix,
Through the dim woodland take for guide.
The silent step of 1906,
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Am 1 good that 1 may be happy—or happy because I am good ?
Is a table adiift on a desert isle an idea—or a thing made of wood ?
If I doubt that I am, am I ? If I am, then how can I doubt ?
If I did not smell, could I taste—could I tell vanilla ice cream from
trout?
If I slept in the day and at sun rise I woke — would it be day or
night ?
Is it wrong to do right for the sake of wrong—or right to do wrong
for right ?
Does my thinking make it so? Is it true in spite of me ?
Then if I imagine that God is not, would my dreaming I swam
raise the sea?
Such problems profound to me they propound until I am driven
at bay
And their question naive I surely declare to refer to the S. P. C. A.
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That Freshman room — the beauty there,
Pillows from Harvard — over the way —
Princeton banners — like sunset skies,
Boxes of fudges — fresh every day,
A chafing dish— there's not much room,
Books and brushes are under the bed —
The laundry is so far away
They use the window pane instead.
Sweet Freshman room !
A Sophomore now — she's growing up,
Away with banners and photos crude !
She's photos and fishnets artistically draped —
Pictures for every conceivable mood.
Her Freshman days are far away,
So nice to have good standard books,
Don't tell a soul, the set was cheap,
I got them wholesale in at Cook's."
Scholarly Sophomore !
A Junior — she's had English six,
Her room has tone — but not much space.
Everywhere, mission furniture,
Everywhere, artistic grace,
Plaster casts in cold relief,
Madonnas shaded to the walls.
Joss sticks burn like incense faint,
Green covered couch to reverie calls.
Ah, classic room?!
A Senior room — exalted heights
A blade of grass within a vase,
A single stool, all unadorned,
A simple thumb-tack in its place,
One Mona Lisa on the wall,
A Tree Day costume o'er the light,
There's nothing here but atmosphere.
Where do you s'pose she sleeps at night r
Aesthetic Senior!
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In golf she is a leader,
In theatricals a star.
Her name is on her class pin,
Her fame is spread afar,
But now she's up against it,
—
It's thrown her in a rage
—
Wherever else her name will go,
It won't go on this page !
Miss 1906 (wishing to purchase " Diana of the Crossways " )
you got ' Dining by the Wayside?'
'
Have
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Zi,t Hfsftor
(A room, dimly lighted with candles. The icalls are covered with books.
Many young girls in white hover in a circle about the Visitor. Their manner is
subdued, and all gaze in easy constraint upon the Visitor, who sits in a slender,
wicker chair leaning carelessly against a statue with long flawing hair. He has
come to tell the young girls in white how to tell poetry from prose. From time
to time, one of the young girls dressed in white rises, and offers tea and small
cakes to the Visitor, %uho waves them aside, as he talks. Some older women,
who are in the room, lean forward anxiously.)
The Visitor — " You are women. You cannot know . . . ."
One of the young girls: " Ah ! But we should like to know .... We
have read the Outlook. We have tried to get an intelligent view . . . ."
Another young girl ( In a tone which the first young girl does not hear)
—
" She thinks she knows . . . ."
One of the older women (who has not heard the second young girl)—
" She has tried to get an intelligent view. That is why she is here "
The visitor (calmly, yet with repression) — The man who writes the
Outlook cannot know . . . ."
One of the older women (very kindly, yet somewhat awed) — "But
you know ! "
The visitor — " Oh no, I do not know. Yet I have been in Michigan
Young girl who passes tea and small cakes (ceasing for a moment) —
" Oh ! that must be interesting ..."
Second yonng girl in white — "I wish I could go " (Her voice
breaks into silence, as she observes that the Visitor has heard her.)
The Visitor (with great calmness) — "It is nothing. You take the
train . . . ."
Third young girl — "There is a little poem about taking the train ....
I have read it out of a limp leather book . . . ."
The Visitor— " Yet the poem is all wrong. He was never in Michigan.
n
• • • •
One of the older women — " Is it true that the roads are bad in Michi-
gan. . . ."
The Visitor— "It is true .... I have seen it with my own eyes."
(To third young girl) — "I have written a little article. It did not cover the
situation, but you will find it in the sixth number of the thirteenth volume of
... I cannot remember which magazine it is in
. . .
."
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The young girls — "We will read it. (The older women say nothing,
but look as if they too would perhaps read it.
)
One young girl — "In the last Atlantic Monthly, . . ."
The Visitor— "I never read the Atlantic Monthly. The food is very
bad in Michigan .... (He turns to one of the older women) — "The
Atlantic Monthly has never eaten the food in Michigan "
The young girls ( to one another ) — It is your turn .... No, it is your
turn . . . ."
One of the older women (to herself anxiously) — "It is time for his
dinner .... He must not talk any longer . . . ."
The Visitor — "I remember something that happened to me. It was
not in Michigan .... but it happened to me .... (The young girls in white
all lean forward. The Visitor tells the story to those nearest him, but all who
cannot hear, listen.)
Another of the older women— " Yet, I cannot agree with you . . . ."
A young girl — " Neither can I . . though I know I do not know . . ."
The other woman who has not spoken before (to herself.) ' They must
go ... . He will miss his dinner .... (She nods to a young girl, who rises.)
Yo.ung girl — "I must go . . . ."
Second young girl — I, too must go."
Third young girl — "We are keeping him from his dinner . . . ."
First young girl — "I was glad to hear about Michigan .... I had an
uncle there .... (She talks to the Visitor about her uncle.)
Fourth young girl— "I wish I could go to Michigan . . . ."
Fifth young girl --"I shall never forget about Michigan."
Young girl who has spoken before— I am glad you showed me. I had
always read the Outlook.
(They all disappear, when they have said these words. The Visitor
begins to put on his overcoat and gloves.)
Her tender heart shook her more tender hand,
The frogs leapt from it into the abyss below,
Beneath the palms one straight way met his doom,
Was gathered then and there to his ancestral shades
( With dust pan and with broom )
The other was preserved by an unkinder fate
But later on, her tender hand dispatched him to his mate.
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Important 11 o tier
I. Water in the bath tubs should be reported at once to the Head
of the House.
II. Tea tables and other inflammables must not be left burning during
a student's absence from her room.
III. If a radiator is found to be warm the Janitor must be immediately
warned.
IV. No more than five mirrors allowed in each room.
V. Dust may not be removed from a room without permission from
the Head of the House.
GUESTS
Charges for lodging a guest over night : Bed $1-00 ; Use of floor, door,
and windows, $ .50. Sight of walls and pictures, $ .50- Use of rising and
retiring bells, $ .25. Bath, lighting, heat, $1.00- Elevator service, $ .50.
Sundries, $ .50. Total, $4-25.
¥ ¥ * ¥
She was a tiny little maid and they were Freshmen bold,
And they walked into her chamber, one autumn evening cold.
They said " We've come to haze you, child, so do as your are told,"
She thought that they were Sophomores, her heart stood still with fear,
In haste she heeded each command, however wild or queer,
But ah ! Her feelings the next day ! ( We draw the curtain here.
)
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
The Waban wave is out of date.
The Waban wave has fled,
Instead we see the Marcel wave
On every Wellesley head.
* *> * *
She was so painfully neat
She took off and dusted her feet
And her very best smile
She aired for a while
To keep it both wholesome and sweet.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
Freshman (musing over her Trigonometry at first recitation): "Why
can it be, I wonder, that we study sin in this course."
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Heedless Freshmen running by
Hear in time a warning cry.
Walk more slowly, ere too late.
Don't invite a fearful fate.
You, in days not far away
Careless danced from night till day.
You have skated on the creek
Till your joints were faint and weak.
All unthinking, through the damp,
Up to Hygiene do you tramp.
Only one thing now can save
You from an untimely grave-
See that femur, horrid sight
!
Do you not grow pale with fright ?
Note that Senior there, as she
Bends to tie her slipper, see
That her ankle's slim and straight.
That's because a nice steel plate.
By our Doctor Lovett bended,
(Very highly recommended)
Such a fetching ankle gave her
From an awful femur saved her-
Freshmen ! Freshmen ! Have a care !
Of pronation all beware !
* * » »
When the other girls are hurried —
Choosing rooms, excited, flurried.
Calm, sedate, and cool is she ;
Works on her embroidery.
¥ ¥ ¥ *
TV 3*Uttyo90 of |§9<Io0O4»9l>
I An actual occurrence in Phil. 16).
Instructor—What way have we of determining what a baby's sensa-
tions are ?
The Star Pupil — Well, because, if a dog is anything like a kitten, it
doesn't open its eyes for ten days.
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(Being Extracts from Genuine Themes)
Wellesley, Mass., Sept. 27, 1902.
MY DEAR MARY:—
I am here now, and the dreams of many years are coming true ; and
although I haven't been here very long, I have been here long enough to
find out that it's a very interesting and peculiar place. The Campus!! It's
indescribable ! From College Hall it has as many shades as the verdant
Freshman, and in all parts of the grounds numberless handsome buildings
crop out at every turn. Perched on a rolling knoll in the meadows of
Wellesley sits the observatory, its one green eye looking heavenward, lord
and master of all it surveys.
The trees are so numerous, and so are the cunning little squirrels. And
oh, there are so many girls, my dear, such quantities of girls. Fm going to
be good to every boy I know when I get back home.
That is all a silly idea about college professors and their wives being
such poorly dressed people. At least our instructors, who escaped being the
wives of professors, are usually dressed in good taste and are never untidy.
I must tell you about the Christian Association reception. It was held
in the center around the plants and there were certainly hundreds of girls
swarming around this center. My Junior came after me in a carriage and
brought me two large cards. She was most attentive and introduced me to
loads of people. They wrote their names on my cards and I wrote mine
on theirs. I went on meeting people in this way the whole evening, and
didn't talk to anyone more than a minute, and now I'm all mixed up and
can't remember a single person. Some celebrities made speeches.
Of course I fell in love with a Senior who is my ideal college girl.
The first Tuesday I went to chapel to see my Senior. It was a most
beautiful sight to see all those girls who had conquered marching in a stately
procession to the triumphal music of Lohengrin's wedding march.
Unless you are very brilliant you will need all your spare time for
mathematics which is by far the hardest course in college. Oh ! Mary, it's
the Freshman's bear; doubtless it is required of us that we may fight and in
overcoming make ourselves stronger for the more difficult battles of upper
classmen. You must treat upper classmen with the greatest respect because
it pleases them and appeals to their vanity. You can make one exception
—
the Sophs. They are the eternal enemies of the Freshmen, and you can
treat them accordingly. Yours affectionalely,
ANNABEL SCOTT, W. 1906.
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A Tragedy in Many Acts
Time — Any Friday Afternoon
Editor-in-Chief—"4:15! and nothing for the front page but the program
of last month's musical vespers ! Somebody run down to Simpson for
that promised article and revise it on the way back."
1st Lit Ed. — "What is a synonym for charming? It is used eight times in
the first paragraph of this Barnswallow notice."
Chorus— ' Lovely! enhancing! appealing !"
2d Lit Ed.—" Aesthetic ! "
Ed.-in-C,—"That's it ! Do you spell it with or without an e ?"
Soph Ed.—" With." I / c- i iv
, , ,-, „,. , ,, f — (Simultaneously)
1st. Lit. Ed.— ,. Without )
2d Lit Ed.
—
" Here's the twelfth Free Press on the elevator handed in this
week. What shall I do ? I implored the girl with tears in my eyes
to write a Free Press and now I can't refuse to print it."
Ed.-in-C.— " Not at all, my dear. Work it over for a Parliament of Pools
for next week."
I Knocks at door) Enter Freshie —" Is this the Philosophy office ? "
( Eds. pour forth flood of directions).
1st Lit Ed.— One Alumna? wrote too many !
'
Chorus ( promptly )—" Leave it out ! "
2d Lit Ed.— " Can't. She is the woman who built the bench at Tupelo




"Omit Mary Browns wedding. Counting the " News" and
Magazine, it has been published nine times.
Ed.-in-C.—" My dears" f looking at watch) "only half an hour more and
no Parliament of Fools. Will you write one?
Lit Ed.
—
" Well, I ve written two Free Presses, Barnswallows, and give
lectures; perhaps you had better not make it my edition entirely !
2d Lit Ed.—" I don't feel funny. Fierce toothache, but I'll try ! How
many words ?"




" No matter which, only it must be opened. My editorial is
inside the drawer, and I can't write another, because both pencils are
in use and the associate editor has run off with the pen.
( Janitor disappears under desk).
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Assoc. Ed. (drops breathless on to box in corner)—" I've just chased to
Natick to find out date of Prof. M.'s lecture on Paleontology. And now
no one knows where it is to be.
Soph. Ed.
—
" Music Hall by the sound."
Assoc. Ed.
—
"Prof. M. referred me to the Librarian, who sent me to the
head of the Zoo department, and she sent me to the Dean, who has
left town and carried the secret with her.''
(Enter Bus. Man.) — "You dear hard-working children. No, don't move.
I just thought I'd sweep up a little."
Assoc. Ed.— " Anybody a pin ?"
Soph Ed.— "Take down that picture from the wall, if you must have one."
Bus. Man.— "Oh, I'm so sorry. You see according to our contract we
can't buy a new paper of them till the next board comes in."
(Enter Lit Ed. in a rush.)— "Sorry I'm late, but got stuck in the elevator
between floors. Their front page mustn't be cut, Geraldine says,
because its mostly extracts from Miss Blank's address to the Mother's
meeting at Kalamazoo.
(Ed.-in-C. shrieks; upheaval under desk as Janitor emerges; exit
Janitor, followed by withering, ungrateful looks from editors.)
Assoc. Ed. — I've gathered notes for ten days and still lack one. How
does this sound? No one will ever know the difference. ' Katherine
Woodstock, '88, spent Sunday at Wellesley.' And it just fills the
column."
3d Lit Ed.— "Won't do. I had an aunt by that name who graduated here
that year, in fact, was president of something or other."
2d Lit Ed. — " Will this help any? 'Two new trees have burst forth into
bloom in the West Woods
Assoc. Ed.— "' Hooray — much obliged."
2d Lit Ed — "I say"
Ed.-in-C.
—
' Please be quiet. I can't write a word."
(Voice from elocutionist sitting on stairs) — " My child, pray tell me not we
must sever ! ! !
Ed.-in-C.— "Is Miss W. of '86 far enough back to cut out of the Alumnae
Notes?"
Bus. Man-— No you don't ! She's paid her subscription "
Assoc. Ed.— 'Above all, don't cut that faculty dinner out. Miss T. said
the menu must go in, but the speeches only if you have the space."
(Knock— enter Freshman)— " Here is a four hundred-word a'rticle for the
' News.' Thought I'd write —
"
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Chorus (in horror)— " Did anyone ask your"
Fresh — " No."
(Editors faint dead away. Miss Sherrard appears on the scene with
restorative pills.)
Ed. -in C.— " Does anybody know whether we have to fill out page four?
Will there be any ads ?"
2d Lit Eds. — Miss S. said she would tell us after the proof returns
Monday."
Ed.-in-C.— " Never mind ; the paper's done. I'm sorry you've all missed
your dinner. Are you going to the village, Clementina ? Would you
mind taking it? You have just six minutes before the train goes."
i Paper is whirled off. I
Clank! Clank! Clank!
'Neath the dawn of the winter skies;
Tis well that I do not utter
The thoughts that in me arise.
Oh well for my room-mate who sleeps.
Through all the infernal din,
While I wish for the old-fashioned house.
Where radiators were never put in.
The thumping and guzzling goes on.
With the jangle and roar of a mill,
And Oh, for a room in Simpson remote,
That is silent and dark, though chill !
Clank! Clank! Clank!
In major and minor key,
And precious hours of sleep that I've lost.
Will never come back to me-
Bank Clerk (to Freshman who wishes to be identified'— "Do y,ou
know Miss Blank?"
Freshman (bowing politely) — "Pleased to meet you Miss Blank."
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Pink pills will pull her through
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
She thought she saw an Article
Sent to the Magazine,
She looked again and saw it was,
A Freshman's daily Theme—
" No wonder all the editors "
She said, " have grown so lean.
'
* * * *
" Miss Blank, who is attending college at Wellesley, has recently been
elected to the Gander board."— [Dashville Home Press.]
(Speech for English 15 )— Perfectly atrocious ! It stands to reason that
no girl in her right mind would pay forty cents to ride to the village on
Sunday in one of those stuffy old carriages !
Bible Instructor- •" Why are the epistles to Timothy and Titus called
pastorals ?
Mi ,— " Because of their rural, idylic qualities.
£^enmn^>
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When Freshman Tree Day came around, it was her task to dye,
The stockings of three hundred girls the color of the sky ;
And so she bought her pounds of dye, some twenty-two or three-
"
I want enough," she wisely said, " to do it thoroughly."
The tub was brought, the dye put in, the stockings put in too,
She fished them out ; Alack ! they shone a royal navy blue !
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
Extract from ''Proper Girl Papers"
Curly Locks — "No, my dear, it was a grave mistake to ask a Bible
instructor to chaperone you, when you went to see Mrs. Patrick Campbell
in 'The Joy of Living.'
"
* * *
Has anybody seen my keys? I'm sure I had them last night, when 1
went out on the fire escape to look for my watch. I left it out there, when
I was reading that reserved book I took out weeks ago. It's the funniest
thing how I lose things and find them. You know I found my check in
the ash-barrel.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ .
Grey-haired Alumnae ( timidly entering book-store)
—
" Pardon me for
asking; but could you kindly inform me whether the book which I ordered
Freshman year has come yet or not?"
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(See Wellesley chaperone list.)
The weary Freshman climbed the stair,
With many a weary moan,
To ask the nineteenth Faculty
To be her chaperone.
' Oh, one was sick abed, and one
She did not like the play,
And one had seen it many a time,
—
And one had gone away
—
" And one was busy with some work,
One had on no proper hat—
Alas, no chaperone consents
To go upon this bat !
"
But then her weary eye it spies,
A name that she had missed.
I'll go and ask for Tom," she said,
"The last upon tbe list."
' Oh, Tom, good Tom,'' the Freshman said,
" No chaperone I find,
You are the last — pray don't refuse,
You couldn't be so unkind ! "
"Then tell me," said the Freshman, when
He granted his compliance,
Why does the A. C. place on you
Such flattering reliance!"
"Why, when I wish to go abroad
With my papa at night.
Are you required to go with us
To make the matter right."
Because there are three genders in
The town of Wellesley —
The masculine, the feminine,
—
The nightwatchman and me.
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" And that is why I am allowed
To take a guardian' splace —
So that your conduct may not seem
Too Western-like and blase.''
( He did not take much care or pains
To sound his final e —
His French, alas! was not all that,
A chaperone's should be.
)
llotcsi *T.t1irn JFrom Ccolofli? *U
The Scientific Research for Peat
EQUIPMENT— Bathing suit (if none obtainable, gym suit will do )
one pair rubber boots, one lunch, one axe, one full pocketbook, one team
horses, one man, a desire for wading, a very keen desire for knowledge.
FURTHER PREPARATIONS— Making last will and testament-
Arrange for notifying parents. Bidding tearful farewell to all friends. One
final look at beloved campus, then a last fond farewell.
OBSERVATIONS IN PEAT BOG — Pools of water. Much very
green vegetation. Great deal of black mud. Entire lack of peat.
SENSATIONS IN PEAT BOG — Great longing for dinner. Feel-
ing of wetness. That tired feeling.
Once upon a morning dreary, while we listened worn and weary,
While the organ thundered many hymns we'd heard before,
While we sat there, dumb-adoring, suddenly we heard a roaring,
As the music, sadly soaring, stopped and sounded never more ;
'Tis some obstacle," I muttered, "pounding in the organ's core,
Only this and nothing more."
And we sat there vainly wishing, while the the choir gowns sweetly swishing
Swept along the nave and down the burnished chapel floor,
And the organ's heart kept clapping and the little heels went tapping.
Like a gentle constant rapping, as the choir girls neared the door,
And the unaccustomed silence in upon my spirit bore,
One Amen and nothing more.
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Oh, ever thus from Freshman hours,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay,
I've never had a bunch of flowers,
For which I didn't have to pay.
1 never bought a fishnet grand.
To give my room a college flavor
;
But some one wrote a Free Press, and
My fishnet tumbled out of favor.
To make the crew I never tried
(The recollection of it rankles )
But I was e'er disqualified;
Because I had pronated ankles.
1 never lost a fountain pen,
A handkerchief or a key ring;
But I must purchase it again —
At auction in the coming spring.
I never had a box from home,
To cheer my soul with bite and sup
That some one didn't come in my room,
And eat the choicest dainties up.
I never led my class to cheer.
With lusty voice and trustful credence,
But shocked commands of " Hush !" I'd hear,
" The Seniors always have precedence."
Three flights of stairs I never climbed,
To get a key my box to ope,
When I returning did not find —
Only an ad for " papa's " soap.
With all my Senior dignity,
I never strolled 'round College Hall;
But some fool Freshman asked of me,
If I liked hygiene at all!




{2*»£m. -co£i^ u**a*> (3o-M..
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My bed it holds me up each night
But when I am away,
It holds up guest, and student, too —
One dollar— every day.
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
A Senior whom Freshmen adore,
One day found her class was a bore;
So she thought it not shocking
To darn on a stocking,
And then crawl out — close to the floor.
* * *
I saw the ice-bound Noanett
And said, " It isn't fair,"
I looked within and saw the Freshman
Chairman in the chair.
" We'll close elections now," she said,
"With a few words of prayer."
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S. G. V. P.
Tell me, my classmates.
Who can this be?
Mathematics I. Instructor I — " Miss M. can you tell me what we
have studied before that is along this line ?
"
Second Freshie (in suggestive whisper) — "Try Quadratics."
First Freshie (brightly)-— Tri-quadratics."
There is a girl who's very small.
Her one ambition to be tall;
If to seek her you would try
Look in a peat bog high and dry,
Or on an esker made of sand,
With a volume of Emerson in each hand.
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As people think it is.
As it really is.
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THE BOARD DESIRES TO EXPRESS THEIR
SINCERE THANKS TO THE ADVERTISERS
FOR THEIR LIBERAL CONTRIBUTIONS
WHICH have ASSISTED VERY MATERIALLY




DIAMOND AND GEM MERCHANTS
Jeweled Chain Bracelets
All 14-karat gold Photographs upon request
Bracelet. Eight jades set in Bur-
mese gold, ornamental links each $23.00
Bracelet. Nine turquoises in Bur-
mese gold links - - each 25.00
Bracelet. Seven amethysts set in
antique gold links, - - each 27.00
Bracelet. Eleven topazes in orna-
mental antique gold links - each 32.00
Bracelet. Seven opals set in Bur-
mese, gold links, . - each 36.00
Bracelet. Four large peridots
mounted in antique gold links each 40
;
00
Bracelet. Open cable link, polished
or Roman gold, no jewels - each 15.00
Designs of diamond and other richer jeweled
bracelets to suit individual tastes
Engagement Bracelets
Polished or Roman gold with permanent
locking catch, $18.50, 27, 28 and 36 each
Tiffany & Co. are strictly retailers. They do not em-
ploy agents or sell their wares through other dealers
Fifth Avenue, New York
AT 37th STREET Formerly at Union Square
Mail Orders




edge of what is most
in favor at the mo-
ment assures careful
selections or intelli-











It is a compact little
volume of over 500
pages, with concise
descriptions and














house Tiffany & Co.
will send on approval
selections from their
stock to any part of
the United States












For Sale by 3i,« Slobc^V«roick« Qo. 91 Federal St.
BOSTON, MASS.
$1,500 in Prizes
To Agents of the Musician
A Monthly Journal devoted to the Educational In-
terests of Music
This is the largest cash offer ever made by a Musical
Journal. There will be twenty-one prizes in all.
These will be given, in addition to the usual commiss-
ions, to the persons sending us the greatest number of
subscriptions before April 1st, 1906, as follows:
$500.00 TO THE FIRST
200.00 TO THE SECOND
100.00 EACH TO THE NEXT THREE
50.00 EACH TO THE NEXT FOUR
25.00 EACH TO THE NEXT TWELVE
The commissions alone will enable all who devote a part
of their leisure time to the magazine toadd considerably to
their incomes. Every owner of a Piano is a prospective
subscriber.
Circularsgiving full information, and blank receipt books
will be mailed to all desiring to solicit for the Musician.
Sample copies of current or back numbers also will be
sent free to solicitors of prospective subscribers.
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
150 Tremont Street BOSTON, MASS.
ODD THINGS
ODD THINGS
If you want something
different in College Em-
blems, Class Pins, Badges
Flags, Stationery, write or









Importers and Designers of
Fine China& Glassware
Telephone, Oxford 1650
P. O. Box 5134
LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS
1904—October 1. Registration closed. Christian Association Reception.
October 2. Flower Sunday. Rev. J. Thompson Cole of Ogontz, Pa.
October 3. Freshman Concert.
October 4. Academic work began.
October 6. Annual Student Government Meeting.
October 8. Barnswallow Reception.





140 BOYLSTON ST. BOSTON, MASS
701 MAIN ST. HARTFORD, CONN.




Made by Men Tailors
Waists, Negligees, Underwear
Neckwear, Gloves, Hosiery
Corsets and Shoes. As a Men's
Garment House, we afford ladies
the advantage of men's handi-
work, so thoroughly essential in
the perfection of fit, finish and
contour
A.Shuman&Co.





rf ASCHOOLFORBOYSAT ^& WELLESLEY HILLS, MASSACHUSETTS ™
BEFORE Graduating from the preparatory school, a young man about to enter college, professional
school, or business, should be set free from all care concer9ing certain fundamentals of education. He
must be able to write a fair hand, to spell correctly, to perform all simple mathematical calculations,
and to use the English language accurately— all without a hesitating thought. He should have an extended
knowledge of at least one highly inflected, ancient language, if not for its own sake, certainly because of the
help this knowledge will prove all through his life in teaching the correct use of his own language. He should
know at least the most prominent facts in the histories of the great nations. He should be familiar with the
foundations of modern Chemistry, Physics, and Physiography. And he should be able to read with ease
both French and German.
At Rock Ridge Hall, a boy regularly takes the following course of studies:
—
English 4, Latin 4, History 4, Algebra 2, Mechanic Arts 2, Physiography 1,
the first year he is in the Junior Class.
English 4, Latin 4, French 4, Geometry 2, Mechanic Arts 2, Physiology 1,
the second year he is in the Junior Class.
English 4, Latin 4, French 4, German 4, Physics 1, the first year he is in
the Middle Class.
English 4, Latin 4, Algebra 4, Chemistry 4, French 1. the second year he
is in the Middle Class.
German 5, History 4, Geometry 4, Physics 3, Chemistry 1, the year he is in
the Senior Class.
The figures following the studies indicate the periods per week devoted to each.
A student of good standing who adds Greek to his studies, of the last three years, probably will not
have too much work, and certainly will add greatly to his education.
There are three other courses— fitting for scientific or professional school, college, and business, re-
spectively. The first of these requires three years, the second four, and the third, or business course, any
number of years from one to five, or six, even, depending on the amount of time the student can give to his
preparation.
There is a Preparatory Class for boys not quite fitted to enter the Junior Class.
The studies of the Preparatory Class are DECLAMATION, with especial attention to subject-matter
and delivery, ENGLISH COMPOSITION, with especial attention to spelling and hand-writing; ARITH-
METIC, HISTORY of the United States and England, GEOGRAPHY and DRAWING.
This school especially welcomes boys whose parents wish for them a school life which is fuller and
richer than that of the public schools, yet one far more carefully directed than that of the colleges. Such
a school life is advisable both for the boy who is to be sent to one of the larger colleges with its complete
freedom, and for the boy who is to go into business with its complete restraint.
A pamphlet describing the school, and illustrated with photographic reproductions, will be sent on
application.
GEORGE RANTOUL WHITE, PH.D., : : : PRINCIPAL
LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS
1904—October 15. Opening of Billings Hall.
October 29. Barnswallow Play. 4.15 P. M. Senior Reception to Freshmen.
October 31. Republican Rally—Torchlight.
November 5. Democratic Rally.




Charter granted by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
March 17, 1870
Women learned without infidelity, wise without
conceit; the crowned queen of the world. bv right
of that knowledge which is power, and that beauty
which is truth
Historical Plates
CHE cut represents one of our series of historic&l
plates, now comprising 73 subjects, engraved for
us by Josiah Wedgwood & Sons and made at their famous
pottery The inscriptions are at the back. The price of
the plates is 50 cents each, $6.00 per dozen By mail in
safety box, 75c each. Booklet of the scries sent free
on request. Our exhibit includes the best production of
the Potters and Glass Makers Art, gleaned by our buyers




Lamps, Toilet Sets, Chocolate Pots and Sets, Tea
Sets, Welsh-Rarebit Plates, Bureau Sets, Ben Bon Dishes
Candlesticks, Jardinieres, Ferneries, Plates of all kinds,
Odd Pitchers in endless variety, as well as a large display
of Brie a-Brac for wedding and complimentary gifts in
the Art Pottery Rooms. Glassware of all grades from the
common through the etched to the richly cut designs in
our Glass Department.
Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.
China and Glass Merchants
Wholesale and Ketail (Seven Floors) 120 Franklin, Cor.
Federal St., BOSTON. After March next, we move
to Franklin, Cor. Hawley Sts.
LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS
MEYER JONASSON & CO.
BOYLSTON AND TREMONT STREETS. BOSTON
Cloak House






The method of this Studio is to give
each sitter plenty of time and proofs
sufficient to insure perfect satisfaction
You wish to be pleased with your
work and this is our desire also
Especially favorable rates given to
other Wellesley Students Inquire
as to this. 'Phone 2819-3, Back Bay
Kakas Bros. Fur Store
179 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
All furs shown are of our own
manufacture, unexcelled in quality
and guaranteed to be strictly as
represented — «.
Medium and High GradeFURS
Of Every Description
Inspection and comparison will
show that we offer the best-made
furs at the lowest prices in Boston
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1904—November 21. Field Day.
November 23—25. Thanksgiving Recess.
November 26. Sophomore Prom.
December 3. Intercollegiate Student Government Conference.
December 5. Junior Play, " A Bachelor's Romance."
December 10. Barnswallow Minstrel Show.




: : : TO ORDER : : :
Exclusive Importations






















BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.
GOLD BROOCHES
MINIMUM QUALITY 14-KARAT
No. 205 Gold Crescent with spray of three enameled forget-me-nots, pearl centres $ 4.00
No. 206 Circle of White Enameled Daisies, gold centres 5 75
No. 207 Orchid Buds and Flowers, four whole pearls antique gold 6.75
No. 208 Gold Loops and Enameled Leaves, three Baroque Pearls 7.75
No. 209 Gold Griffin, whole pearl and amethyst, antique gold 11.50
No. 210 Harvest Moon, seventeen graduated whole pearls 14.50
ILLUSTRATIONS UPON REQUEST
Descriptions and prices of RICHER JEWELRY in the YEAR BOOK, which is sent free on
request.
1218-20-22 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
1904—December 18. Christmas Vespers.
December 22 January 11. Christmas Holidays.
1SHI5—January 16 Ice Carnival.
January 17. Installation of Eta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
February 11. Barnswallows.
February 22." Glee Club Concert.
Mrs. F. What a beautiful pair of glasses you are wearing?
Mrs. O'B. Yes, I had them made to order.
Mrs. F. Did you get them at Dr. Squints?
Mrs. O'B. No, I sent my photograph to Sears, Roebuck &
Co., and they sent them to me by mail.— Opt; J
.
We cannot fit glasses by mail, but we can and do fit thousands of people every year at our rooms, 2 Park Sq.,
Boston, where we have been located for fourteen years. Oculist's prescriptions accurately filled.
DAVIS OPTICAL CO.
2 Park Sq., Boston
Established 1883
REFRACTING OPTICIANS







RETAIL STORE, 416 Washington St., BOSTON
HAAS BROS.




Special DISCOUNT to Students






TECO AND VAN BRIGGLE POTTERY
COLLEGE SEALS, METAL FRAMES
Developing and Printing for the Amateur
DUPLICATES OF MANY PHOTOGRAPHS IN THIS BOOK
CAN BE OBTAINED AT THE STUDIO
LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS 15
16 LEGENDA ADVERTISEMENTS
1905—April 24. Phi Sigma Shirt Waist Dance.
April 29. Barnswallows Freshman Play.
May 1. May Day Frolic.
May 6. Alpha Kappa Chi Dance.
May 13. Junior Barnswallows " The Power of Friendship.
May 15. Choir Concert.
Butterfield's Book - Shop
The Young Ladies at Wellesley College are cordially
invited to visit my Book-Shop in the basement of the
Paddock Building, corner of Tremont and Bromfield
Streets where they will find a good supply of all the best
latest publications, also the Classics, both new and old
"OUT OF PRINT" and SCARCE BOOKS the students find
difficult to obtain, kindly notify me, any book not in stock supplied
on short notice- UMail orders will receive my careful and prompt
attention. HThe Wellesley Discount given where it is possible-
W. A. BUTTERFIELD, BOOKSELLER







Fresh Salmon <Sc Trout Specialties
128 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston
The Fisk
Teachers* Agency
Washington, D. C, 1505 Penn. Ave.
Boston, Mass., 4 Ashburton Place
New York, N. Y., 156 Fifth Ave.
Chicago, 111., 57 Washington St.
Minneapolis, Minn., 414 Century Building
Denver, Col., 401 Cooper Building
Spokane, Wash., 313 Rookery Block
Portland Ore., 1200 Williams Ave.
San Francisco, Cal., 518 Parrott Building
Los Angeles, Cal., 525 Stimson Block
Registration Forms Sent to
Teachers on Application




And all Stage Effects of the Latest
Improvements
. . . Calcium Light Illu-
mination with beautiful Colored Effects
for Commencements, Tableaux, Vivants
Lawn Parties, Serenades, River Excur-
sions, Indoor and Outdoor Shows










Mrs. J. McLeod Morrison
367 Boylston St. Room 303
Ocrantom, VVetmore & l_,o.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.




° LINE OF PAPERS
and Die Stamping by the pound





Telephone, 29 1 6 2 Main
Residence, 58 Howard St., Melrose. Tel. Conn.
College Shoes
iyiE HAVE made for us by a leading manufac-
\l/ turer of men's shoes, thus insuring solidity
and durability, a shoe for women which is particularly
adapted to college work. The soles are of heavy oak
leather, attached by the welted process, uppers of dull-
finished calfskin, with every seam strong and reliable.
While we have them in a variety of styles, we recom-
mend our VARSITY and EDUCATOR shapes,
which fit closely at heel and instep, while the toes are
left at liberty to do the work Nature intended.
A Buttoned Shoe of soft Calfskin is one of our best
sellers. Our light expenses allow us to sell at much






1905—June 10. Tree Day.
June 10. Zeta Alpha Masque Orfeo.
June 14. Final Exams began.
Dress Rehearsal of Senior Play.
June 17. 4—6 P. M. Demeter and Persephone, given by Alpha Kappa Chi.
7.30 P. M. Dress Rehearsal of Shakespeare Play.
M. SULLIVAN & CO.
Costumers
We have the largest and most complete
line of Costumes that can be found in
this state or elsewhere, consisting of
Historical and Fancy dress for Mas-
querades, Private Theatricals, Operas,
Recitations, Tableaux, Fairy Tales,
Parties and Minstrel Shows. Also
supply competent men for making up.
Our long and extensive experience
places us in a position to confidently
assert that we can be safely relied on,
and every order placed with us will be
carried out with the most careful min-
uteness of detail and accuracy. It will
always be our ambition to excel in our
work, and give the best service at
REASONABLE PRICES. Costumes
designed and made to order.
WRITE FOR ESTIMATES
732 Washington St. Boston
Wellesley News Stand
STATIONERY AND
VARIETY STORE : :
Subscriptions received
for all magazines : : :




Particular attention given to
COLLEGE WORK
Wellesley Square, Wellesley, Mass.
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1905—June 20. Float.
June 21. Shakespeare Play.
June 23. Senior Play.
June 24. Glee Club Concert.
John P. Squire & Sons
DEALERS IN
Beef & Pork Products





21, 23 and 25 Faneuil Hall Market
Telephone, 52 Richmond





46-48 Faneuil Hall Market
BOSTON, MASS.
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We print the Legenda and
seventeen other Annuals
" A little better than
seems necessary
'It a man can write a better book, preach a better
sermon, or make a better mousetrap than his neigh-
bor, though he build his house in the woods, the




In Leather, Cloth and Paper Bindings





20 North Avenue, Natick, Mass.
J. TAILBY & SON
F L O R I S T S
ESTABLISHED 39 YEARS
Flowers and Plants of the choicest varieties for
all occasions. Palms, etc. to let for Decorations.
Flowers carefully packed and forwarded by mail
or express to all parts of the United States and
Canada. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly
attended to. : : Connected by Telephone, 44




Boys' and Misses' Sailor Suits a Specialty
Ladies' Tailor-Made Suits and Riding Habits
MADE TO ORDER ONLY NO AGENCIES
PETER THOMSON
Naval and Merchants Tailor
1118 Walnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA
14 and 16 West 33d Street
NEW YORK
lbs Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume
Chartered 1902 by the Regents of the University of New York
COTRELL & LEONARD
= ALBANY, NEW YORK
CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS
Makers to Wellesley '92, '93, '94, '95, '96, '97, '98, '99, '00
'01, '02, '03, '04, '05 and '06. To Radcliffe, Bryn, Mawr,
Mount Holyoke, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, Univ.
of Pa., Brown, Tufts, Columbia, Stanford, Tulane, Univ of
the South, and all the others '.' 7 '.' '.' '.' V .'. '."
RICH GOWNS for the Higher Degrees, for Pulpit and Bench
Illustrated Bulletin and Samples on application .". V .*. .'. .".
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1905—June 25. Baccalaureate Sunday.




June 28. Alumnae Day.
H In the flowery language of DE QUINCY our little shop may
be styled the emporium of the daintiest articles. 1fln the
words of SERGIUS DE WITTE our shop is representative of
the true RUSSIAN ART. flWhy not visit us? ^Ml handicraft
of the Russian Peasant is displayed.
It is anyhow an artistic treat to visit our shop.
RUSSIAN IMPORTING COMPANY





ALBANY TEACHERS ' AGENCY
Provides schools of all grades with competent teachers
Assists teachers in obtaining positions
We have been especially successful in finding posi-
tions for inexperienced teachers and are always glad
to enroll the names of young men and women who
are just about to graduate from college. No agency
in the country has done more for such teachers than
ours, and we can undoubtedly be of service to you
if you are qualified to do good work. We shall
be glad to hear from you, and will use our best
efforts in your behalf if you give us the opportunity.
HARLAN P. FRENCH, 81 Chapel St., Albany, N. Y.




For beautifying the com-
plexion and as a prevent-
ative for colds Turkish
Baths have no equal :
HOURS
9 A. M. TO 1 P. H.
176 Tremont Street
BOSTON, MASS.





Taylor's Block Wellesley, MaSS.




: : : and Ice : : :
Lime and Cement
Phone 13-1 WELLESLEY, MASS.




136 Harrison Avenue, Boston
The Master Builders Association Telephone
164 Devonshire St. Oxford 288
Face Powder.
is used by thousands of women who attribute to it their beautiful complexions.
Lablache Face Powder softens, soothes, nourishes the skin ; restores its fresh-
ness and rich color , removes all roughness and blemishes. Delightful to use.
Invisible on closest inspection. Its healing properties, its power to make the
skin on the Face, Neck and Arms clean, clear and healthy, assures Lablache
Face Powder a place in the affections of every welUdressed woman. At
every season it is desirable, for it is so judiciously prepared that it repairs in-
stantly the ill effects of wind and sunburn. Get the genuine ; counterfeits and
substitutes are not only disappointing, but often are a menace to health.
Flesh, White, Pink or Cream, 50 cents a box.
Sold everywhere or by mail Send 10 cents for sample.
BEN. LEVY & CO., French Perfumers,
125 KINGSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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WHEN IN BOSTON STAY AT THE
COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
COR. HUNTINGTON AVENUE AND EXETER STREET
['he must centrally located hotel for travellers and visitors. One block from Boston &
Albany "Huntington Avenue Station" and N. Y., N. H. & H. "Back Bay Station."
Electric cars pass the door to B. & M. R. R. "North Station" and connect with"L" and
and surface lines to all parts of the city and suburbs, lj Ten minutes' walk to shopping
and business district. 1i A high-class, modern house, intelligent service, moderate prices,
pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. Long distance telephone in every room.
1i Ladies travelling alone are assured of courteous attention.
Copley Square is Boston's literary, musical and religious center. AMOS H. WHIPPLE, Proprietor.
Linden Hall Foi?9td
: : Moravian Seminary for Girls : :
Lititz, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania
College Preparatory and Finishing
Courses. Music and Art
Departmen ts unexcelled
For further information address
REV. CHARLES D. KREIDER, Principal
HOSMER HALL
Day and Boarding School for Girls
Special attention given
to students preparing
for college : : : :
For catalogues address
the Principal : :
MISS MARTHA H.












Antique and Modern Russian Brasses
Kyfc, and Copper, Old Silver, Curios Rus-
iygl| sian Lace and Drawn Work. Every
Jy*tieL§y article artistic, unique, decorative and
useful. Self-suggesting Xmas gifts.
Largest Selection. Lowest Prices.
M. R. POLAKOFF & CO.
Technology Chamber




Attractive Cafe for Ladies
Service First Class
WM. M. KIMBALL. MANAGER
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25,000 New Words and Phrases
ALSO ADDED
New Gazetteer of the World
New Biographical Dictionary
Editor in Chief, W. T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D.
United States Commissioner off Education.
2380 Qutrto Pages. 5000 Illustrations.
GRAND PRIZE (Highest Award) World's Fair St. Louis
Also Webster's Collegiate Dictionary mc rages.
1400 Illustration<;. Regular Edition, 3 bindings.
De Luxe Edition, on bible paper, 2 beautiful bindings.
FREE, "Dictionary Wrinkles." Illustrated pamphlets.
G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
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nabctriv.no Itifcrx
Abell, G. L., Wellesley, Mass. ... 14
Adams, Geo. D., Wellesley, Mass. . 21
Albany Teacher's Agency, Albany, N. Y. 30
B
Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 13
Baker, Winthrop M., Inc. Boston, Mass. . 11
Bent & Bush, Boston, Mass 4
Besse, P. & J. Co., Boston, Mass. . . 5
Blanchard King & Co., Boston, Mass. . 10
Boston & New York Calcium Lt. Co. 17
Briggs, Richard Co., Boston, Mass. . 4
Brooks Brothers, New York, N. Y. . 24
Butterfield, W. A., Boston . . 16
C
Carter, H. H. & Co., Boston, Mass. . . 19
Coolidge, F. A. & Co., Wellesley, Mas;. . 30
Copley Square Hotel, Boston ... 32
Cotrell& Leonard, Albany, N. Y. . 26
Craig, David R., Boston, Mass. ... 10
D
Davis Optical Co., Boston, Mass. 13
Diehl, F. & Son, Wellesley, Mass. . . 30
Ditson, Oliver Co., Boston, Mass. . 4
E
Eck, Charles, Boston, Mass 19
Esselen, G. J., Boston, Mass . . 19
F
Fisk Teachers Agency, Boston, Mass.. 17
Frost, George Co., Boston, Mass. . 21
G
Globe Wernicke Co., Boston, Mass. . . 4
H
Haas Bros., New York 14
Hall, Martin L. ii: Co., Boston, Mass 15
Hearn, C. W., Boston, Mass. . . . 9
Holden's Studio, Natick, Mass. ... 25
Hosmer Hall, St. Louis 32
Hovey, C. F. & Co., Boston, Mass. . 11
Hoyle, Chas A. & Co., Boston, Mass. 33
I
Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co. ... 8
K
Kakas Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass. 9
Kakas, Edward & Son, Boston, Mass. . 11
Kontoff, I. M., Boston, Mass. ... 20
Lawrence, H. L. & Co., Boston, Mass.
Levy, Benj. & Co., Boston. Mass.
Lowney's Walter M. Co., Boston, Mass.
Linden Hall, Lititz, Penn.
M
MacDonald, Angus, Boston, Mass.
Maugus Printing Co., Wellesley, Mass.
Merriam, G.& C. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Meyer, Jonasson & Co., Boston, Mass.
Morgan, John A. & Co
Morrison, J. McLeod, Boston, Mass. .
Murray, H. W., Wellesley, Mass.
O
Ohio Dress Shield, Middletown, Conn.
Polakoff, M. R. & Co., Boston,
Pyle, James & Sons, New York
Mass.
Raymond, Geo. P. Co., Boston, Mass.
Rock Ridge Hall, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Russian Importing Co., Boston, Mass.
S
Scrantom Wet more & Co., Rochester, N.
Shattuck & Jones, Boston, Mass.
Shreve, Crump & Low Co., Boston, Mass
Shuman, A. & Co., Boston, Mass.
Siegel, Henry Co., Boston, Mass.
Squire, John P. & Sons, Boston, Mass.
Stowell, A. & Co., Inc.
Sullivan, Martin, Boston, Mass. .
T
Tailby, J. & Son, Wellesley, Mass. .
Thomson, Peter New York
Tiffany & Co., New York
Tremont Turkish Baths, Boston, Mass.
Puttie Co., Rutland, Vt. ...
W
Wallburg & Sherry, Boston, Mass
Walnut Hill School, Natick, Mass.
Waterman, L. E. Co., New York
Wellesly Inn., Wellesley, Mass. .
Wellesley News Stand, Wellesley, Mass
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Artists' Materials —




Whittemore Bros. & Co., Cambridge, Mass. 29
Brass Goods -—
Russian Importing Co.
Polakotf, M. R. & Co., Boston, Mass.
Books —
Butterfield, W. A., Boston, Mass.
Carter, H. H. & Co
Merriam, G. & C. Co., Boston, Mass.
Contractors
MacDonald, Angus, Boston, Mass. 21
Confectionery -
Baker, Winthrop M., Inc., Boston, Mass. 11
Lowneys, W. M. Co., Boston ... 14
China
Briggs, Richard Co., Boston, Mass. . 4
Jones, McDuffee & Stratton, Boston, Mass. N
Children's and Misses' Garments -
Eck, Charles, Boston, Mass. . . 14
Calcium Lights —
New York & Boston Calcium Light Co.,
Boston, Mass 17
Caterers —
Besse, P. & J. & Co., Boston ... 5
Caps Sc Gowns —
Cotrell & Leonard, Albany, N. Y. . 26
Coats & Suits -
Meyer Jonasson & Co. Boston, Mass. . 9
Shuman A. & Co., Boston, Mass. . . 5
Coal —
Diehl, F. i' Son, Wellesley, Mass. . 30
Corsets —
Morrison, J. McLeod, Boston, Mass. . 21
Costumers —
Raymond, Geo. P. Co., Boston, Mass. 14
Sullivan, Martin, Boston, Mass. . . 23
Decorators—
Wallburg & Sherry, Boston ... 30
Dress Shields—
Omo Dress Shield, Middletown, Conn. . 32
Dry Goods—
Hovey, C. F. & Co., Boston, Mass. . 11
Siegel, H. Co., Boston, Mass. ... 20
Engraving, Die Stamping—
Scrantom Wetmore& Co., Rochester, N.Y. 21
Filing Cabinets—
Globe Wernicke Co., Boston, Mass. . 4
Florist
—
Tailby & Son, J., Wellesle*y, Mass. . 25
Furs—
Kakas Bros., Boston, Mass. ... 4
Kakas, Edward & Son, Boston, Mass 1 1
Fish—
Shattuck ii; Jones Boston, Mass. . . 17
G
Groceries —
Hall, Martin L. & Co., Boston, Mass. . 15
H
Hats—
Brooks Brothers, New York ... 24
Murray, H. W., Wellesley, Mass. . 19
Bent & Bush, Boston, Mass. ... 4
Hose Supporters —
George Frost Co., I VelvetGrip) Boston, Mass. 21
Hotels—
Wellesley Inn, Wellesley, Mass. . . 33
Copley Square Hotel, Boston ... 32
The Worthy, Springfield, Mass. . . 32
J
Jewelers—
Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., Phila., Pa. 13
Bent & Bush, Boston, Mass. ... 4
Shreve Crump & Low Co., Boston . 14
Stowell, A. & Co., Boston, Mass. 29
Tiffany & Co., New York . . . . 3
Desks —
Globe, Wernicke Co., Boston .
Lamps—




Ditson, Oliver & Co., Boston
O
Opticians—




Coolidge, F. A. & Co., Wellesley, Mass.
Pens —
Waterman, L. E. & Co., New York
Pharmacist —
Morgan, John & Co., Wellesley, Mass. .
Photographers
—
Abell, G. L. Wellesley, Mass. .
Heam, C. W., Boston Mass. .
Hoyle, C. A., Boston, Mass. .
Holden's Studio, Natick, Mass.
Printers —
Maugus Printing Co., Wellesley, Mass. .
Tuttle Co., Rutland, Vermont .
Poultry —
Lawrence, H. L. i Co., Boston, Mass
Provisions—















Hosmer Hall, St. Louis .... 32
Linden Hall, Lititz, Penn 32
Rock Ridge Hall, Wellesley ... 7
Walnut Hill School, Natick, Mass. . 19
Shoes
—
Adams, Geo. D., Wellesley, Mass. . . 21
Shirt Waists—
Blanchard, King & Co., Boston, Mass. . 10
Soap—
Pyle, James & Sons, New York . . 17
Suits & Coats—
Hovey, C. F. & Co., Boston ... 11
Meyer Jonasson & Co., Boston, Mass. . 9
Shuman, A. & Co., Boston, Mass. . . 5
Siegel, H. Co., Boston .... 20
T
Tailors —
Haas Brothers, New York .... 14
Kontoff, I. M., Boston .... 20
Thomson, Peter 26
Teacher's Agencies—
Albany Teachers Agency, Albany, N. Y. 30
Fisk, E. O., Boston, Mass. . . . 17
Toilet Articles —
Levy, Benj. &c Co., Boston, Mass. . . 31
Turkish Baths —
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